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LOANEES’ BANK

Ladies’ Own Magazine.

RAILROAD IRON,

THE [ONLY FIRST-CLASS LITERARY, HOUSE
HOLD AND FASHIONABLE MAGAZINE IN
THE WEST,

FOR SALE

THE

(ORGANIZED UNDER STATE CHARTER,)

Western Rural,

Continental Life Building,

THE GREAT

22 Nassau Street, New York.

AGRICULTURAL & FAMILY WEEKLY

AND

JOURNAL OF THE WEST.

TED ABLEST, BEST AND MOST POPULADIN
AMERICA.

OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK,

CAPITAL................................................
$500,000
H. N. F. LEWIS, Editor and Proprietor,
Subject to increase to................................... 1,000,000
WITH AN
This Bank negotiates LOANS, makes COLLEC
TIONS, advances on SECURITIES and receives DE
Able and Practical Editorial Staff,
POSITS.
AND AN
Accounts of Bankers, Manufacturers and Merchants
EFFICIENT CORPS OF SPECIAL AND VOLUN
will receive special attention.
TARY CONTRIBUTORS.
EST" FIVE PER CENT. INTEREST paid on CUK
RENT BALANCES and liberal facilities offered to our
TERMS:
CUSTOMERS.
$2.50 per Year; $2 in Chibs of Four or More.
DORR RUSSELL, President.
SPLENDID INDUCEMENTS TO AGENTS.
A F. WmttAKTH, Vice-President.

JOHN J. CISCO

& SON,

Bankers,
No. 59 Wall St., New York.
Gold and Currency received on deposit subject to
eheck at sight.
Interest allowed on Currency Accounts at the rate
of Four per Cent, per annum, credited at the end of
each month.
ALL CHECKS DRAWN ON US PASS THROUGH
THE CLEARING-HOUSE, AND ARE RECEIVED
ON DEPOSIT BY ALL THE CITY BANKS.
Certificates of Deposit issued, payable on demand,
bearing Four per Cent interest.
Loans negotiated.
Orders promptly esecuted for the Purchase and
Sale of Governments, Gold, Stocks and Bonds on
commission.
Collections made on all parts of the United States
and Canadas.

The Most Dangerous Man
in America!

71 BROADWAY.

CHARMING STORIES, INSTRUCTIVE ESSAYS,
BEAUTIFUL POEMS,

Live Editorials, Superb Engravings.
OVER TWENTY ABLE WRITERS EN
GAGED UPON IT.

TOLEDO, PEORIA

. Only $2.00 a Year, or Twenty Cents a Copy,

A PLUCKY PUBLISHER.

AND A

SUPERB ORIGINAL OIL CHROMO, WORTH $5,
FREE.
SUBSCRIBE AND MAKE UP A CLUB, AND
SECURE A HANDSOME PREMIUM.
We will send the Ladies’ Own three months on
trial for 50 cents, and allow that to count as the sub
scription if you renew for the balance of the year. A
new volume begins July 1.
LADIES’ OWN MAGAZINE,
447 Broome st., N. Y.

lull Bali

and Handsomest Paper for
Young People."

THE
The Independent Tract Society solicit orders for the
above startling Tract—a real bombshell, at the rate of
75 cents per hundred, or 50 cents per half hundred.
Working-men and women, send for it! Let a million
A RURAL AND LITERARY MONTHLY JOURNAL
copies he sown!
INDEPENDENT TRACT SOCIETY, Clinton, Mass., FOR YOUNG PEOPLE OF COUNTRY AND CITY.
or Rochester, N. Y.
TERMS:
NOTICE.—Owing to onr books having been lost
through the rascality of enemies, we are compelled to $1.50 per Year; $1 in Chibs of Four or More.
ask members to send names and P. O. addresses again.
Let no one write desiring reply without inclosing A PAIR OF BEAUTIFUL BERLIN CHROSIOS, MOUNTED
AND VARNISHED, SENT POSTPAID AS A GIFT TO
tamps for postage.
EVERY YEARLY SUBSCRIBER.
Send stamp for catalogue, circulars, etc.
The Young Folks' Dural is a novelty among publi
F. FLETCHER.,
cations for Young People—entirely a “ new idea,” and
CLINTON, MASS,
different from any other in style and character. Six
teen pages and sixty-fonr columns—^ largest news
paper in Chicago !
Has rearranged the notes for a Series of Twelve Lec
WHAT “ THEY SAY.”
tures on Spiritualism, the evidences being drawn
from the Bible. He shows that the church, the
[From the Chicago Evening Post.']
gospel and Christianity were founded not on morals,
“H. N. F. Lewis, Esq., the well-known publisher of
ethics or dogmas, but the intercourse of spiritual that admirable weekly, the Western Dural, is publish
beings with the inhabitants of the earth. The whole ing a monthly rural and literary journal, under the title
the Young Folks' Dural. *
*
* -v[ri Lewi?
field of Bible evidences is thoroughly canyanssed in of
is just the man. to make it a ‘ big thing. ’”
these lectures. The following are the subjects of the
[From the Letter of a Western Mother.]
Lectures:
“ The Young Folks' Dural is just what otn dear
1. Spiritualism and Infidelity.
2. Spiritualism a Test of Christianity.
children need. Altogether it is a noble enterprise, and
will do an untold amount of good. It is the ‘ parents’
3. Trial of the Spirits.
4. Spiritualism of the Church (Ancient and Modem). assistant,’ and all thinking parents will join me in
thanking you.”
5. Angel Ministry.
6. What Good will Spiritualism do?
[From a School Teacher.]
7. The Resurrection of Jesus—only a Spiritual Re
surrection.
‘‘ I am a teacher, and take the paper for the benefit
8. The Temple of Spiritualism.
and
amusement
of my pupils. Eyes are brighter and
9. Tuletary Deities (Human Spirits, Jehovah one of
lessons better learned when the Young Folks' Dural
them. Dark Circles in Bible Times).
makes
its
appearance.
10. Progression in Religion.
11. Biblical Objections.
12. The Devil.
SPECIMEN NUMBEDS SENT FDEE.
Will give the entire OcE/se or as many as desired, or
H. N. F. LEWIS, Publisher,
speak on any subject at sired by the audience. A Address,
discussion wished in every community. Will not be
Chicago, HI.
restricted in what he says. Satisfaction warranted.
Address D. W. HULL, 148 West Washington street, Both Western Rural, and Ymng Folte'lRural furnished
Gfcticago, 111.; or 871 Washington st., Boston, Mass.
t
for One Year for $3.00. ^

Young Folks’

D. W. HULL

BY S. W. HOPKINS & CO,

[From the Chicago Daily Sun, Nov. 30,1871.]
“ One of t!he most remarkable examples of Chicago
pluck and energy is given by Mr. H. N. F. Lewis, pro
prietor of the Western Dural, one of the ablest and
most widely circulated agricultural journals in the
country. Mr. Lewis lost by the fire one of the most
complete and valuable printing and publishing estab
lishments in the West, and also his residence and
household goods. Yet he comes to the surface again
with unabated ardor, re-establishes himself at No. 407
West Madison street, where he has gathered new ma
terial for his business, and from which point he has
already issued the first number (since the fire) of the
Western Dural, the same size and in the same form as
previous to the fiery storm. Nobody would imagine,
on glancing at the neat, artistic head and well-filled
pages of the Dural that anything uncomfortably warm Showing how Interest on Money can be abolished by
or specially disastrous had ever happened to it. Suc Free Competition.
cess to Lewis and his excellent Dural. Chicago ought
By Wm. B. Greene.
to feel proud of it.”
Sixth thousand. Price 25 cents.
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CENT. CURRENCY BONDS,

INTEREST

WARRANTS

PAYABLE

OCTOBER AND APRIL,

Yirs or Hifle:

Rural,

PRINCIPAL 1886.

An Essay to show the TRUE BASIS OF PROPERTY
and The Causes of its Unequal Distribution.
By E. H. Heywood.
Twentieth thousand. Price 16 cents.

We offer for sale $100,000 of the above bonds ia
block. By act of reorganizaHon of the Company hese
bends ar; convertible into the First Preferred Shares

ALSO, BY THE SAME,

of the Company, which amounts to Maly 17,0OO shares
and into the Consolidated Bond® (recently negotiated

Hard Cash:

at Amsterdam) of six millions of dollars, which cover
the entire line of

nCea sf completed road, to

Showing that Financial Monopolies hinder Enterprise gether with all the rolling stock and real property, to
'and defraud both Labor and Capiial; that Panics and the value of more than tea millions of dollars. The
Bpsiness Revulsions will he effectively prevented only
road crosses the entire State ©f Hlinois and connect
through
with the mammoth iron bridges spanning the Misfei ®

FREE MONEY.

Fifth thousand. Price 15 cents.

sippi at Keokuk and Burlington.

The income of the

road for the year will net sufficient to pay interest oa
all the bonded indebtedness sad dividend on thepre«
ferred shares.

All the above sold wholesale and retail by
Foi term iipplyto

the

Co-Operative Publishing Co.,
PEINCETONj MASS.
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The Spiritual Mystery

TWEN1T YEARS' PRACTICE.

WM. DIBBLES,

DR. DERKDSTS

LADIES5 HAIR DRESSER,

OR,

“The Mew Mola,

ip

Can be consulted as usual at bis office,

Is in its third thousand, and revolutionizing human
thought on Spiritualism. It will he mailed for 60 cents.
It contains what can nowhere else on earth he found.
Address,

ICaie V. ©orson,
'

Toledo, Ohio.

THE PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY,
Cedarvale, Howard Co.', Kansas,
Desire correspondence with persons wishing for a
Community home.
Address (inclosing stamp)
J. G. Tbttman, Secretary.

Kerent

Badieal Beading.

The Essence of JZeligiovi.
GOD THE: IMAGE OE MAN. : .
Man’s Dependence upon Nature the last and only
source of Religion,
Translated Horn the German of Ludwig Feuerbach,
by Prof. A. Loos. I2mo. cloth, $1; paper,',60 cents:

Materialism ;
Its Ancient History, its Recent Development, its Prac
tical Beneficence.
, By Dr. L. Buechner, author of “Force and Matter,”
Man in Nature,” etc., etc. Translated from the au
thor’s manuscript hy Professor A. Loos. 25 cents.

The Childhood of the World $
A Simple Account of Man in Early Times.
By Edward Clodd, F. R. A. S. 12mo. Paper, 50
cents. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Religion of Humanity«

OPPOSITE PUBLIC SQUARE,

KANSAS CITY, MO.,
Or by mail, box 1,227, on the various symptoms of Pri
vate Diseases. The afflicted will take notice that I am
the only man on the American continent that can cure
yon of Spermatorrhoea, Loss of Manhood, etc., caused
by self abuse or disease. I challenge the combined
medical faculty to refute the above statement by suc
cessful competition. The symptoms of disease pro
duced by nightly seminal emissions or by excessive
sexual indulgence, or by self abuse are as follows:
Loss of memory, sallow countenance, pains in the
back, weakness of limbs, chronic costiveness of the
bowels, confused vision, blunted intellect, loss of con
fidence in approaching strangers, great nervousness,
fetid breath, consumption, parched tongue and fre
quently insanity and death, unless combated by scien
tific medical aid. Reader, remember Dr. Perkins is
tbe only man that will guarantee to cure you or refund
the fee if a cure is not permanently made. Also re
member that I am permanently located at No. 9 Fifth
street. S. S., opposite the public square, Kansas City
Mo., and I have the largest medical rooms in the city.
Call and see me; a friendly chat costs you nothing,
and all is strictly confidential. Post box, 1,227.
Dr. PERKINS,
Kansas City. Mo.

JUST OUT.

THE MARTYRDOM OF MAI:

By B. F. Underwood. A handsome forty-five page
[From the “Daily Graphic.]
pamphlet. 15 cents.
“ Those who wish to learn the tendencies of mod
MR. UNDERWOOD’S BEST LECTURE,
ern thought and to look at past history from the stand
The Influence of Christianity on
point of one who accepts the doctrine of evolution in
Civilization.
its entirety, would do well to read this remarkable
Eighty-eight page pamphlet. Price 25 cents.
book. All the radicalisms of the times, in philosophy
The Religion of Inhumanity.
and religion, are restated here with remarkable vigor
A eaustie criticism of “ Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.” and force.”
By Frederic Harrison. Price 20 cents.
The Hartford “ Evening Post ” says, “ That its
brilliant rhetoric and its very audacity give it a fatal
lecture on Ruddhist Nihilism.
charm.”
By Prof. Mas Mueller. Translated from the German.
A brilliant defense of Buddha. Price 10 cents.
■ THE
By A. C. Lyall. Price 15 cents.

A. Rositivist Primer.
A series of Familiar Conversations on the Religion of
Humanity, dedicated to the only Superior Being man
can ever know, the great hut imperfect God, Human
ity, in whose image all other gods were made, and
for whose service all other gods exist, and to whom
all the children of men owe Labor, Love and Wor
ship. Price 75 cents.

■The Truth About Love;
A Proposed Sexual Morality, based upon the Doc
trine of Evolution, and Recent Discoveries in Med
ical Science. Price $1.50.
Any of the above books sent free by mail upon re
ceipt of price.
Address,
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
36 Dey Street,
New York.

DENTAL NOTICE.
DR. AMMI

BROWN,

HAS REMOVED TO

125 West Forty-second
Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue,

UNTEW YORK.
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Rons very Easy,
Rons very Fast,
Runs very Still.

SPIKITTIALISM.

HAS A NEW SHUTTLE MTPERIOR 10
ALL OTHERS.

ALL ABOUT

Defies Competition.

CHAS. H. FOSTER

GREAT IMPROVEMENTS IN
NEEDLE.

The Wonderful Medium.

Cannot Tbe Set Wrong:.

Clairvoyant Medical Practice
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NEW SEWING MACHINE

Banner of Light Building,
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5'YictorT S. ft. Co.’s

or FLESH BEAUTIFIER, the only pure and harm
less preparation ever made for the complexion. No
lady should ever be without it. Can be obtained only
at
WM. DIBBLEE’S,
85 Broadway, Up-stairs.

MASCULINE CROSS

& S'!

88

DIBBLK'vVNIA for stimulating, JAPONICA for
soothing am, the MAGIC TAR SALVE for promoting
the growth oi the hair, constantly on hand.
Consultation on diseases of the Scalp, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, from 9 a. m. till 3 n. m.
Also, Ms celebrated

A GEN TS WANTED.
The compiler of tMs work, George C. Bartlett, says
Address The “VICTOR” S. M. CO.,
in the introduction: “While making an extended
tour through the principal cities of the United States
862 Broadway, N. Y.
with Mr. Foster, I made it my especial business to in
vite the_editors of the principal newspapers and jour
nals to investigate the phenomena as they occurred in
Mr. Foster’s presence. Having confidence in the fair
ness and justice of the editorial corps throughout the
country, and believing that they would give truthful
accounts of their experiences during the seances, I
have in this little pamphlet republished a series of ar
ticles from the leading papers of the Union. The
reader must hear in mind that in nearly every case
these articles have been written by men who are ouposed to Spiritualism. In some instances, we are com
pelled to say, that on account of the Unpopularity of
the cause in some quarters, it was deemed inexpedi
AND
ent hy the writers to give the more Incredible and '
(Formerly at 1S7 Harrison Ave.),
AHOIEHT SEX WORSHIP startling occurrences as they were witnessed. Not
withstanding this, this little volume is put forth with
Is now in the beautiful and commodious
the hope that it may lead persons to investigate these
By SHA ROCCO.
who, unbelieving now, may he led to be
A curious and remarkable work, containing the phenomena,
lieve in a spiritual life. TMs accomplished, it will
traces of ancient myths in the current religions of to not go forth in vain.”
Hooms Nos, 6 & 7,
day.
Price 50 cents, postage free.
70 pp. 26 illustrations, 12mo. Paper, 75 cents; cloth,
No.
9
MONTGOMERY
PLACE,
For sale, wholesale and retail, by COLBY & RICH,
Sl
at No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston, Mass.
BOSTON.
it contains an original chapter on the Phalli of Cali
fornia, which will be new even to, scholars. It is full
Patients will find tMs a central location, easy of ac
YTEBRASKA STATE MEOISTEK..—A
of the deepest research and soundest scholarship.
cess by horse-cars, either on Tremont or Washington
40 column paper, published at the State capital; streets.
full of Nebraska news; has a Big Chief correspondent,
MRS. MAGGIE A. FOLSOM.
who delineates Indian customs, in peace and in war.
TMs widely known Spiritual Clairvoyant examines
All interested in the great West should have it. $150 patients from nine o’clock a. m., to five o’clock p. m.,
a year in advance. Address,
daily.
An Essay in New Orthodoxy.
DR. STORER will, personally attend patients, and
WM. C. CLOYD, Lincoln, Neb.
By A. PURITAN.
whatever spiritual insight and practical judgment and
Cloth, 12mo. Price 75 cents.
experience can accomplish will he employed as here
The ablest treatise on tMs burning theme which has "TSTEBRASK.A INTBEEIGENCE ACHEN- tofore in curing the sick.
Patients hi the country, and all persons ordering
been published yet.
CY.—Full information of business openings of Dr. STORER’S NEW VITAL REMEDIES for Chronic
Published aud for sale by
any kind, iu Nebraska, sent on receipt of $9. Address and Nervous x-iseases. will address
Asa 1C. Butts & Co,,
JNO. M. BRADFORD & CO.,
Dr, H.
Storer,
36 Dey street, New York.
Lincoln, Neb.
No. 9 Montgomery Place, Boston.

3 g s

a

For our Radical and Reform Publications. Great in
LADIES’ AND GENTLEMEN’S WIGS.
ducements. Catalogues sent on application, with
stamp to pay postage.
and everytMng appertaining to the business will be
ASA K. BUTTS & CO.,
kept on hand and made to order.
36 Dey st., New York.
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AGENTS WANTED

CHATELAINE BRAIDS.
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AS A STRONG BIRD ON PINIONS FREE. Just
out, 75 cents.
Has removed from Ms Store to the
DEMOCRATIC VISTAS. Political Essay. Pros
75 cents.
Also a few copies of John Burroughs’ NOTES ON
FIRST FLOOR,
WALT WHITMAN AS POET AND PERSON, $1.
where he will continue to conduct Ms business in all
Address
A. K. BUTTS & CO.,
its branches TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER
36 Dey st., New York.
than heretofore, in consequence of the difference in
Ms rent.

By WINWOOD READE.
Full 12mo. Cloth. 545 pp. Price, post paid, $3.

Christianity_ and Materialism Con
“ It is a splendid hook. You may depend upon it. a
trasted.
.—Chas. Bradlaugh to the Pub
r

The Relation of Witchcraft to Re
ligion.

LEAVES OF GRASS. New Edition. 504pp.

854 BROADWAY,

No. 9 FIFTH STREET (South Side),

By O. B. Frothingham. Second Edition, with Fine
Steel Portrait. 12mo, cloth. Price $1.50.

Publications of Walt Whitman, the
Greatest of Poets.
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the question by what processes this perisprit, indispensable establish it in the state of distinct individuality in the midst
instrument of the soul, maintains and renews itself so as to of the ambient fluids. Thus the perisprit, at least that part
become constantly purer and more pure, gradually facilita which, during the intra-uterine existence of the foetus, has
ting the work of the spirit by a more entire subjection to his remained outside to serve the soul, must penetrate into the
will. Here our guide fails us; Allan Kardec, did not see fit body with the soul by the intermediacy of the oxygen at the
to instruct us on these various points, doubtless because the moment when the child begins to breathe, and thence evi
time had not yet come to enter into these details, and per dently results this fact, that the soul acting on corporeal
haps also lest too many developments might obscure the matter only by means of its perisprit, could not without its
principles he was sent to establish. Now we will go on with help effect these serious modifications that signalize its de
the help of the spirits who assist us; and we have hope that finitive union with the body. Thus the perisprit is fixed in
they will direct our studies, since they themselves have made the organism, being introduced into it with the soul, and by
The Books and Speeches of Victoria C. Woodhull and the occasion by spontaneously dictating to us this com help of the oxygen the child breathes at the moment of
Tennie C. Claflin will hereafter he furnished, postage paid,, munication, which has led to the objections we are en birth. Such is the logical conclusion to which we are con
ducted by the teachings of science, combined with the revela
deavoring to solve.
at the following liberal prices:
We have seen that it is by means of the perisprit that the tions of the spirits on the phenomenon of incarnation.
The Principles of Government, by Victoria C. 'WoodWe shall make no delay in verifying the important conse
hull .......................... ................. ................................... .. 13 00 soul acts on the body, and that it is by circulating in the nerve
passages that the perisprital fluid maintains this constant quences of the fact we have announced. The perisprit, as
Constitutional Equality, by Tennie C. Claflin........ 2 00
communication between the soul and the organs. To place we have already many times observed, is composed of an
The Principles of Social Freedom..................................
- 25 his thought before us in a clearer form, the master has com exceedingly refined matter, more or less purified according
Reformation or Revolution, Which ?.................... .........
25 pared the perisprital fluid circulating in the nerve passages to to the degree of materialization of the spirit to whom it is
The Elixir of Life; or, Why do we Die?............ ..
25 the electric fluid transmitted by the metallic wire.
united; but still it is always matter. Since it penetrates
The Scare-Crows of Sexual Slavery..............................
Having admitted this organic function of the perisprit, it into the body by means of and with the oxygen, it must be
Tried as by Fire; or the True and the False Socially,
25 is very natural to inquire if this agent serving as intermed admitted, firstly, that the subtile substance that constitutes
Ethics of Sexual Equality........ ....................... ..... ............
25 iary between the soul and the body, if this fluid is always it has some affinity for the oxygen, and, secondly, that the
identical with itself, that is if it can forever fill its physiologi oxygen is not a simple body, as has hitherto been supposed,
Photographs of V. C. Woodhull, Tennie C. Claflin and.
since it is frequently combined with this quintessential mat
Col. Blood, 50c. each, or three for............ ............. 1 00 cal role, without modification or alteration; in other
ter, which alters in nothing its apparent properties, and
words if it partakes of the incorruptibility of the soul.
Three of any of the Speeches 50c., or seven for.... 1 00
The answer to this question is not difficult, and to propose which chemical analysis has never yet discovered in it, be
One copyeach, of Books, Speeches and Photographs for 6 00
it under this form is almost to solve it. We have recognized cause, by reason of its subtilty, it escapes our means of in
A liberal discount to those who buy to sell again.
'
in principle that the perisprital fluid is matter. It must, vestigation.
This fact of the union of the perisprita fluid with the oxy
then, as matter, undergo continual modifications and inces
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.—No. 9.
sant changes. There is also another reason why it must be gen invalidates at the start the theory held by science as
SIMPLE BODIES.
so. We are taught that the perisprital fluid is always in a indisputable, that simple bodies contain but one single sub
Translated from the French Revue Spirite.
state of purity proportionate to the degree of moral advance stance, which, subjected to any possible manipulation, is
BY EMMA A. WOOD.
ment of the spirit to whom it belongs: thus, as- the spirit always identical, always to be recognized in the various com
(Continued.)
advances, his fluid, instead of remaining as it was, undergoes binations into which it may have entered. Yet it is by
Having established its influence (the perisprit) as regards modifications, which purify it more and more; and this, we rigorous deduction, supported always, as may be seen, by
the action of the spirit on matter during the wandering believe, is the principal end of incarnation. It is by his the spirit teachings of Allan Kardec, that we have succeeded
state, let us ask what is the innate nature and essence of the union with the body that the soul succeeds in purifying the in showing this association of the perisprital matter with
perisprital fluid which, during incarnation, allows the soul matter which composes his perisprit and in continually oxygen—a phenomenon that strikes at one of the funda
to maintain its constant relation with the corporeal organs etherializing its particles, so that it may more faithfully obey mental principles of chemistry, the unity of essence of sim
The books of the doctrine answer us that the perisprit is his will and permit him the more easily to elevate himself ple bodies. It is true, science will scorn the proofs we ex
hibit, because it does not recognize spirit phenomena. So
composed of an exceedingly refined matter, more or less above the material world.
etherial, according to the degree of advancement of the
We mdst thus acknowledge that the perisprital fluid is we have said in the beginning that our reply is more particu
spirit to whom it serves as an envelope. It is this fluidic en transformed during terrestial existence; and this trans larly addressed to persons who admit the spirit science, as
velope that facilitates the union of the soul with the body, formation continues as long as the soul is en rapport with revealed to us by the master, ■ assisted by the spirits who
We quote the following passage from Generation (chap. xi. corporeal matter—that is, during the whole time of its in guided him.
But to clear up the doubts of believers who might hesitate
carnation. But how is it renewed? Whence does it draw
No. 18.)
between these deductions from spirit teachings and the affir
the
materials
destined
to
sustain
it
?
Evidently
it
must
be
“When the spirit is about to be incarnated in a human
mations of official science, we shall briefly recall some other
body in process of formation, a fluidic band which is only an from the matter which the body assimilates, and by means
facts which will confirm the opinion that the bodies called sim
expansion of his perisprit attaches him to the germ, toward of the organs at its disposal. But is it by means of the diges ple bodies are not really so, for they are different substances,
which he finds himself attracted by an irresistible force from tion or the respiration that the perisprit is fed ? Allan Kardec
wholly material, of such.subtilty that they are undiscernible
the moment of conception. As the germ developes the tells us simply that the soul draws its perisprit in the am [
by means of analysis, and are revealed only by their effects.
band is contracted; under the influence of the material vital bient fluids; but in this explanation he was, no doubt, speak- J
(To be continued.)
principle of the germ, the perisprit, which possesses certain ing of the original concentration of the perisprital fluid
qualities of matter, is united molecule to molecule with the around the wandering soul, in no way prejudging the ques
body being formed; whence, it may be said, that the spirit tion now engaging our attention. It would seein rational to
SOCIALISTIC.
by his perisprit takes root in this germ as a plant in the think that the perisprit draws the elements it requires from
earth. When the germ is entirely developed the union is the materials furnished both by digestion and respiration,
FREE LOVE CONTROVERSY.—Continued.
for the regular play of these two functions is indispensable
complete, and then it is born into external life.”
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS ON HENRY JAMES.
We read in the preceding paragraph of the same work: to the maintenance of life. Yet the principal role appears to
“The perisprital fluid is thus the bond of union between belong to the respiratory organs, for the body can exist a
I sympathize with Mr. James’s struggle to make clear his
spirit and matter. D uring his union with the body it is the longer time without eating than without breathing, and understanding of marriage. The- case is bad enough with
vehicle of his thought, to transmit movement to the different death from asphyxia is incomparably more prompt than from one, who like me,’knows that the word has a dozen different
parts of the organism which act under the influence of his inanition.
meanings, and can take pains daintily to pick out the one he
Now that we have, so to speak, prepared the way Dy the wants, on the given occasion, guarding himself by adequate
will and to reflect into the spirit sensations produced by ex
ternal agents. It has for conducting wires the nerves, as in preliminary exposition of these principles, which it appeared specifications and discriminations, so far as may be, from
useful to establish in order to facilitate the understanding of misapprehension; but for a writer who like Mr. J ames thinks,
the telegraph the electric fluid has metallic conductors.”
Such is the role of the perisprit in the phenomenon of in the explanations that are to follow, we shall enter into the in good faith, that the word has but one meaning, while he
carnation. These facts, which bear their lessons within heart of the question, examining what are the relations, of uses it, and defines it, from time to time, in a variety of
them, may aid us to determine the true nature of the peris the respiratory function with the maintenance and renewal ways, the case is nearly desperate. In my last communica
prital fluid. If this perisprit is united molecule to molecule of the perisprital fluid.
tion I pointed out three conflicting senses in which he had
It is at the precise moment of birth, the instant the newly- already used the term, with, apparently, profound uncon
to corporeal matter, as the text we have quoted teaches us,
there must exist some affinity between the perisprital fluid born draws its first breath, that the soul takes.definite pos sciousness. In his last communication, he enters upon a
and matter. This is what Allan Kardec afflrms when he says session of the body. The Book on Spirits tells us this in more formal effort to define, and furnishes us with a new
the perisprit possesses certain properties of matter. This these words: “The union begins at conception, but is not batch of meanings. ■ In one breath he says: “ Marriage is a
opinion is again corroborated by this other assertion that it complete until the moment of birth. From the moment of rite initiatory of,” etc. But farther on he says: “ whenever
is under the influence of the material vital principle of the conception the spirit intended to inhabit such body holds it [a certain] mind prevails between the parties they are ipso
germ that the band which attaches the soul to the germ by a fluidic bond which contracts more and more until the facto spiritually married, to all intents and purposes, and
contracts. Thus it is matter that attracts the perisprit, and instant the child sees the light; the cry that escapes the child will reap the immortal fruits of marriage, although their
this attraction can only be the result of a certain similarity announces that it is numbered among the living servants of specific tie should have been without public or outward con
of nature between the elements that constitute the perisprit God.” (Chap. vii. No. 344.)
secration,” etc. Marriage, is here first defined as a rite, a cere
On the other side, science teaches us that as soon as the monial, a compact; and then as a|mutual state of mind merely,
and those that compose matter; we may thus aflirm,without
danger of self-deception, that the perisprital fluid is only child has breathed, and when emerged from the mother’s without rite or ceremonial. Which, then, is the real mar
matter affecting a peculiar form and endowed with special body, it is born to the exterior, independent life, a new riage? But, again, he goes on to say, “it is a certain
period begins for the development of its organs. Important voluntary compact between a man and a woman [that is
properties.
This conclusion may also be deduced from another passage changes, which we cannot here detail, are effected in the to say one man and one woman] to live together in the ex
of La Genese (Oh. vi. General Uranography, Nos. 3, 4, 5 and circulation of the blood; it takes a new course and goes to clusive possession of each other’s person, upon the basis of
6), which we particularly recommend to the meditation of revivify the lungs, which then, and then alone, begin their which they are legally raised to the status oi a family,” etc.
the partisans of simple bodies, where the spirit who dictated normal work. What happens, then, at the moment of birth? Whether a rite, or a state of mind merely, it has then other
it gives us to understand that the creation is derived from A fact very simple in appearance, and which yet has con elements. It must be ■uoluntar’i/. How then with the thou
one single element, cosmic matter; which, subjected to the sequences of the highest importance in a physiological point sands who are involuntarily bound under the law, and even
various forces of Nature, is continually changing its condi of view: the introduction of the oxygen in the air into the enter it under compulsion; the law holding it to be mar
tion, sometimes being rarefied and ether^alized so as to be blood by means of the respiratory organs. This is the grand riage all the same? Are they married under Mr. James’s defi
come an exceedingly subtile fluid, sometimes concrering and phenomenon that produces such great transformations in the nitions, and which of them? Another of the new specifica
coagulating, if we may so express it, so as to clothe the form organism of the child who hitherto had received the oxygen tions is that it must be between one and one! How is it,
of the gross and tangible substance that makes impressions only as modified and tempered by its passage through the then, with the millions of polygamists in the world, and the
blood of the mother.
many married Brigham Young, in particular ? Are they mar
on our senses.
As the direct introduction of oxygen into the lungs of the ried at all, or not ? The word polygamy ending in -gamy,
From this, it would appear rational to admit that the per
isprit is composed of matter, which differs from the body newly-born is the occasion of so surprising a modification in which means marriage, seems to say so; and here is the rite,
only in that it has attained a certain degree of etheriality, or the mode of circulation of the blood; as, on the other hand, and the compact, and the state of mind, all concurring. Does
more correctly speaking, in that its particles are brought to from the passage in The Book on Spirits we have quoted,we the fact, then, that it is not between one and oile, but between
such a degree of rarefaction that they cease to be ponder learn that it is at the moment of birth only that the union is one and several prevent it from being marriage ? And is Mr.
able by our ordinary instruments, and in the normal state complete between the soul and the body,we are very naturally James giving us a definition of marriage as such, or of his,
escape our senses. With this subtile agent so exactly fitted induced to conclude that the soul uses the oxygen as a vehicle Henry James’s ideal of marriage, or of what he individually,
for the functions it has to perform, the soul maintains its whereby it penetrates into the body of the newly-born, that would wish or hold marriage to be? Mr. James says to me:
communications with the gross and more concrete matter it is this taking possession that brings about all the physi “1 observe you make frequent mention of spiritual marriage
ological changes we have mentioned. But the soul, even, in as of something superior to ordinary marriage. But all mar
that constitute the corpor e al organism.
Such is, if we understand it, the thought of the master, the view of incarnation, does not exist in space in an abstract riage is spiritual in itself, and, whether the specific parties to
logical deduction that may be drawn from the principles he state; it is always surrounded by gm ethereal envelope, the it are well or ill matched. The essence of it is the desire of
perisprit, an expansion of which has been told us, forms thb the parties to conjoin themselves in exclusive reciprocal pos
has formulated on the nature of the perisprit.
And now, that we have shown the nature of the perisprital fluidic band that attaches it to the germ, but which doe® not session, that is for actual better or worse, and not merely de
s© sggak, aad to Hm m*” Welli %Umh a® t&® d©*ir© fos tfl® matea at all, m:
' flttldj lit us ©B,t§3? raor® fully Into ©tw iuMeet and exaaata© . the less eoatinue to delimit it, if
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ior the exclusiveness is actua-lly wanting, in the numerous
common marriages, and in tlie Brigham Young case, are
these married people married or not married according to
Mr. James ? His spiritual element is wanting, but the mar
riage is legally marriage, all the same; and Mr. James has,
elsewhere, appealed to the law, in completing one ot his
several definitions,—“ upon the basis of which” he says
“ they are legally raised to the status of a family.”
We are getting somewhat mixed, in the matter of defini
tions. But we are not yet through with them. My meaning
of spiritual marriage and Mr. James’s meaning of spiritual
marriage turn out, again, to be two very different ideas.
With me the phrase spiritual marriage was used for a certain
divine congruity in the union of opposite elements, princi
ples, persons or things. Mr. James also uses marriage in
this identical sense as I will point out presently; but here
lie means by spiritual marriage the determination to stick to
the union, good or bad, for better or worse, “ with a view
exclusively to the honor and profit of the family institution.”
I understand this idea, and concede the spirited, or if you
will the spiritual element in it, so long as the conscience de
mands the sacrifice; but as Daniel Webster is said to have
said of the State of New Hampshire, it is a good State to emi
grate/row,; so soon as the higher life, in this behalf, is con
ceived of.
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culture. The free-lover simply insists on full scope and fair would have been appropriate. Let it mean: whatsoever right
play for all these types and all other types of honest convic conjunction of counterparting factors, and let the counterpart
tion on this subject; and Mr. James can only see in this ing factors here be, Freedom, represented by Love, and Or
position as the pure dogmatist and unconscious inherent der, represented provisionally, and in the crude disorderly
tyrant always sees in the freedom doctrine, in any of its stage of human affairs,by marriage-in-the-bondage sense, and
applications, a logical defense of social chaos; whereas, for ulteriorly by science and good conscience; or truth and right
us. precisely this is the only true condition of social order incorporated into the life; and then, and of such marriage or
and harmony. What right has Mr. James to decide ex right conjunction of the counterparting factors, it may be
cathedra that the one among many doctrines on this subject said, that it is or will be “ the type of our ulterior social en
is the true one, and that the exclusive marriage of one and franchisement.”
one is the only God-approved form of the sexual relations—
Even of this ultimate conjunction and reconciliation of
and what right, other than by as scientific demonstration of
the correctness of his position—and my definition of mar things most opposite, in a divine harmony, Mr. James seems,
at times, to be thoroughly aware, as the final marriage of
riage opens the way for that and invites it if he had it on
good and evil, in the production of the higher good; or, as he
hand to supply ? But it rejects the mere dogmatic assertion,
phrases it, “the marriage of heaven and hell” in the ulti
and as Mr. James has, probably, nothing better to offer, he
mate constitution of “ society.” But to the logic of this sub
evades the acceptance of the definition
lime conception he is, as it seems to me, never true.
I have but slight confidence in Mr. James’s appeal to the
Nor, indeed, can he be, for he has no logic of the subject.
natural shamefacedness of certain love manifestations. I
cannot tell what men and women would be and what they He even denies the possibility that anybody can have any.
would not be asbamed of, till I shall have seen them acting The only logic reaching to the case is a universal logic, or, in
in a state of freedom, not only from legal, but in a great other words,—universology. The pretension to the discovery
measure, from social constraint; that is to say, from the of any such logic, or science, Mr. James regards as “fundaconstraint of adverse public opinion. I have no doubt that mentallv vicious.” It “ violates every canon of the intellect.
Mr. James, being what1 he is, the result of a certain special There is no such achievement possible to the human mind
I have said that Mr. James himself uses marriage, and
culture, contemplating certain acts, feels, ideally and senti as a strictly universal formula of knowledge; and this not
especially spiritual marriage, to mean a certain divine con
mentally, as he says; and that a good many other people only because man is not omniscient—human knowledge
gruity conjoining things opposite—what substantially I mean
having come through a similar schooling, may feel much in being essentially limitary—but also, and, much more, be
by the term, trinism. Let us see. He says, “ the family is
the same way; but all this with me is no finality. I remem cause the universe itself is not a fixed or real but an essen
conditioned on marriage.” “ It is so conditioned by the law
ber that at the South, years ago, I have seen the “ free tially indefinite or apparitional quantity, varying according
of its typicality.” Marriage is, according to him, “the sym
niggers” cowering and shamefaced in the presence of both to the measure of onr culture. The universe is not a thing,
bol and the focus” of “the divine reconciliation between the
masters and slaves, for the sole reason that they were free. but a mere mental personification under which we group or
otherwise two irreconcilable elements of human nature- All the parties were taught, and taught in turn, that freedom generalize our conflicting sensible impressions; so that to
self and neighbor, freedom and necessity, inclination and was no right condition for a “ nigger.” Society was in i aim at constructing a universal science is simply to mistake
obligation, flesh and spirit,” etc.; as concubinage is “the conspiracy in the interest of an institution, to render free thought for thing, or to make.our subjective logic the measure
symbol and the focus of their inveterate enmity and inequal dom for an oppressed class shamefaced and contemptible of objective truth. It is no discredit to fail in such a pursuit
ity.” Here Mr. James is defining marriage to be, as I have
But when at length freedom came for all, “ Cuffee ” and because no one in the nature of things can succeed in it; but
said, a certain divine congruity in the union of opposite ele
Sambo” and “nigger” gave place to “the respectable it is a great waste of energy to embark in it,” etc.
ments, principles, persons or things. The idea is eminently
I replied, in part, to this position of Mr. James in a note
colored ladies and gentlemen of African descent.” Mistresses
Swedenborgian, and I thought it also Jamesian, and believed
and their paramours are the “free niggers ” of our social appended to bis article last week, and promised to give it,
I had here a solid ground of agreement between Mr. James
state, and of course, being out of harmony with the organized additional attention now.
and myself, but seemingly his perverse unreadiness to admit conspiracy of adverse opinion about them, they are, unless
The argument here stated against the possibility of uni
the existence of any ground of at-one-ment between us
strong characters, ashamed, without the slightest reference versology proves too much, and destroys itself. The objec
makes him decline the overture, while restating in his own to the question: whether they ought to be so, or whether
tion has two branches. First, it can’t be, because we are not
words the same idea.
the shame be not really something which should tinge the infinite; and, secondly, because the universe is not a fixed
The point here is that marriage in this higher sense, is no cheek of those who compel it, with a view, as Mr. James thing, but a changing panorama, etc. The first of these
longer the name of a mere state of social relationship as a says, exclusively “ to the honor and profit of the peculiar in forms of the objection is elaborately replied to in the “ Pri
fact, but a philosophical principle, alike applicable to abstract stitution ’’—have I mistaken the word—the “ family institu mary Synopsis of Universology and Alwato” (pp. 22-24), by
principles and concrete beings. I tendered, therefore, as tion,” he says; but when he proceeds to talk of “the family showing that the details of every science are infinitely nu
common ground, from which to take our departure, this de bond” as entitled to “divine honor,” to tell us what “this merous ; that it is not these details which we deal with, but
finition of marriage: whatsoever right conjunction of the institution is bound to insist on its own prerogative,” and to the underlying principles; that principles, on the contrary,
counterparting factors of life', either as abstract principle^, or
stigmatize and “scourge ” the opposing idea of freedom, are infinitely unific or simple; that this is true equally of
in the realm of concrete personality. I submit it to our read it sounds so like the old and familiar crack of the whip over the principles which underlie universal phenomena; that
ers whether Mr. James does not need this definition as un the heads of another school of abolitionists, that a slip of the therefore, a universal science stands on the same footing in
derlying his various definitions, to found and authorize and pen which transfers the technicalities of slavery to marriage this respect as any special science; and that this branch of
reconcile their diversity. But he thinks it “ obscure.” I will, I trust, be readily condoned. There is such an echo of the objection either falls, therefore, or proves too much by
suspect, however, that it is so far luminous that he seeming sameness between “ sacred family institution ” and showing that no science whatever is possible.
sees in it danger to certain special dogma which he “peculiar institution,” between “bond” and “bondage,”
The second branch of the objection is like unto the first.
wishes to intrude into the definition and which so catholic between “divine honors” and “divine institution,” and
a rendering of the idea might autago .ize. I foresaw between “ scourging ” and “ stigmatizing ” in the one in It is true that the universe is not a fixed thing, but a changing
this, and therefore stipulated that the questions, What are terest and “ scourging ” and “ stigmatizing ” in the other in panorama, and that it is different in a degree for each one of
the counterparting factors of life, and What is a right ad terest, and between citing the effect of the shamefacedness us, and different at each moment of time, and that it is vir
justment of them, should be left open to scientific investiga induced by the nefarious system of stigmatising to prove the tually only “a mental personification” or subjective concep
tion, without, imposing upon the inquirer any doctrinaire wrong of the thing stigmatised, in one case, and in the other tion for each of us. This point is fully stated in the Basic
interpretation of them. With great admiration for Mr. case, that one has fairly to rub his eyes open, not, indeed, to Outline of Universology (pp. 5-6), which of course Mr. James
never condescended to read, while holding himself perfectly
James’s style, both in regard to its brilliancy of conception confound the two things
competent to criticise it. But here, again, this fact either
and statement, I have not, I confess, the utmost respect for
But, yet, I should have no objection to, should indeed ad does not hinder the possibility of a science of the universe,
Ms logical acumen; but still I think he had enough of it on
miringly accept, much of what Mr. James says of the uses or else the same fact, affecting each part and domain of the
tMs occasion to scent the danger to his cherished theories
and function of marriage (as he just now, in the beginning universe, hinders the possibility of all and every science
irom admitting as a basis this broader and common standingof his last article, defines it), if he would abide by the logic whatsoever, which is again proving too much for Mr. James’s
ground. Once admitted, he could not have interpolated into
of his own statement. The logic in question is that marriage
Ms more special definition the additional claim that marriage is or has been a purely transitory and provisional discipline purpose. What is true of the whole is true of the parts.
____, , , ,
--------- ^
doom ii purely rransicory ana provisioj
No domain of the universe, such as is covered by any special
to be marriage must be between one and one, to the exclusion for the race, to prepare it for a higher freedom
this I science, is, any more than the universe, itself, a “thing,” but
of all other varieties of the relation, until he should
first most devoutly believe,
shonM have
hnvAfircf
__ , and that it has nearly doneNow
its work;
scientifically proven that there is, and never can be, any divine quite done its work for me and such as me (unless we choose every such domain is, precisely, in the same way as the
congruity in any other number than the number two. He to recur to it as a make-shift); and nearly done its work for whole, a changing panorama, and for each one of us in con
could not have arbitrarily decided that everything is concubi Mr. James and such as he. The same I as devoutly believe, templating it “ a mere mental personification,” or subjective
nage or social chaos except this simple accord of one with one. however, of slavery and war and arbitrary monarchy and conception. The animal kingdom, yielding zoology is no
It is conceded that there is a realm of chaotic numbers before most other old-style institutions; but I find no ground in more a “ thing ” than the universe is yielding Universology.
we arrive at harmonic numeration, and also that the true ad this belief for sanctifying and hallowing and seeking to im The cases are exactly alike; and either no science of either is
justment of one and one is the first step or stage of harmonic mortalize the instruments for the chastening of our early possible, or a science of each is alike possible; quod erat
demonstrandum.
adjustment in respect to numbers throughout; but it has
unripeness. The youngster comes finally to the hour, when
The fact is, that in the midst of changing things and events,
not, that I am aware, been proven,that there are not harmonic the good St. Nicholas substitutes a switch in his stocking for
numerical relations above this incipient and primitive accord. bon-bons and nick-nacks; and as a brave boy, it becomes in either case, there is an underlying unific element, at least
How does Mr. James know that there are none ? and if free him, no doubt, to endure the “ scourging ” season which that for our subjective conception, which is changeless; but
dom for the dissolution of the one-and-one relation is de implement portends; but I recollect no instance of a grown which distributes itself into laws, taking their departure
from a simple branching, and disparting into minor laws or
manded, how does he know that it is demanded for the pur
man who has laid by and preserved the switch as a trophy branches. To seize on this unific element in the midst of
pose of falling back into the chaos of concubinage, and not and a memento.
varying phenomena, and upon these unvarying laws, and to
for the purpose of proceeding to a higher and more complex
The family, says Mr. James, is “ society in its acorn stage*
harmony, of which he, Mr. James, may not, as yet, have any Agreed to; but is the oak never to be permitted to systematize them, is a work of genius; and is that which
competent conception? He is tugging so hard to bring him grow out of the acorn ? Our critic seems, indeed, to catch constitutes science and the sciences. It is competent for Mr.
self up out of the chaos of the passions into the primitive glimpses of an ulterior state. Marriage, he savs, is a “ type,” James to say that he is incompetent to do this; but not to say
stage of harmony, that he may never have cast a glimpse, and the “ type is an exact correspondence and counterpart of that everybody else is. His allusion to perpetual motion,
which has no possible relation to, or analogy with the case,
even, into what lies beyond; especially as he has no universal
its antitype,” and the antitype is “our ultimate social en except in the fact ttfat folks are prejudiced against it, is ad
scientific guide in the matter, and don’t believe in any. He
franchisement.” Well, this looks toward the truth, but it is captandum vulgus, and may be dismissed, to do what malig
©an. conceive, therefore, of no step away from tte primitive
not the truth yet, clearly and fully explicated. Marriage he nant damage it is capable of.
accord other than as a step back into discord. Let him once
defines as a “ bond,” a “restriction,” a “discipline.” It is
But for the matter of Universology, I have no occasion to
©oneeive of the possibility of higher symphonies, and he will not marriage in that sense which is a type of any enfranchise
argue the subject. A thing is proven to be possible by the,
not find my definition any longer obscure, nor will he desire
ment whatever. It may be, indeed, an avenue, a necessary
to evade the acceptance of it, because of its logical cath passage way, to attain to enfranchisement. It may in the re fact that it has been done. The new science is sufficiently
developed to speak for itself; is steadily, and with a satisfac«
olicity.
sults of the discipline be even an elementor fact or in the ulte
Swedenborg conceived of single conjugiality as the sole rior life of freedom. But a constraint and a discipline can tory and healthy degree of rapidity, winning its way in the
true type of the sexual relations; and Mr. James, I think, hardly be called the type of a state which is to consist of the scientific world, and will at an early day command universal
same up through that school. Fourier conceived of a grand graduating out of the need of a constraint and a discipline. acceptance. Mr. James is merely behind the times, and,
orchestral harmony of the passions, in which in the midst of The “ scourging ” of the rude boy is hardly the type of. which like Dr. Lardner, engaged in working out the impossibility
infinite variety there shall be no chaos and no concubinage, the self-regulated courtesy of the subsequent true gentleman of crossing the Atlantic by steam while the first steamer is
no “shamefaoedness,” no sense of degradation; but a is the antetype. Marriage in a restrictive, disciplinary and in safely completing her transit.
But would it not be a good thing, Mr. James, if you had a
divinely beautiful social order and blessedness for all. John stitutional sense, is the type of nothing except of something
H. Noyes believes in a complex marriage for all of the one to get through with, and to be fairly rid of, retaining such ad universal science; something that you could really and
ehosen family, and after years of experiment testifies to its vantages of experience as it may have, inversely, bestowed securely rest on, when you make your grand sweeping pre
dictions of what is going to happen in the world of universal
well-working, and is sustained in his testimony by hundreds upon us
social evolution? How you must unconsciously feel the
and by many outward signs of comfort and happiness. The
But if Mr. James would have accepted my definition of need of it, fishing about in deep sea soundings for something
Shakers forego marriage altogether in behalf of spiritual marriage, his subsequent language, in respect to marriage:
to lay hold of to ground your most glorious prophetic asser-
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lions! Take the immediate case in hand. The quotation 1 sale according to their degrees of beauty. The rich I milk for babes.” We ask for justice; we ask you, mothers,
have just made leads in the following:
Babylonians were emulous to carry olf the finest women, who bridge over the fearful chasm caused by man’s wither“What then? Do I mean to infer that there is no issue who were sold to the highest bidders. But as the young J ing passions with their bodies? Why speak in terms of conpracticable out of these contradictions in human experience? men who were poor could not aspire to have fine women, demnation of those who save your daughters pure and unsul
That no harmony will ever be attainable to us between in they were content to take the ugliest with the money which lied, to become the respected wives of respectable men ? Off
finite and finite, truth and fact, spirit and flesh? Far from was given with them; for when the crier had sold the hand with your hats, respectability, and stand uncovered in the
it; for I myself devoutly believe in that reconciliation as somest, he ordered the ugliest of all the women to be brought presence of those who make such a sublime sacrifice, and yet
constituting man’s strictly providential destiny upon the and inquired if any one was willing to take her with a small murmur not. Come up, you who have borne the heat and
earth, or his social evolution. I only mean to say that the sum of money. Thus she became the wife of him who was burden of the day; come up, we say, Magdalenes. and take that
reconciliation in question will be a spiritual or inward one, I most easily satisfied; and thus the finest women were sold, which you have nobly earned—the highest seat in the Temples
realizable primarily in the sphere of life or consciousness, | and from the money which they brought, small fortunes Back, you scorners, into the shadow’s respectability, and
and only by derivation thence in the sphere of thought or j were given to the ugliest, and to those who had any bodily wrap around you yet more closely that foul, ragged cloth
science. In short, we shall realize it only in the ratio of our I deformity. A father could not marry his daughter as he which ye call virtue.
Talk of the blood of Christ
distinctively natural regeneration, or the measure of our pleased, nor was he who bought her allowed to take her and the sacrifice which he made in giving up his ma
elevation out of selfish or voluntary into strictly social or I home without giving security that he would marry her. terial body; why, ’tis a simple April shower com
spontaneous form and order.”
But after the sale, if the parties were not agreeable to each pared to that fearful simoom which sweeps on to the death
Indeed! All this is encouraging if it be true. But how | other, the law enjoined that the purchase money should be hundreds of our fairest and sweetest flowers. And these
are we to know through Mr. James that there is a word of restored. The inhabitants of any of their towns were per heroines who have labored in the vineyard that humanity
might live—these sisters who fulfill the command, “ Do good
truth in it? Why, he told us, in a previous article, that we mitted to buy wives at these auctions.
unto those who wrong you”—these, whom you in your short
are to accept it as true because Emanuel Swedenborg had a
sighted ignorance have seen fit to pity, they ask but for
vision, a hundred years ago, and saw something in the spirit
THE LIFE WRECK.
justice; and so true as the sun shall rise to adorn and beautify
world which looked like it; and now he gives us his remain
the day, so true shall they gain that which they have fairly
ing assurance as a ground for our faith, that J, myself, Henry
BT HANZ PATEIC LE CONNOR (JACOB L. BROWN).
won. And to thee, O self-styled virtuous women, we say
James devoutly believe in it, and this while engaged in re
Treading the alley-ways dark and damp,
look well to your own heads, for the heavens above are black
jecting, maligning and stigmatizing Universology, the only
By the flickering light of the feeble lamp,
with wrath, and soon the storm may break in its fury. Go,
possible earthly or celestial method by which he, or any one
Breaking the night with her ghostly tramp,
and at the feet of wisdom shalt thou con a lesson which
could be authorized to project on the world a faith like this
She totters along alone, alone.
shall abide by thee for an eternity; and when thou hast
as anything more than a hypothesis. In the world of ideas,
From hovel to hovel, from street to street,
She picks her passage thro’ rain and sleet,
learned a lesson of charity from the despised Magdalene,
as in the real world, the world must yet be engaged in cruci
With not a friend in the world to greet,
then thy lamp shall burn brightly and pierce the darkness
fying its saviors. What Mr. James most needs, as a sound
Not a bonnet to wear nor a morsel to eat,
which surrounds thee. To my fellow-men (alas for them,
basis for what he truly conceives in his poetical and theo
Not a speck of earth to call her own.
they have been for years with scarce a drop of oil in their
logical way, he shuns, misapprehends and abominates. A
lamps) the Magdalene has been what volcanoes have been to
revelation from heaven could only be an appeal to our faith,
Wearing her life out day by day,
the interior of our fair earth, a neutralizing element which
until it should be scientifically demonstrated.
Throwing her priceless soul away,
has well-nigh saved them from annihilation.
Shunning for very shame the ray
Of this truth, also, Mr. James has some apprehension. He
Of the sun of heaven, the glorious sun.
Then we say, whatever my sex may find to do in kindness
does believe, after all, that we are to have a science of the
Weary of life and afraid to die,
for these sweet, sad sisters of ours is but slight interest on
subject, only it can’t possibly be anything that I have got.
Afraid of the earth and afraid of the sky,
the debt which we owe them. We are under an obligation
It must come in a certain way. “ The reconciliation in ques
Afraid of the light, she knows not why,
which a thousand years of tenderest devotion will never
tion,” he says, “ will be a spiritual or inward one, realizable
She wooes the night, as she heaves a sigh,
repay. Then we ask you men, in the name of humanity, to
primarily in the sphere of life or consciousness and only by
And thinks of a race that is almost run.
extend to them the same courtesy and kindness which you
derivation thence in the sphere of thought or science.” Well,
render your own household; for remember they are some
I forgot to tell him that this is precisely the way that Uni
Phantom of life and beauty fled,
fond mother’s darling and sister to any brother who has a
versology came about. The discovery of the reconciliation
Shadow uniting the quick and dead!
I knew her before her soul was wed
spark of manhood about him. Perhaps iu our Father’s good
of opposites was first a spiritual or inward one, “ and only by
To the demon of hatred and despair;
derivation thence” was it realized in my mind “ as thought
time, the stone which was rejected by the builders may be
I knew her—a happy, thoughtless child,
or scienceand now that I have told him this I suppose he
come the head of the corner. We bow onr head in venera
A picture of innocence undefiled—
will believe it. He has no idea what a good man I am! I
tion when we see great-souled women, like Addle Ballou
When she prattled and laughed and leaped and smiled,
have been through, and graduated out of all the different re
and Helen Nash striving to raise up those who are cast down
When her heart was pure and her spirits wild,
generations that he is only waiting for, and have completely
by men. All honor to them; they are headlights, and while
And all her troubles were light as air.
undergone this “elevation out of'selfish or voluntary into
nature kindly furnishes strength and health, may their
strictly social or spontaneous form or order.” So you see
lamps be kept trimmed and burning.
I knew her again in womanhood,
Fred L. Hildreth, Ayer,
that for such a good man as I am, the discovery of Univer
Whose beauty and wit no heart withstood;
sology was possible after all, and just the thing. It isn’t at all
Grand and lovely, yet gentle and good,
we find, in the end, that there is any inherent impossibility
Admired and loved by the wise and great.
SECRECY IN MATRIMONY!
in the discovery of Universology, as was laboriously assert
Perfect in all that grandeur lends
To
native beauty; in all that sends
ed ; but only that it takes a man of a peculiar stripe to do it;
MescZames—-Noticing
an articlfe in your paper a while ago,
A thrill whenever the proud knee bends,
and that Mr. James unfortunately didn’t know that that is
funder the head of “An Advocate for Matrimony,” I am
The
crowning
gem
of
a
cluster
of
friends,
precisely my stripe. And I will add, to save time, that if
prompted to reply. The writer suggests that the principal
A queen in soul and a queen in state.
there are any other qualifications which he has forgotten to
enjoyment of sexual intercourse is secrecy. Secrecy! How,
mention, I have ’em all, in strict accordance with his theo
I know her now, and I know her not!
in the name of wonder can there be any secrecy when all
logical conception of the divine order in which things must
Where all but praise from the senseless sot,
the world knows it is no secret ? Children are hourly brought
happen.
Where all that is pure is spurned, forgot,
into existence through this same sexual intercourse, and not
I
nothing
know
but
a
holy
dread.
To be serious, it seems to me that Mr. J ames has never
even a lover is ashamed to say, “Mrs. So-and-So has an heir.”
Steeped
in
misery
and
disgrace,
moved tack nor sheet from his old theological landmarks;
Modest maidens and prudish spinsters talk about new-bom
The
eye
of
man
no
more
can
trace,
and that he has not the first conception of the possibilities,
infants as openly as though they really were found in hollow
In the shattered form and shriveled face,
and the true claims of science, as such. I cannot pursue this
trees, and yet if the words sexual intercourse came in the
A single mark of their ancient grace.
subject, but in it is the key to the solution of the controversy
same sentence, they would lift up their eyes in holy horror.
The figure is there, hut the woman is dead.
between us.
What is this but mock modesty ? Pray tell ?
Shades of immaculate women, when
Many a mother, too, has suffered keenly for failing to
Let us return, in conclusion, to a previous point. M r.
Will the curse of God look down on men
James still insists that free love must mean free concubi
properly instruct her daughter before the age of menstrua
For woman’s wrongs? For not till then
nage, and nothing else, he again meaning by concubinage an
tion when she has seen her go down to a premature grave.
Shall he atone for thy nameless woes.
utterly disorderly and unconscionable relationship of the
Ashamed to think and talk upon the laws of her being! HowWhen thy oppressor, unhoused, unfed,
sexes in society. Well, how is he to be got out of this ignor
absurd ! Take heed, you who have the guardianship of young
Shall stalk the earth in terror dread,
ance? I am in despair over the subject. Clear statement
girls, that such a curse does not follow you through life.
With a wreath of scorpions ’round his head
“ Yfe would ask this advocate of matrimony. How about the
seems to have no effect whatever on his order of mind. Free
To sting the wretch wherever he tread,
love, as has been so often restated, has nothing whatever to
scores of men who visit houses of prostitution ? Is there any
Till in uttermost hell he make his bed,
He may pay a part of the debt he owes.
do with the course of life which people shall pursue, in free
secrecy there ? How about married men who keep a mis
dom. Grant the .freedom, and if every man and woman
tress openly? How about men who boast of a promiscuous
shall get married for life the next week; or if they shall
intimacy, in high and low circles? It would be far more
HEADLIGHTS.
all turn shakers; they will be living just as much free love
creditable if our laws were to concede the privilege to all,
lives as if they fall into concubinage. The only question is
Judging from the general view which one can gain, we rather than force them to resort to it under the garb of re
whether they shall determine for themselves, or whether should say they were an article not very much in vogue ligion and deception.
somebody else called society, and meaning their neighbors, among the American people at the present time, for certainly
Again, it is no uncommon thing for a man to desert his
shall determine for them what life they shall live. This they are rushing on to unhappiness in a blind, reckless way wife because she bears him no children. I myself have
most fundamental point—the one sole point which is the es which ofttimes causes one’s nerves to tremble for their known several instances, and it is not so rare by any means
sence of freedom, seems to lie just aside from, or beyond the sanity. Your teachers have been, educated in the college of but that every person who reads this can say, “ So have I.”
logical focus of Mr. James’s mental microscope. And, I am Public Opinion, rather than in the temple of Wisdom; and I And nothing bores a man worse than to be told that he is
sorry to say it, the obliquity, or short-sightedness, which charge you that you counsel well in your own soul ere you incapable of begetting children; indeed, couples living to
ever it be, seems to me to be moral as well as intellectual. follow the path marked out by those whose greatest misfor gether for years quarrel continually on that one point, then
Whoever can see and feel in freedom nothing but opportunity tune is that they have taken too much thought for the mate separate. Secrecy! No man or woman would be governed
to do wrong, “to go to the bad” to fall into chaos and rial, and have let the spiritual go to waste. Yerily, we say by the present marriage law without sexual intercourse, and
vice, reveals something, to me fearfully depraved,[in his own unto you, mourn not that these things be, but rather rejoice, the world knows it. Where, then, is the secrecy ?
consciousness. Why, in God’s name, never think of the as for thereby you will seek to understand the great undercur
It is folly, then, to say that the present marriage system is
piration after freedom as the yearning desire for opportun rents of life; for the soul of mankind will not be content
from God. When two are joined together, no matter how,
ity to organiz e something divinely beautiful, and infinitely longer with the chaff, but will gather the wheat, that they and live in faithfulness and fidelity to each other, then, and
higher in type, tha ngany so-called “ order” which the clumsy may thereby gain that which will strengthen and renew.
not till then, are they fulfilling the original law of the Divine
intervention of human legislators can secure, in this most The sweet, plastic mind of childhood is warped with the idea
sacred and artistic realm of the human affections ? Why in that they came direct from the hand of a God, which in the maker of all things.
The marriage institution of to-day is loose and rotten. If
sist that the love of freedom is synonymous with the pro abstract may be true; but were the thought that they were
there was no such, community could scarcely be worse than
clivity to evil—unless it be to reveal a dark chamber of con an outgrowth of (not often) perfected conditions given them,
it is. It may be essential in the sense that the Catholic
soious diabolism in one’s own soul? But the subject grows then our world would grow wiser and better. I ask you,
Church is essential—it holds a few of the ignorant in check.
so large that I must leave it unfinished, or resume it on an mothers, fathers and teachers, if many (alas! too many) of
Of all the people who read your paper, surely very many
other occasion.
Stephen Pearl Andrews.
the little buds which one meets daily, deformed both in could indorse its sentiments through its columns, without
body and mind, are not the unripened fruit of darkened con affixing their name to an article.
ditions ? And is it not a libel on God to say they are the work
“ Little drops of water,
MATRIMONIAL AUCTION.
of his hand? Have a care, O spiritual teachers, for your
Little grains of sand,” etc.,
The Babylonians had a law, which was also followed by the lamps are untrimmed, and soon you will be iu darkness
Heneti, an Illyrian psaple, and by Herodotus thought to be Women! you who call yourselves the pure and the holy of all help to keep this subject before a thinking world, and
one of their best, whijjh ordained that when girls were of a your sex, we bid you take heed that you extend not charity gradually open the eyes of intelligent men and women. It
marriageable age, they were to repair at a certain time to a only but also justice to those whom you in your ignorance is one of grave import, and too much cannot be said upon it
place where the young men likewise assembled. They were term “fallen.” Fallen from what? Now, we may strike from the rostrum or through the press.
Very truly,
then sold by the public crier, who first disposed of the most hard, but we know whereof we speak. We say—Away with
Emporia, Kansas.
A Married Woman,
beautif ul on®. When he had sold her he put up others to your pity, O thou of immaculate virtue; ’tis not even “mee
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SEXUAL LOVE.
removal. Educate the present and future generations to relates has been his experience—sheds a lustre and beauty
That affection which fires the heart with an intense love of clearer ideas of, and higher aspirations for, a better human about the name of the chivalrous, now more charming than
pouring its own life into the bosoms of others is divinely life. Educational growth is slow. Traditional habits of anything hitherto developed in his strange career. Ho ten
thought and practice are intorwoven in our lives by strong
born and its results are divinely grand.
der hearted mother can read the simple story of his undying,
Love in all its modes of expression is pure, grand and di prejudices, but the signs of the times give us encouragement. unconquerable love toward his orphaned children without
vine, for God is love; but that form of love the normal ex An increasing tendency to investigate subjects hitherto for
pression of which results in the actual union of two human bidden to speech and pen, is a healthful indication. There in her heart blessing the man and wishing him god-speed.
beings, so that the very essence of one becomes positively fore, for the sake of future generations, labor faithfully and Rochefort was famous before this grandest feat of his life;
but in this he has rendered his name immortal. “For,”
incorporated in the existence of the other, is the purest man- hopefully.
says he, ‘ ‘ had we less profoundly loved them we should
“ Pause not to dream of the future before us,
s ifestation among men of the Divine life, whose only delight
Pause not to weep the wild woes that come o’er us,
is to give.
not have risked death to see them again.” What a wither
Work for some good be it ever so slowly;
But in the present state of mankind this deep-rooted affec
ing rebuke and refutation is this grand performance, which
Cherish
some
flower
be
it
ever
so
lowly.”
tion of the soul is looked upon as a lust, filthy and unclean,
is even at this moment being enacted before an admiring
Alice B. Stockan.
a thing to be cast out and trampled under foot, a passion too
world; what an exoneration of the fatherhood and paternal
vile to find a dwelling-place in the bosome of the pure; hence
relation from the dangerous and inhuman sentiment ;pid
comes the idea that as a man becomes spiritual this love ROCHEFORT’S ESCAPE—THE NATURAL LOVE OP
slander that fathers have too little love for children to care
fades out, and the pure angels above us are represented as
A MAH FOR HIS CHILDREN.
for their well-being without legal coercion!
existing in a state of celibacy. Thus many, in their efforts
The sticklers for indissoluble or distinctively “legal”
E. P. Boyd.
after a higher and purer life, seek to destroy this so-called
marriage, who constantly raise the false alarm cry of “What
carnal desire.
But who is it that sees in this love so much of vileness ? It will become of tbe children ?” are put to shame by tbe
SPIRITUALISTIC.
is the one that looks upon it only as a means of gratifying unsophisticated and touching story of Rochefort, in his
recent
letter
to
the
Hew
York
Herald,
wherein
he
ascribes
one’s own selfishness; and the soul that can see no deeper
PEBBLES, PEEBLES.
into this love than that, has doubtless sought its consum his resolve to face death in the attempt to escape much
BY W. E. JAMIESON.
mation as a means to that same vile end, and they that per more to his intense desire to again meet his children than
Spiritualists above all people love to criticise each other.
vert this-love to the service of self are the genuine prosti to any or all other motives; those dear ones, born out of TMs is, I think, right. We are seeking the truth. Hone of
tutes and libertines.
wedlock, and catalogued as “illegitimate” in society’s ini us can consistently drive down sectarian stakes and say,
It cannot be said that this love is a thing unclean in the quitous estimation—until, perhaps, finally legitimatized hy “ The truth is within this inclosure.” Perhaps the only
heart of one who ever seeking for the pure and the true,
the marriage in prison not long prior to the death of the thing in which we show humility is in regard to the most
finds in it a grand and beautiful means to the end that God’s
mother.
He says, speaking of the cruel excesses perpetrated important element in the universe—truth. While the whole
loving life may flow from one human soul to another, and
brood of religionists, with but few exceptions, exclaim, “We
hy
the
“party
of order
thus mould each into a more perfect image of that divine
have the truth—if not the whole truth, enough, at least, for
“And
these
are
the
moralists
who
accuse
us
of
sapping
being whose great, loving heart supplies finite human hearts
man to know,” Spiritualists modestly say, “We have some
the foundations of the family; we who have never lived
with all that is pure, clean and lovable.
truth, and by diligent searching expect to find much more.”
In our efforts to elevate mankind, instead of instilling the but for our country and for our children; we who only
Radicalism is as natural as conservatism. Conservatism is
idea that sexual love is a thing impure, let us rather seek to tried the desperate effort of an evasion when urged hy an ever crying for rest—to he let alone. Radicalism is a youth
lead them to a consciousness of the purity of this love as it irresistible desire to go and embrace them. My friend full of vitality. Conservatism is a contented granddaddy,
exists deep down in the soul, and thus avoid involving the Olivier Pain knows it well. When we both promenaded perfectly satisfied with that which is. Radicalism pushes
finest natures, those that hunger after the highest purity, in in that sterile plain which seems to have been chosen to ahead, demanding “More! more!” Radicalism turns the
that painful conflict, a war with their heaven-given affec
make ns regret having escaped from death. ‘ Could you,’ world upside down. Conservatism says, bowing before
tions.
hoary institutions, “Holy! holy! holy!” There is an irre
So far as sexual love, a thing pure in itself, becomes prosti asked I, ‘ live thus six thousand leagues away from your pressible conflict between the two elements. In the Spir
children?’
He
answered
me,
‘Ho.’
It
is,
then,
to
our
tuted to the seeking of one’s own gratification merely, so far
itual ranks we have advocates of each. A division of so large
it becomes impure; and if it is made a slave to the love of children, to those beings so dear and so indispensable to us a body was inevitable. It is not the social question which
self, it proves that the divine life, the grand interior life of that we owe, in reality, our liberty; for had we less pro has divided the Spiritualists of America, but the power back
the soul, lies all dormant. But in proportion as this love foundly loved them we should not have risked death to see of all questions. It is not the branches which divide the tree,
works hand in hand with the love for others, so far its pure, them again.”
but the life which forms trunk and branches.
inner life is called into activity, and the man becomes con
The difficulties and dangers of attempting escape, Mr.
Here in Lynn, Mass., these two principles, Radicalism and
scious of the true nobility of the heart that God has placed Rochefort narrates as follows:
Conservatism, find the same illustration that obtains in many
in his bosom; and in proportion to the delight we experience
“Inhaling the infection of this dishonored spot became to other places. The good Spiritualists worship in a fold by
in consecrating sexual love to the noble work of giving our
us insupportable. The Minister of Marine had declared themselves. We goats never worship. We sing and talk,
selves to the souls that may be hungering for the life that
laugh and dance. The sheep assemble in the Unitarian
God has given us; in that proportion are we pure indeed. that the safe keeping of the banished was assured. The chapel; the goats in Odd Fellows’ Hall. The chapel is a
The quality of the man, the end he has in view, determines sharks would hinder any escape by way of the sea, and the small edifice. The hall is beautiful and capacious. There is
Kanachs would keep order on the land-side. * * * * yv'e one advantage which the chapel has over the hail— one hun
whether the exercise of this love exalts or debases him.
had heard it. said that the sharks in their hunger assembled dred and fifty persons look more like a crowd in the chapel
.
C. W. B.
ordinarily in the neighborhood of the slaughter-houses, than two or three times that number in the hall. We might
Extract from the Sixth Annual Report of the Board of which are situated not far from the peninsula, and, that have one thousand auditors, and still be unable to say we
Managers of the Home for the Friendless, Leavenworth, feeding plentifully upon the refuse from the butchery, it had a crowded audience.
Kansas:
Ex-Rev. James M. Peebles is the present pastor of the
seldom occurred that they would attaek man. Olivier Pain,
We cannot close this already lengthy report without en who was ignorant of the first principles, of swimming, went Oxford-street Chapel (Unitarian) Spiritualists. Bro. Peebles
tering our protest against the “registry law” whkh has been
energetically to work, and, in one month after my arrival, is a genial, scholarly, polished gentleman of the “ Shaker ”
adopted in some of our cities, and is being talked of in many
became one of the best swimmers of the peninsula. We order of Spiritualists. He loves to pray and indulge in other
others. We already have a license law in this plat e licens
equally efficacious religious exercises, something after the
ing houses of ill-fame, or, in other words, legalizing prosti then familiarized ourselves with danger, by swimming Episcopal form. It all has a soothing effect upon the listen
in
the
sea
for
two
or
three
hours
each
day.
I
cannot
give
all
the
tution. Have you ever stopped to consider who make these
ers. It is respectable, too. James was a Radical twenty
laws of registry and license, what is their purpose, and what particulars without compromising certain brave people who years ago—radical for that time. He still admires the name.
their effect? Ostensibly they are framed to protect society, lent us their assistance. Thanks to them, three prisoners re
The writer has the pleasure of being the lecturer for those
to protect the purity of homes, to guard the health of virtu siding at the place were able to make an arrangement with Spiritualists and Free Thinkers, who never seek to dictate
ous women, and to prevent the spread of contagious diseases. an English Captain, Law. This excellent man, Law, with what their lecturers shall speak. It is needless to inform
How is society invaded and threatened ? Certainly not from out seeking to discover the importance of the prisoners the readers of the Weekly that I am anti-Christian, anticontamination with the women who pay the license fee. whom he was to take on board, consented to receive us and religious, anti-prayer, anti-God. How natural that I should
They are uot recognised in society, and are not permitted to
engaged to conduct us to Australia. But the peninsula was select for my subject “ The Fohy of Prayer.” How natural
enter the sanctity of your homes. Why in the name of truth
guarded much too strictly to permit him to approach it, and that Brother Peebles should choose for his subject the fol
and justice does the law require of them license and registra
lowing Sunday “The Benefits of Prayer.” In his report
tion? Who is it carries disease into their houses? Who all that he dared promise us was to receive us if we had prepared for the Banner of Light, he availed himself of the
carries it out, to pollute the virtuous and innocent? How some means of boarding his ship, which was at the end of opportunity to tickle the lovers of the devotional, while
is it that one sex •shall pay the penalty and the other go free ? the shoals of Hew Caledonia; that is to say, more than three thrusting at iconoclastic, blasphemous, radical wretches.
If this “social evil, ’ ’ this scourge o f our land, cannot be abol leagues from our fortified place. The journey to the Eng
Here are some choice selections from Bro. Peebles’ report;
ished by the growth and progress o f public opinion, then we lish ship was the most dramatic episode of our escape, and
“ The speaker [that’s Peebles] said he had little sympathy
say let there be a registry law, but make it so stringent that we should certainly have succumbed to fatigue if our friends with that class of Spiritualists, alias Materialists, who strove
every man who passes the doors of these houses shall pay his of Hew Caledonia had not saved us the longest part of the to annihilate God, snarled at Jesus, snubbed the apostles,
license in his own name, as well a s every woman. Put the journey in meeting us on a dark night, in a whale-boat, spit upon everything recorded in the Bible, scoffed at prayer,
ban upon both sexes alike—not only the ban of the law but
which took us in naked and all torn by waves and rocks, sneered at religion and madly trampled upon the honest con
the ban of society. Let every man as well as every woman
victions of others—pursuing themselves for themselves’
who violates the seventh commandment be a social outcast. which cut like razors.
“The intrepid captain Law, only knew on recognizing me sake! Paul, writing of a similar class of teachers, said, ‘ Whose
Give him not your friendship, your fellowship, nor your
God is their belly; whose end is destruction;’ destruction
esteem, until he, like the woman, has shown a determination on his deck that he had rescued ine, and, far from being at least to any high moral influence that they might exert.”
frightened
at
the
responsibility
he
had
undertaken,
he
re
to relinquish vice.
There! that is got off in first-class evangelical style. Dear
One has said that all vice and crime result from impure newed more energetically his promise to protect and defend “Pilgrim” apostle of the beloved John, your pathway is
blood. The blood that is fed from unhealthy meats, highly us. The night we passed in the hold was exceedingly beset by these ranting radicals. They wring your soul with
seasoned food and strong drinks, goes coursing to the brain stormy. A delay of half a day over the time fixed for sail agony. They deserve to lose your sympathy. They will wilt
to stimulate it to deeds of darkness—to licentiousness and ing, which was seven o’clock, would have caused our death. without it. God has probably withdrawn his sympathy, too,
crime. When men and women learn to control their appe However, after two hours of calm—which we had every because they strive to “ annihilate ” him. Who knows but
tites—to feed the bodies with such nourishment only as na right to call a dreadful calm—a wind rose which was so they may succeed? “Snarled at Jesus.” That’s good. The
ture demands to supply the waste of vital elements, then no unexceptionahly favorable, that in less than seven days, we gentle Pilgrim, apostle-in-chief of the gentle John—O! par
State law will be required to restrain vice—but every one
were in Sydney;a voyage that often takes twenty-five days don us—never snarls; O, no. Read this from James M.
will be a law unto himself.
Pilgrim’s “Myth, Man or God:” “ One is compelled to con
or more.”
sider Christianity synonomous almost with persecution and
Commence with your children, teach them that to be pure
Had “the mother of his children” (as Rochefort is wont fiendishness! Does an apologist say this was not Chris
in heart they must have pure bodies, to have pure bodies
they must have pure blood, nourished and fed by elementary to designate his conjugal companion), had she lived till now, tianity? The groundless assertion is denied. It was—it is
his anxiety to meet his family might be attributed in some Christianity.”
food.
Then more, early teach the youth of the land the uses of degree to a more selfish motive; hut her death occurring
That is more than a snarl. It is a downright bark. If he
their bodies and the uses of life. Consider the curriculum of since his incarceration removes all such selfish interpreta has a right to criticise Christians, I have an equal right to
no high school or seminary complete that does not include a tion of motive, and stamps him not merely a hero but a noble analyze Jesus. It is popular among Spiritualists, Free Reli
ehair upon anatomy and physiology, and these lessons to in- and true man. Ho matter what theories a man may have of gionists and Materialists to say bitter things against the Chris
elude the processes and development of human life.
society, religion or government, the fact of his motherless tian church. I go to the root of the matter, begin with its
For the sake of humanity, steadfastly labor for the instruc
founder, and show that the church is an improvement upon
children drawing with such irresistible power upon his heart
tion of children and youth in the principles of temperance,
its founder. I show that those Spiritualists who praise Jesus
and
sympathies,
and
when
the
last
hope
of
personal
ambi
as pertaining to all the functions of life. Labor for the pre
and condemn the church, as Mr. Peebles has done, are illog
vention of moral and physical disease, by the purifying of tion had perhaps been forever sundered, impelling him to ical. The teachings of the modern Christian church are more
all the sources of Individual health, growth and instruction. risk seemingly insuperable dangers and life itself that he practical, better adapted to this world, better calculated to
While working for the palliation of evils, labor also for their I might once more embrace them—as Rochefort so artlessly meet the demands of the race, than those of Jesus Christ.
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Mr. Peebles seems to' feel badly because somebody bas ings were instituted by the trustees of said Association to the table beside him. There was a sudden flash and flame
from a musket across the room. Charley never spoke or lift
“snubbed tbe apostles.” If be wants to cbampion tbe apos probate by copy.
tles that is bis privilege. He is welcome to begin witb “ Jobn,
Had the scales of justice been equally poised the will would ed up his face, or opened his eyes. Ten buckshot pierced his
tbe beloved,” and end with that crusty celebate, Paul, Who have been probated, but the power behind the throne in the heart.
There was much excitement, and Macon was thoroughly
believed in catching gudgeons witb guile.
form of public prejudice operating upon the minds of the
Our beloved Pilgrim says there are some who “ spit upon jury, stifled the voice of justice and error triumphed.
aroused. Charley’s widow and step-daughter and two little
everything recorded in tbe Bible.” That smacks of the min
The Association, still confident that their cause was just, children survived him. Not many days ago, as our correspond
ister. It is over-strained. Radical as I find myself I am wil proceeded at once to institute proceedings to obtain a' new ent writes,Charley’s widow became very sick. Two of the best
ling to admit there is a little purity amid a good deal of ob trial, and while the trustees were working in good faith, and physicians of the village were infrequent attendance at her
scenity in its pages; a few grains of truth scattered through with full confidence in the honor and integrity of their bedside. Medical art and unremitting attention on the part of
out a mass of trash. But tbe moiety of purity and grains of counsel, Capt. Graham, one of the attorneys for the As neighboring families were unavailing, and the hapless
truth were stolen from better books owned by the heathen.
sociation, went to consult the counsel for the heirs at woman was dying. In any event, she knew that her end was
“ Scoffed at prayer ” is what these “ alias Materialists ” are law, with reference to fixing a time for the hearing of approaching, and said to three ladies and her daughter that
guilty of. This has a T. M. C. A. sound. Yes, he says, and said application for a new trial, he was quietly informed Charley had promised and was coming to see her. She was
“ sneered at religion.” How-pious we are! How, says James that the cause would be dismissed, and to the amazement then, and had been at all times, perfectly sane. At half-past
Peebles:
of Capt. Graham, presented him with a document signed by three o’clock, in the bright, sunny afternoon, one of the
“ Some seemed to have little of the religions element in all the counsel for the association, by which they had aban attendant physicians went to the cottage. He had been
their souls. Swine feed upon acorns, but never look up to the doned the interests of the association in this vast estate for hastily summoned. When he reached the doorway there
tree from whence they fall.”
the sum of five thousand dollars, by entering into the follow were three ladies and the pretty step-child at the gate crying
What is the use of the hogs looking “ up to the tree ” when ing agreement, and in order that their perfidy may be more and all very pale and in a state of wild excitement. The
the acorns will drop just as well without the look? Can’t apparent to the public mind, we herewith annex a copy of doctor asked what had happened. He was answered in
“look ” acorns off trees, anyway. It wouldn’t be handy for the agreement in full:
broken accents, and all speaking at the same instant: “He
the hogs to catch them if they could bring them down by a
The Indiana State Spiritual Association and David Mackey is there! We saw him! He spoke to her! He walked
look. But as they cannot, it would be a sheer waste of time. vs. Evermont E. Barnes, Elizabeth Reynolds, Wm. P. Reyn straight to her bedside, out of the corner of the room where
A bad illustratioji of the “benefit of prayer,” Mr. Peebles. olds and Samuel Orr. In the Posey Common Pleas Court, there was nothing.”
Besides, people who pray usually shut their eyes.
It seems that the three visiting women and the step
November term, 1872.
Por one, I am willing to confess I have none of the “ reli
“ In consideration that the said defendants, Evermont E daughter were seated near the bedside of the sick woman.
gious element ” in my soul. r When I see how it affects those Barnes and Elizabeth Reynolds, the heirs of Robert Barnes, The affectionate daughter held the mother’s hand. The
who have it badly I would rather not have it; the small-pox deceased, have agreed to allow to the said David J. Mackey latter opened her eyes and said, “ Charley is coming; I knew
is preferable if it would prevent me from catching religion.
the sum of $5,000 as a claim against the estate jf Robert he would. He promised me, and he never violated a
Mr. Peebles says, “ Radical truths and utterances were de Barnes, deceased, as and for his costs and attorney’s fees promise;” and then the poor dying woman suddenly sat up
manded by the age.” Aye, but when some daring radical and his expenses in and about the prosecution of the above in bed, and pointing to the most distant corner of the room,
makes your “ radicalism ” appear as it is, soaked through and entitled cause, the said plaintiffs do hereby waive all error in her eyes ablaze and face white, exclaimed: “ There he is!”
through with the slops from the Christian tub, you are ready said cause, and abandon and relinquish all right of appeal
And sure enough, Charley, perfectly well known by every
to join in denunciation of the men and women who speak and all right of review of said cause, for any reason whatso
one in the apartment, was slowly walking toward the bed
not after your* conservative shibboleth, misnamed Radical ever, and do hereby agree and promise to file no bill of ex
side, his eyes fixed with an expression of unutterable tender
ism. You do not hesitate to misrepresent them by saying ceptions in said cause, the true intent hereof being that this
ness upon the face of his dying wife. The visitors fled.
they “ madly trampled upon the honest convictions of settlement of this cause is final, full and complete, forever.
They dared not re-enter the house till the doctor came.
others.” Go, ask the Christians who is the madman! Read
“Witness the hands of said plaintiffs, this 4th day of Janu When they went in again, the doctor leading the way,
them what you have said of them, that the highways of Chris- ary, 1873.
David J. Mackey.
Charley’s wife had gone away with him. Her body rested in
tianityare “ ablaze with war banners, are paved with human
“Blythe Hynes, Parrett& Woods, J.M.Shackelford, Hovey dreamless sleep, and a soft, sweet smile still played about
skulls.” You furthermore say that the history of Christian & Menzies, Spencer & Louden, John C. Graham, attorneys
her lips, recently kissed, as she fancied, no doubt, by her be
ity is “ shocking to refined natures,” and “ can only be writ for the Indiana State Spiritual Association.”
loved Charley. There was death and the stillness of death in
ten in tears and blood.” You charge all this upon Christians.
No part of the $5,000 went, as it should, to pay expenses or the deserted apartment, and life, too, had deserted its xfiarbleTheir honest convictions are that Christianity has done none
like tenement, and Charley’s widow did not hear even the
of these things. You have in former years freely discussed costs, which were large, but all went into the hands of the
wailing of her heart-broken child.
Christianity. All opinions presented to the world are open attorneys.
In justice to John C. Graham, be it known that he avers
to discussion. All “ honest convictions ” are debatable. Dis
A CARNIVOROUS PLANT.
that his name was signed to the above document without his
honest convictions are not worth the time wasted on them.
Is it possible, my brother,- that you, like Beecher, are knowledge or consent, and now repudiates the same. That ELESH-EATING PENCHANT OF THE PRETTY LITTLE “SUN
striving to be radical and conservative at the same time, the Messrs. Spencer & Louden and Mr. Wood aver the same,
DEW.”
stronger bias toward the conservative side? One Sunday also that David J. Mackey asserts that he did not understand
The pretty little plant called Drosera, or sundew, says the
a radical discourse; the next a conservative sermon. Like the full purport of said agreement when signing it.
Providence Journal, develops some strange animal instincts.
the eminent Paul, “unto the Jews” you “became as a Jew ”
We, the Indiana State Association of Spiritualists, submit It is a charming plant, with its lovely pink blossoms, while
that “you might gain the Jews; to them that are under these facts to a candid public, and demand its judgment upon the dew-like substance issuing from its glands gives it a most
the law, as under the law,” that you “ might gain them that the justice of our cause and the perfidious action of our cool and refreshing appearaneb on a Warm summer’s day.
are under the law.” “To the weak ” you became weak that counsel, and be it known that a committee has been appoint But though it looks the very picture of innocence and gentle
' you might gain the weak. To the Shakers you became a ed by said association to investigate and prosecute if neces ness, it has a strange taste for seizing, killing and sucking
Shaker that you might gain the Shakers—“all things to all sary the action of said counsel to a finality.
the blood of insects, and for grasping and eating raw beef.
men.” Paul did it for the “gospel’s sake.” You do it for
New counsel have been employed in this case,whose inter A lady in the American Naturalist gives some very curious
Peebles’ sake. Por my part I would rather advocate the
ests are identified with the cause of progress, new evidence observations upon this remarkable plant. She found the
plain truth, even if it does put me on short allowance in
has been obtained, and the prospect of a rehearing is again specimens upon which she experimented in New Jersey. The
this world; yes, and if it could damn me to hell in the next.
plant was in full bloom, and growing very thickly on either
bright, and if justice is done, the victory is ours.
There is orae boon denied in “ heaven ” which I would have
In the prosecution of this case, however, vast expense has side of an extensive cranberry plantation. The first experi
in hell—free speech!
been incurred and additional expense is inevitable. Our ment was made with tne best known species, the Drosera
Miformis. Some living flies were pinned half an inch from
EIGHTH AXHTTAL CONVEHTIOH OP INDIANA treasury is exhausted but our zeal is unabated, and in view the apex, about ten o’clock iii the morning. In forty min
of
the
vast
amount
of
good
consequent
upon
the
successful
STATE ASSOCIATION OP SPIRITUALISTS.
termination of this case, together with its value as a prece utes the leaves had bent perceptibly toward the flies. In
We make the following extracts of public interest from the dent, we appeal to the Spiritualists of the United States aind two hours the leaves had reached the flies, and their leaves
full report of the Convention, furnished by J. R. Buell to each State Association respectively, as also to every were entangled among the bristles and held fast. The flies
secretary:
Free-Thinkers’ organization, to come to our aid pecuniarily were then removed three-quarters of an inch farther from
The Convention met in Pence Hall in Terre Haute, on in this emergency.
the leaves. The leaves still remained bent toward the flies,
Priday, May 29, 1874, and continued in session until the
but could not reach them at this distance. The observer
We do not ask this as a charity, but as simple justiceTto
Sunday evening following, devoting most of the time to the
thinks that the flies’ wings may have created sufficient force,
aid in the upbuilding of our common humanity.
consideration of the Barnes will case.
to bring the leaves near enough to entangle the flies,
N. W. Parker, Fisher Doherty, Thomas Atkins, C. W. for dead flies failed to produce the same result as
In lieu of a new declaration of principles the following res
, Stewart, Dr. J. W. Westfield, committee.
olution was passed:
living ones. On the same day bits of raw beef were placed
It was then moved that a committee be appointed to secure on some of the most vigorous leaves of another
Whereas, in times past, resolutions have been adopted
by this Association expressive of the feelings, opinions and funds for the purpose of prosecuting the case, that all money species of the plant, the Drosera longifolia. In two hours
determinations of the Spiritualists of this State upon all the procured be forwarded direct to Mr. Allen C. Hallock, two of the leaves had folded around the beef, hiding it from
Evansville, Indiana,, in accordance with a resolution passed sight. Living flies were also placed upon the same species of
reformatory movements of the time; it is
Resolved, That this Convention deems it unnecessary to at the last annual convention, and that the report of the the plant. In a little more than an hour one of the leaves
burden the records with new resolutions or any further committee be published in every paper (which will do
had folded entirely around its victim, the other leaves had
through the United States.
declaration of principles.
practically folded, and the flies had ceased to struggle. Two
Resolutions of respect to the memory of Rolland S. Penny,
The following are the officers elected for the ensuing year: hours later four leaves had each folded around a fly. The.
of Evansville, Ind., a former member of the Association, President—Fisher Doherty, of Crawfordsville; Vice-Presi Drosera manifests a very decided choice in regard to its gus
lately deceased, and of sympathy with his .family, were dents—Thomas Atkinson, of Oxford, and Louisa Pence, of tatory fancies. Experiments were made with bits of dried
passed.
Terre Haute; Secretary—J. R. Buell, of Indianapolis; Trea chalk, magnesia and pebbles, but the plant would have noth
The following is the report of the committee on the Barnes surer—Allan Pence, of Terre Haute; Trustees—Albert Stein- ing to do with them, and after twenty-four hours neither
will case:
bach, of Evansville, James Hook, of Terre Haute, N. W. leaves nor bristles had made the slightest movement toward
It' will be remembered by the public that Robert Barnes, a Parker, of Tipton.
clasping these articles. A similar result was produced upon
wealthy citizen of Evansville, Ind., placed, by will, property
the Drosera rotundifolia. This variety has longer bristles
to the amount of $700,000, in the hands of the trustees of the
around the edge of the leaf, and simply curls its bristles
IFrom the Memphis Appeal.']
Indiana State Association of Spiritualists for the purpose of
around its victims, the glands on the ends of the bristles
COAL
OIL
CHARLEY’S
GHOST.
establishing a school wherein the destitute children of un
touching the substance, like so many mouths receivingTHE
APPARITION
THAT
LIGHTENED
THE
PANGS
OP
A
DEATH
sectarian parents might be educated in accordance with the
nourishment. Some bits of raw beef were placed upon the
BED.
provisions of the third section of said will, which reads as
leaves about ten o’clock in the morning. In two hours the
follows:
Our readers will remember the story of Coal Oil Charley. inner bristles were curving about it, and the longer bristles
“ And. whereas, I have for a long time been impressed with It was he, as was unjustly supposed, who aided in causing at the edge of the leaf were curving upward. At nine o’clock
the importance of educating a certain portion of the poor, the death at an interior town of a Louisville drummer seated in the evening the bristles of the three most vigorous leaves
for which, in my judgment, there is but little provision beside him at table. A coal-oil lamp was overturned by one were clasping the beef, almost concealing it from sight. Nor
made, either by church or State, viz.: the poor children of or the other of the drummer’s friends, he was robbed of his is this ferocious plant contented with small insects. Flies of
parents who are destitute of means, who have no connection money on the spot and died not many days after in unutter the largest size, moths without number, and butterflies,
with church or sect of any denomination, who style them' able anguish. Coal-Oil Charley was tried at Corinth, and many of them measuring two inches across, were held cap
selves Christians, or any secret society or fraternity, and of properly acquitted of participation in the crime of murder tive till they died, the treacherous flowers and shining dew
placing them, by the early cultivation of their minds, and and robbery. Some months after his liberation at Corinth, luring them to destruction. The larger insects, after death,,
the early development of their moral principles, above the Charley was sitting in the midst of his family in his modest fell around the roots of the plants as if to fertilize them,
many temptations to which, through poverty and ignorance, little home in Macon, Miss. His wife, step-daughter, a sen while the smaller flies remained adhering to the leaves.
they are exposed.”
,
sible, attractive, well-reared girl of sixteen, and other chil These curious plants thus seem to manifest a decided prefer
It is believed by the Spiritualists of Indiana, and confi dren were sitting about the fireside. Charley was very near ence for meat diet, absorbing the animal substances through
dontly thought capable of proof, that while the testator was an open window, and the cool, fresh evening winds of that their leaves. Mr. Darwin says that by pricking a point in
on his deathbed the will was surreptitiously obtained by an delightful climate, burdened with perfumes of roses and the leaf of Drosera, he can paralyze half of it, and this in.,
paissary of the heirs at law of the said estate, and prodeed-J pomegranates, fanned his face. A bright light burned on dicates the existence of nerves,
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is a fine piece of architecture and will cost one hundred and
prehended its advantages in a military sense, relative to the
twenty-five thousand dollars when completed. We heard,
world
without,
as
well
as
in
an’administrative
sense,
to
the
PAYABLE IN ADVANCE.
during our stay of a few days, no inconsiderable criticism of
people within. A few hundred men with a few pieces of
S3 00
One copy for one year, Brigham’s
reckless expenditure of money to gratify his fa
1
50
One copy for six months, cannon, more or less, could defend the approaches to this
vorite, although she seems to be a favorite with the Mor
10
Single copies, ...
valley against a multitude. One or two narrow defiles in the
mons generally, as well as with their Prophet, specially.
CLUB RATES.
Wahsatch Mountains held, and the narrow pass to the north,
By this time we have learned that Salt Lake City is situa
.
$12
00
Five copies for one year, between a spur of these mountains which reaches nearly
ted in a semicircle at the base of one of the spurs of the
.
- 22 00
Ten copies for one year.
down to the Lake, defended, and the holy city is safe.
.
.
40 00
Wahsatch Mountains, reaching outward into the valley south
Twenty copies (or more at same rate),
When Brigham Young fixed upon this spot as the future and west by regular squares; also that it is three miles to
One-half these rates.
Six months, -----home of the Saints he probably made the wisest selection pos Camp Douglass at the base of another spur, which we saw in
FOREIGN SUBSCRIPTION
But he did not count upon the rapid the morning as we looked eastward, thinking it no more than
QikN BK MADE TO THE AGENCY OF THE AMERICAN NEWS COMPANY, LON sible at the time.
DON, ENGLAND.
strides that civilization was destined to make westward. In a mile away, and that the Hot Springs are as many miles
1847 nobody believed, or even conceived, that there would away to the north. These springs having seen the city proper,
One copy for one year,
«
•
$4 00
be a “ New Empire ” established on the Pacific coast within are the next subjects for visitation; but as the day is well ad
One copy for six months,
...
- 9- 00
thirty years. A thousand miles away from and between vanced we must defer it until another morning, so we return
RATES OF ADVERTISING. the civilizations of the east and what there then to the Walker House just in time for dinner—the regulations
Per line4(according to location),
From $1 00 to $2 58
was of the west, and surrounded by tribes of Indians, he un of the hotels here being breakfast, lunch, and dinner at 6, no
Time, coltimn and page advertisements by special contract.
doubtedly felt that “his people ” would here be safe for ages supper.
Special place in advertising columas cannot be permanently given.
Advertiser’s bills will be collected from tbe office of this journal, and to come against the “demoralizing effects ” of so called en
On our way to Hot Springs in the morning we stop, half
must in all cases, bear the signature of Woodhull & Claflin.
lightenment. Here he could rule his flock aribtrarily, if need
way, at “ Warm” Sulphur Springs, and take an invigorating
Specimen copies sent free.
be, and protect them from incursions of all kinds; and with
bath. Here there is a regular bath-house built, and very
Newsdealers supplied by the American News Company, No. 121 Nassau a right good will did his trusting followers set about redeem
many residents of the city, especially those rhenmatieally
steeet. New York.
ing the lovely situated valley from the dominion of the sage
inclined, take regular baths. Besides, it is a favorite resort
All edmmunieationg, business or editorial, must be addressed
bush, which, for the most part, covers the face of this coun
for invalids from various diseases. The waters evidently
try
amid
the
mountains
where
anything
can
grow
at
all.
Woodhull & dafiin’s Weekly,
have a powerful tonic as well as detergent effect upon the
Utah was first settled in 1847 hy the Mormons, and in this system. Whatever drowsiness one may have in the morn
Box 3791, New York City.
Office, 111 Nassau Street, Roem 9.
year Great Salt Lake City was laid out. The comparatively ing or weakness in the evening is quickly dispelled by their
small numbers who accompanied the Prophet there at that charms. Were these springs in the States they would be
early day have been increased, mostly by foreign converts, come immediately a most popular place for resort, not only
to one hundred and twenty thousand souls, who acknowledge for invalids, but as a summer watering-place.
the sovereignity of Brigham Young. It is the industry of
The Hot Springs situated at the point where a spur of the
' W‘!
this comparatively large population, scattered in all the rich mountain reaches out into the plain, boils out from the foot
valleys of Utah, that has made the city what it is. From of a large rock, and forms a small lake which constantly
this centre this population draws its imported supplies and sends off large quantities of steam. From this a stream runs
here returns its surplus products—since even Monnons could steaming down into what is called Hot Springs Lake—the out
not resist the invitation, led on by the promise of rich pro let into Great Salt Lake of Jordan River-, which has its source
fits, to commercial pursuits with Gentiles.
in Utah Lake, forty miles to the south of the city. The
“ 2 he diseases of society can, no more than cor Having gained these general outlines from one source or water, as it first pours forth from the rock, is heated to a
another, the next movement is to sally out to take a look at temperature that cooks eggs sufficiently in four minutes; so
poreal maladies, be prevented or cured without being
the celebrated city.
there is no deception in calling them hot springs. The odor
spoken about in plain language.”—John Stuart
The Tabernacle is, of course, the first, because the most emitted from these waters shows them to he highly impreg
Mill.
prominent, point of interest to which the feet, almost invol nated with sulphur, and it permeates the atmosphere, being
untarily, wend their way, and before one is aware of' it its perceptible to the sense of smell a long distance from the
ungainly external proportions are before him. By reference Springs. The analysis of Dr. Jackson, of Boston, showed
NEW YORE;, SATURDAY, JUNE 27, 1874.
to “guides” he learns that this noted structure is two hundred that the waters contain carbonate of lime and magnesia,
and fifty feet in length by one hundred and fifty in width and per oxide of iron, lime, chlorine, soda, magnesia and sul
TRANS-CONTINENTAL TRAVEL.
its outward walls sixty-five feet high. These are surmounted phuric acid.
by a vast dome stretching, without other support, from side
These springs, by themselves, are a great natural curiosity;
No. IV.
to side, forming an immense oval-shaped space which but when a few feet removed from them, there is found a
The wearied travelers of yester-evening on awaking in the
sends back to all parts of the building within and below every spring of sweet, cool water, bubbling up as if in derision of
Walker House at Salt Lake City will probably be scarcely
sound made inside the walls. It is on a Sunday morning its more pretentious and misty neighbor, an exclamation of
able to decide on tbe instant whether they are in dreamland
that the visitors of whom we speak, who came with us across wonder can scarcely he suppressed; and when, besides this,
or whether it is a reality that meets their eyes. They will, per
the plains, are at the Tabernacle, and it so happens we remember that we are on the borders iff 'a great lake of
haps, remember the heat and dust which was left behind at
that this Sunday is the last day of “ commencement week, ” very salt water—much salter than that of the ocean—so salt
Ogden and, going a little backward into Echo Canyon, won
(meaning the beginning of the Enoch Order, which will he that nothing living can exist in it—involuntarily the con
der whether they are Pot occupying an enlarged “ section ” of
spoken of hereafter) and thousands of Mormons' from all sciousness steals over us that we stand in the midst of an in
some magnificent new-fashioned Pullman Palace Sleeper, and
parts of “The Kingdom” are congregated. Some intelli scrutable Nature whose mysteries are almost past finding
that from its windows they behold ‘ ‘the snow clad hills. ” Then
gent person, who seemed to know what he was talking about, out, and, as involuntarily, we bow our finite minds in wor
they will gather their memories, and, quickly passing “The
said “there are fourteen thousand people in there now,” to ship of that Infinity which has so wondrously fashioned the
Slide” and “The Gate,” over which the conqueror of God
whom Brigham, Jr., is discoursing of the beauties and neces world, and we can scarcely repress the question why it is
Almighty, according to the Christian doctrine, presides, go
sities of the New Order, and the dangers to be incurred hy that this people, pretendedly so despised of Christendom,
through the confusion of the Junction and become suddenly
ignoring it, and the immense organ is sending out its peals of has been led miraculously—it may well be said — to this
conscious that they are in the Mormon Prophet’s city, and,
welcome to meet the delighted ears of the still gathering land which contains so many more of the evidences of
springing from their beds to the window, will gaze forth
multitude. Evidently, like the Catholic, Brigham knows Almighty power than are possessed generally by other parts.
with wonder, if it chance to he spring or summer, upon the
and uses the power and charms of music; for from this cele Shall it come out, after all, that there is a germ of truth,
most entrancing scene of which it is possible to conceive.
brated instrument the most delicious strains float out into the perhaps not yet developed or understood, and, perhaps, not
Let the direction be which way it may there will he moun
space within and entrance each listener, whether he will or even conceived of, in their peculiar religious tenets, which
tains tipped with snow—to the east seemingly a mile distant,
no, and prepares him to listen attentively to the next exhor entitles them to be called the Latter-day Saints, and that they
but really not less than ten; to the south apparently five
tation by some noted deacon.
have been led to this peculiarly blessed spot on this account?
miles away, hut really twenty, and the same to the north or
But the Gentile soon wearies of even this, and with him Stranger things than this have occurred. Who can tell
west. In one direction only mountains do not lift their
whitened peaks heavenward. To the northwest the quiet we depart in search of other sights. We wander up and what may come of this? The early Christians were as des
lake stretches in the distance, but even this is hounded on the down the broad streets, attracted thither by the music of pised of the world as are the Mormons; and with greater
opposite side by the inevitable mountains, white and shining. the swift running brooks, the waters of which, issuing from and better reasons; for in this later time those who most
It is these qualities that command the attention at first, but the not distant mountain base, flow down upon either side fiercely denounce the Mormons are, in another way, practi
gradually the gaze settles beneath their tops and wonders of the streets of the city on their way to the Salt Lake. cally living out their doctrines, which was not true of the
how so cold a region as that must be upon which the eternal Nothing can be more fascinating than these streams. In Pharisees of the olden time.
May it not he possible that Brigham Young is a prophet
snows rest so quietly, can so suddenly melt into the velvety laying out the streets care has been taken to sink their beds
to
his people—God’s anointed to lead them up out of their
sufficiently
below
the
level
of
the
streets
to
ensure
them
green which skirts their borders and descends into the val
against overflow. The streets are bordered hy elegant dwell Egypt, as did Moses lead the Jews? And may he not wander
leys in such lovely tints.
ing ensconced amid flowers and fruits, and shaded, graveled forty years in the wilderness, and even then enter the Holy
Having quickly scanned the mountains the intervening
walks and beautiful arbors and retreats. Perhaps no city of Land in safety and in time? Is there a sect of so-called
valleys next present themselves, and now wonder and as
its size in the country has so many enchanting residences as Christians who, with so small a beginning, ever did so much
tonishment melt into delight. First, coming from the moun
Salt Lake, and we wander among new scenes until we think in so short a space of time for their people as the Mormons
tains toward the city, are the small but highly cultivated
we are in faiiy land, and have concluded that there is someth have done? Over one hundred thousand people gathered
farms of the Mormon peasantry, into which the broad streets
from all parts of the world—the down-trodden, persecuted
of the city lead and disappear; next, the streets them ing besides polygamy in Utah.
labor-slaves of the nations—brought to this favored spot,
On
the
street®
leading
eastward
from
the
Tabernacle
and
selves, studded upon both sides by long lines of trees, and
and their condition made better in every way that it has
outside of these, first, small white cottages, with here and beyond the main street, is the square, occupied by the build
been changed at all! They could not he elevated to the
there an elegant mansion situated in the midst of a garden of ings directly connected with ‘ ‘ the President’s ” quarters. Di
highest standard of enlightenment at a single step; hut
beautiful trees and flowers, and then, continuous rectly across the street from Tabernacle Square, and on the
they have taken a step forward: a step that has improved
blocks of houses until the main part of the city is reached. corner, is the office of The Deseret Evening News, the organ of
their material condition—the first movement in any success
Reversing the view, it is a bed of fruit trees, now covered Mormonism and the ‘ ‘ tithing ” Mormon taxation office, and
ful
plan of salvation.
beyond
that
other
small
buildings
occupied
for
various
pur
with blossoms that fill the air with their grateful perfume,
Charge whatever crimes they may to Brigham Young, it
which gradually merge into the green field beyond, and these poses by the attaches of the Prophet. Next is his private
cannot he denied that he has, so far, redeemed this people,
again into the green velvet of the mountain sides and finally personal office and then his dwelling, in which most of his
that from abject industrial slavery, he has raised them to in
wives
reside.
It
is
a
long,
low
and
unpretentious
building,
ending in the white-tipped peaks. And this is a birds-eye
dependence. No matter if he compel them to deed to the
view of the famous city of the Latter Day Saints. Well, in with one end toward the street and running back into the
Church one hundred and fifty acres, they possess the other
sauare,
with
windows,
diamond
shaped
at
the
top
in
the
deed, might the saints of any country or clime have sought
ten, and the means are prepared for them by which the whole
out this spot and called it Eden. Search the United States second story, two of which, it is said, are alotted to each
is purchased. To have ten acres and an independence,
and territories over and over it would be difficult to find an wife. Directly opposite this, to the south, is a new half
though subject to the despotism of the Prophet, is better
finished
house
which
Brigham
is
building,
so
it
is
said,
for
other such place as this. The foresight- -the judgment—that
than to have nothing, and be subject to a worse despot. In
selected it as a safe retreat for a persecuted sect of religion his favorite Amelia, who, with his first wife (the two being
so far as Brigham has been instrumental in this work, in so
ists, must have been that of a superior mind—one that com great friends) will occupy it when finished. This structure
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far has he been a saviour to this people, and future ages
will give him due credit, as it now gives Jesus due credit for
his work. The mistake that the world makes, is that it does
not recognize the good that those do who are really bad.
They fail to recognize that a truth uttered by one person is
just as much truth as though it had been spoken by any
other, whom the world might have selected as the proper one
to become its advocate. This error has been overcome in
all the departments of life except the religious. A discov
ery in whatever branch of science or philosophy, let it be
made by whom it may, is at once appropriated by the world.
It does not stop to ask: is the discoverer an authority, or a
moral ora religious person; but is the discovery of value,
regardless of him? So it should be with all things, and if
Brigham Young do a good deed, let it be judged by its
fruits, though he have as many wives and concubines as did
the man after God’s own heart; or even if he loves money,
as did the “ wisest man.” Brigham is only trying to copy,
in a small way, after these best of Biblical characters, God’s
own anointed; and the Christian (?) world howls after him
as if he was trying to steal their thunder.
Congress, even, in meek obedience to the mandates of the
Young Men’s Christian Association, forgetting the virtues of
Washington society, is endeavoring to regulate Brigham.
We think that jealousy must be at the bottom of all this,
since, if in Washington, there were ten women for each
Congressman, instead of as it now is, one woman for ten
Congressmen—indeed, were the conditions just the reverse of
what they are, there would not be a word said about Brig
ham; they would, on the contrary, think it rather a nice
thing to be a Mormon. Since, however, it is the Mormon
bull that has gored the Christian ox, the penalty will have to
be paid by Brigham, unless he makes an unexpected escape.
But Brigham begins to feel that his power is waning. He
is wise enough to realize that Mormonism as at present un
derstood, cannot endure, unharmed, contact with the
outer world. That he might remain master of Utah, it was
necessary that everything else but Mormanism should be
shut out of the Holy City. Especially cannot Mormon
wives, and still more especially, their daughters, be relied upon
to remain firm in the faith, and here the common intercourse
of society with other women, and learning their condition,
which if it be not yet the best, is, in some respects, superior
to their own. So long as the United States Government
let him alone to deal with apostates as he thought proper, so
long his rule was safe; but when the common law of the
land had to be enforced, he lost his power over the effects
of education among his people.
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discrimination in favor of any parties sending matter is doing its duty in its way, and we believe that we and our
through it is authorized.
more immediate sisters and brethren are doing our duties also.
But a more effective argument may be found in the charge As these are arduous, it is only natural that we should be
that it is not economical to burden the Post Office with such glad to meet with assistance in our labors.
discriminations. Rowland Hill proved that satisfactorily
In conclusion let us say, that Common Sense is a quarto of
to the House of Commons when counselling it to make the sixteen pages, exceedingly well gotten up, being printed in
charge on written matter uniform. If he halted at estab large, bold, new type, on fine white paper. The original
lishing fully his fundamental idea in the case of printed articles are admirable, and the selections, some of which we
matter, that is no reason why our Congress should continue have copied in this Weekly, will repay the attention of our
to follow on his track. As the presses are conducted, it is readers. We trust our Western friends will give it good sup
seriously questionable whether an advance in the price of port, and we wish it speedy success.
periodicals would be detrimental to the interest of the
public, and when to that is added the fact that they are dis
WAITING FOR THE LOCOMOTIVE.
tributed by general taxation, it is no wonder that the matter
they contain should become somewhat contaminated by the I
Religious faith is to the moral world what the spirit is to
operation.
the individual man. It is its moving power. All past ex
True, the evil effects produced upon the press may be dis
perience confirms the truth of the above comparison. In
puted, but there is no doubt as to the damage that bas been
spite of the claims of all the dominant creeds, which count
caused by such deviation from justice in the Pest Office
their votaries by tens or hundreds of millions, that they are
itself. Setting aside the serious difficulties and peculation
everlasting and unchanging, nothing is more plain to the
there generated, the inspection necessitated by the variety
student of history than that they all, like their votaries, have
in the charges of the public mail services, has opened a
their rise, progress and decay. Some of the grandest of
door for the admission of espionage over the affairs of our
them, viz.: the Babylonian, Egyptian, Persian and Grecian
people. The mail is no longer free in this country. It is
faiths, may be looked upon as past, but there is no doubt
not denied but that some good may have been done by the
that they have all left their traces on the religions of the
employment of inspectors, but nothing is more certain than,
present period. All of them also have in turn been con
unless the system is speedily put down, the country will find
querors. Whenever a religion is really and truly a vivifying,
in the near future that, in invading tne chastity of the mail,
active principle, it has always marched forward to success.
it has paid too dear for its whistle.
Mohammedanism in its glory conquered Arabia, with its
In conclusion, let us add that it is estimated that a uni
right wing captured Constantinople and penetrated into
form rate of one cent per ounce on all matter, that being
Hungary; while with its left it captured Egypt, overran the
the minimum, would produce a larger revenue than that
north of Africa, crossed the straits of Gibraltar and estab
which is now obtained. It would simplify the duties of the
lished itself in the peninsula of Spain. Catholicism, rising in
Post Office department and considerably reduce the ex
its might, hurled (in one century) seven millions of soldiers
pense of conducting the same. It would prevent fraud and
against the Saracens, and dictated law to the kings and
peculation and secure certain pay for all labor performed.
princes of Europe. Even a section of a faith rises into
It would arrest the further degradation of our millionaire
grandeur when the animating principle of religious fervor
publishers by withdrawing them from the position of public
is strong in the people who credit it, as was proved by the
paupers, and serve as a precedent to stop that class legisla
rise of the Puritans under the leadership of Cromwell. If
tion which has so long vitiated our republic. For these
, these successes were limited to the fiery partisans of any
reasons the Weekly feels justified in reiterating its former
one creed, it would go far to prove its superior excellence.
assertion, viz.: that economy, honesty and justice demand
But they are not. Whenever any faith dominates and is
the establishment by Congress of a uniform price for all
real and vital, it works marvels, as we have seen here in the
matter sent through the public mail.
United States in the case of the Mormons, who did not hesi
tate to march an army of men, women and children through
OUR BOOKS, SPEECHES AND PHOTOGRAPHS.
a wilderness, and founded a city therein, without asking
By reference to the head of the third page of the Weekly, other aid, and without money.
our readers will see that we have revised the list and the
The above has been written because it is believed that at
Seeing all this, something had to be done to avert the im prices. The speech, Tried as by Fire; or, The True and the the present period no zealous, animating religious power is
pending doom, and Brigham will probably be equal to False, Socially—just published—has been received by the in existence. Those of the past are all more or less material
the task. His new Holy City, several hundred miles to the large audiences to which we have been speaking recently, ized, and all bear marks of decay. This opinion is con
South of the present, will furnish afurher retreat for his with the most complete approval. It is believed that no firmed by the statement of John Stuart Mill, which was
people, where they will be safe until a further Pacific Rail unprejudiced, inquiring mind can fail to be convinced of lately quoted by the Hon. G. F. Talbot in his lecture on the
road shall pass that way. And if the New Order of Enoch the necessity for social—sexual—freedom, after having care Increase of Crime. It is taken from the text of the Index, of
succeed, as he intends it shall, his people will be, still more fully read this speech. Both at Salt Lake City and Virginia Boston:
than ever, his subjects. But of this Order, more anon.
City, Nevada, where it was delivered as the second night’s
I am now convinced that no great improvements in the
lecture, it was declared to possess more food for serious lot of mankind are possible, until a great change takes place
in
the fundamental constitution of their modes of thought.
thought than all else that has been said on the social ques When
JUSTICE BEFORE INTEREST.
the philosophic minds of the world can no longer be
tion. It is also a complete refutation of the idea that has lieve its religion, or can only believe it with modifications
amounting
to an essential change of its character, a transi
Congress, about a year ago, annulled the infamous frank obtained considerable ground and that is persistently in tional period commences of weak convictions, paralyzed in
ing privilege. It was shamed into such action by monarch sisted upon by some interested socialists, that Free Love as tellects and growing laxity of principle, which cannot termi
until a renovation has been effected in the basis of their
ical Great Britain. Previous to that, what the Scotch call advocated by the Weekly and its Editors, means nothing nate
belief, leading to the evolution of some faith, whether reli
“ a caw me, caw thee ” business had been the order of the beyond the mere fact and statement of freedom.
gious or merely human, which they can really believe; and
We trust that our friends who have not already obtained when things are in this state, all thinking or writing which
day between the presses and the members of Congress, at
does not tend to promote such a renovation is of very little
at the expense of the people, by the robbery of the public these several speeches may do so at once. They contain, value beyond the moment.
mail. As the former nefarious wrong has been condemned, together, a careful elaboration of all the principles and posi
The important question is—Is not what is called Radical
Congressional gentlemen, no longer receiving their “quidpro tions that we have advocated during the several years of our Spiritualism the motor the world needs just at present? Is
reform
work,
and
will
give
to
the
careful
student
such
an
quo," have commenced to look after the latter delinquents.
it not entering upon its field of labor in every civilized na
To this end, Mr. Cresswell has brought a bill into the House insight into Social Freedom and Industrial Justice as will tion on the globe ? Is it not really the base of all reforms
prepare
him
or
her
to
safely
take
up
their
advocacy.
The
of Representatives which proposes to charge one and a half
destined to produce beneficial changes in the physical as
cents per pound on newspapers, to be paid when they are price—seven speeches for one dollar—puts them within the well as the intellectual and moral status of mankind? Where
mailed. As this is a step toward justice, there are those reach of all people. To such as will order to sell again a is the radical Spiritualist who does not know that his own
who propose amendments to the same, viz.: in favor of the very liberal discount will be made from even this low price. future welfare is dependent on the manner in which he per
free postage of newspapers in counties where they are The readiness with which these speeches are taken may be forms here his duties to his fellow beings? Who, having
issued, and also on exchanges between publishers. It is inferred when we state that we frequently sell fifty packages put a hand to the plow, dares to turn back from the labor?
manifest that if such amendments be carried, they will go to the audience after a lecture. Such of our friends as are Let us go forward, then, with cheerful hearts! The long
toward defeating the value of the bill, and therefore it is able ought always to have some copies of these speeches at train of cars laden with the reforms demanded by the best
feared that they may prove acceptable to our present legis hand to give to skeptical people with whom they may have and worthiest of the people, industrial, financial and social,
conversation. Much good may be done, generally, even in
lators.
are filled to repletion and waiting for the locomotive; that
There are some things that are more valuable than any this small way, to advance the cause of general reform and is, for the grand development which is destined in the near
press. One of these is justice. The Weekly is useful, and to wake up the people to a realization of the fearful condi future to supersede all the present faiths of mankind, viz.;
is doing its work, but justice is of more account than the tion into which the race is settling, sexually and industrially. Radical Spiritualism.
interest of any newspaper. It is not easy to tell the truth to Read the list carefully over and order as your ability will
the people when the parties who do that duty are called permit.
THE BOTTOMLESS PIT.
upon to pay for it also afterward. These, however, are the
COMMON SENSE.
conditions under which this article has to be written, and
That is, a pit with the bottom out, which i,s believed to be
they must be accepted, for it is a duty incumbent upon us to
We respectfully call upon our subscribers to rejoice with the present condition of the orthodox hell. The doctrine of
set before the people what we believe our legislators ought us in the advent of a new and true Spiritualist paper which,
eternal punishment is the base of Christianity. Those sects
to do in the matter.
under the above name, has taken the field at San Francisco, who dispute the black fact of eternal torture by fire have no
We know that there are such things as public morality California. Radical Spiritualism may now be said to be
right to term themselves followers of the Nazarene and be
and public honesty, and think the best way to inculcate represented by two presses in the East—the Weekly and
lievers in the absolute inspiration of the Bible. They are
these virtues among us is by example.
We do not believe Hull's Crucible, and two in the West—Our Age and Common
simply what the Catholic calls them, heretics—that is,
that legislators are elected by the people of this republic for Sense. We trust the present number will be multiplied by
choosers; repudiators of their God’s assertions, and conse
the purpose of making invidious distinctions among us, and ten at least before the end of the present decade. Convinced
quently impious defiers of their God. Neither is it right in
defrauding the public mail in order to establish such differ as we are that there is a great field for the pioneers of spirit
any priest who believes in hell to be content with simply ad
ences. Legislators are not in power to do a moral wrong, ual, sexual and temporal freedom, every advance made,
mitting it as a portion of his creed; he ought to do more;
even if such moral wrong would confer a benefit upon the and every new aid forms for us a cause for rejoicing.
he ought to put it prominently before the people, as the
whole community, which has been asserted, but not proven,
The omission of the name of the long-established paper of Inquisitors did in Spain. If the eighty-six thousand Auto’sin the case before us. To aid one section of our people at the Spiritualists—The Banner of Light—is done with no dis
de-fe saved only one soul from everlasting torture, be
the expense of another section is not right, and it is a posi courtesy to that press. It is the base of the great Spiritual
lievers might deem they had cause to rejoice; for the pur
tion which cannot be justly maintained. Yet all these movement, the centre of our grand army, if we may so term
chase-price, in the cases of the unbelievers, was for them
statements apply in the case of the public mail, when any it, and does not claim to belong to the corps of pioneers. It
only the addition of half an hour to an eternity of similar
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suffering. These statements are made in candor, taking- an
honest view of the position of the Catholics, whom we recog
nize to he the true opponents of the radical spiritualists. As
has been said previously, the battle in the moral world lies
between those who stand round the flag of absolute authority
and those who assert the right of absolute freedom. Before
the battle joins it will be necessary to disperse the bands of
Cowboys and Skinners that make so much noise in our
cities now, but properly belong to neither party.
The crowd of fashionable pulpit praters who, when
pushed, profess to believe in, but are too polite to mention,
“hell” to their fastidious congregations, must be compelled
to take sides in the encounter. The truth is, eternal punish
ment is the Malakoff of Christianity, and it is believed that,
of late, it has been seriously attacked if not captured by the
opponents of revealed religions. A lecture on “The Causes
of the Increase of Crime,” published last Week in the Index
of Boston, thus pictures the contest as it appears at present :
Shall we go back to the creed of the last century ? Shall
we reinstate the hell, whose fierce flames have cooled to a
comfortable warmth, in its ancient fierceness and terror ?
This is neither possible nor desirable. The world has stolen
a march, broken into the Divine arcana, and vulgarized their
secret intelligence. It has got access again to the tree of
knowledge of good and evil, and its eyes are open, prema
turely, to see as gods. A man may use a faith or a fear; to
control his personal conduct; he cannot use it to control the
conduct of another man against any general intelligent
denial and protest. Mr. Talmage may corner a man in his
pew and thteaten him with hell fire. He will not have the
man wholly at advantage with such a weapon, if he can look
out the window across the street and almost hear the accents ,
of Dr. Chapin, in a devout and reverent spirit, and with a
strong assurance, asserting the absolute love of God and the
forgiveness of sin. The weekly assemblage of a half-dozen
congregations, embracing the elite of the intelligence, virtue
and practical religion of a great city, is a fetter upon the
tongue of our fervid orthodox divine. What he has on his
conscience to say about hell he would prefer to say in the
basement of his meeting-house, in the privacy of a few kin
dred spirits, as a Catholic in England during the last century
would go to some secret chamber to perform his mass, and
as a Druid, after England had embraced Christianity, would
betake himself to a gloomy forest to perform his incanta
tions.
Of course in this battle, so well depicted by the writer of
the above, the Weekly takes the side of absolute spiritual
freedom and utterly ignores the idea of everlasting torture
by fire. But it respects those priests who hold to tjie con
trary opinion, and prove by their warning words and actions
that they believe in the statements of the New Testament
respecting eternal punishment. As to the Jeremy Diddlers
who are paid to do the same and dare not do it, the Weekly
holds all such in a very proper contempt, and it believes that
the majority of the peoples, both orthodox Christians and
Free-thinkers, are rapidly coming to a similar conclusion in
regard to their time-serving and untenable positions.
WOMAN IN TURKEY.
Woman, the poet tells us, is—“ the last best work of God,”
and our Christian friends will do well to remember that this
statement is in accord with the teachings of the Bible. In
the two versions of the creation given in the first and second
chapters of Genesis (which, it is plain to be seen, are wrongly
divided, as it is manifest that the first account ends with the
third verse of the second chapter,) every one must admit,
that, in the march of the animal creation, the steps up to man
were progressive, and there is no warrant for the belief that
the next development, namely, woman, reversed the move
ment. There is wisdom as well as wit in the stanza of the
poet of Scotland, Robert Burns, when he says of woman,
“ Auld nature swears the lovely dears,
Her noblest work she classes O;
Her prentice ban’, she tried on man,
And then she made the lasses O.”

And we may add to that, that, if the order of development
in the moral world follow the course of the natural world,
the time will arrive when she will rule, the superior, and not
- the inferior of her mate, and the law of force be superseded
by the law of love.
But, as the Scotch say—“ it is a far cry to Lochow,”—and
there is yet many a weary march to be made, and many a
hard battle to be fought, before the brute in man is suffi
ciently quelled to a dmit the superiority of woman even in
the domain of the affections. The slave of mammon, the
o-ross material Caliban of nature, at present is only to be
ruled by the law of force, and when he gazes on the gentle
Miranda, it is only with a desire to injure her. But there
are evidences that his condition is improving, and with every
improvement in him woman advances further to the front.
This is easily perceived in this country and in Europe, where
her name is becoming a power in art, literature and science.
There are evidences, also, that in Asia, the old system of
male domination over woman is yielding to the pressure of
the times, and, in proof of our assertion, we submit the fol
lowing description of the present condition of women in
Turkey, which is taken from Harper's Bazar of June 27th :
There is a great deal of misconception in this country as to
the status and treatment of women in Turkey. Most persons
imagine that every Turk is more or less a Bluebeard, with
four wives at least and as many concubines as he can afford,
the whole of whom are the mere slaves of his caprice, jailered
py eunuchs and without domestic authority of any kind.
Nothing could well be farther from the reality. Instead of
this paradisic plurality being the rule, polygamy, in fact, is
fast going out, as, of the present generation of Mussulmans,
few have more than two wives, while the great majority
?tave only one. Odalisques, again, are the “ luxury ”, of the
very rich, and a very rare luxury, too; for in Turkey, as in
monogamous lands, wives are jealous of their rignts, and,
whatever may have been the laxer rule in the good old
times they nowadays set their faces stoutly and successfully
ao-aihst illegitimate rivals. The Khanum is in reality as
much mistress chez elle as any Christian wife of the day, and
has, if anything, more than her fair share cf authorxty|m-

doors. Instead, therefore, of the harem being a prison,
guarded with bolts and bars, it is rather a sanctuary from
which care and trouble are, as far as humanly possible, ex
cluded. The man is always the bread-winner; he alone
bears the attendant anxieties of life, while the woman passes
her days, if not in Arcadian innocence and calm, at least free
from the frivolous and not always innocent amusements
which sometimes make up the existence of her Christian
sisters. The Turks are, unfortunately, not free from evils,
many introduced from foreign countries, but there is one
evil—the social evil—which has no home among them. The
yashmak, feridjie and shalwar, it is true, still hold their
ground, but feminine coquetry has long since displaced the
old opaque swathing, that hid everything except the eyes,
for the diaphonous gossamer through which the whole bat
tery of the wearer’s charms now plays as freely as if no
single fold of muslin remained. The bright eyes flash and
the pearly teeth dazzle beneath the vail, which, from the
fineness of its texture, no longer serves to conceal, but rather
adds additional charm to the natural beauties of the wearer.
The yellow papobsh, too, has largely yielded to the elastic
European boot; but the Louis Quatorze abomination and its
“ graceful Grecian bend” are as yet foreign to the precincts
of Stamboul.
Tbe statements made in tbe above article are well worthy
of tbe consideration of our readers. As tbe Weekly does
not advocate either monogamy, polygamy or polyandry,
but simply demands tbe right of all human beings to suit
themselves—in other words, sexual freedom—we are not
sorry to hear that polygamy is dying out among the Turks.
We are also pleased to note that the khanum (that is the
wife) “hasher fair share of authority indoors,” though it
were' to be wished that her authority was not so limited
Anyway, her position is preferable to that of many “Christian
khanums” that we daily read of in the papers. We find
reason also to be grateful that there is a country in which
what is called the “social evil” does not exist, for it in
structs us that there is a community extant, whose civil
ization is not based on the dehumanization of woman; a
place where a money payment does not condone crime in
man. The only stricture we would make upon the above
extract is, in the use of the epithet 1 ‘ paradisic ” in the
sentence—“Instead of this paradisic plurality being the rule,”
etc. As polygamy was not the rule in the Christian para
dise, it is evident the word is ill-applied, unless the writer
be a Mohammedan, in which case its use would be justifi
able; we should, also judge from its connection that the
article could not be penned by a monogamist; but as the
Weekly does not profess to be a Christian paper, that is
a matter of no importance to us.

Lord to take unto himself our brother,” were by mutual
agreement changed to “to take hence our brother.”
The following change was also made in the Catechism:
Question. After what manner are the body and blood of
Christ taken and received in the Lord’s Supper ?
Answeb. Only after a heavenly and spiritual manner, and
the means whereby they are taken and received is faith.
COMMENT.

From the first amendment we learn that, first: in the
opinion of the Irish Church Synod, it is not proper to specify
the place to which “ their Lord ” takes people, and secondly:
that hell is outside of omnipresence. As to the amendment
to the Catechism it is to be hoped that, for consistency’s
sake, the savans who are now manipulating or re-translating
the Bible, out of respect to the Irish Church Synod, will
make their God’s words in that instrument conform thereto,
which they certainly do not at present.
In the Anglican Church some singular events have recent
ly occurred. One of the most singular is the conflict of three
missionary societies over the ecclesiastical possession of the
island of Madagascar. This island was first Christianized by
the agents of the London Missionary Society; a few years
since the Church Missionary Society sent over a number of
Anglican clergymen. Finally, the Society for the Propaga
tion of the Gospel in Foreign Parts provided the island with
a bishop. This step did not please tbe Church Missionary
Society, which has withdrawn all its missionaries. Madagas
car has, therefore, a bishop, without any clergy for him to
superintend.

N0 LAW FOR MONEY.
Believing with Aristotle that the sole legitimate function
of money is to facilitate labor exchanges, the Weekly sym
pathizes with the efforts made by the opponents of the
various usury laws of the several States, and with them de
sires the abrogation of all edicts aiming to restrict or limit
the power of money to increase 11 per se,"* True, it appears
by the following extract from the Industrial Age, that the
withdrawal of such curbs does not at present seem to work
well, but, after giving the extract from which we glean our
information, we will endeavor to show the reason why:
Usuky Laws.—Massachusetts and some other New Eng
land States relaxed their usury laws a couple of years since,
and let the note-shaving wolves loose on : the community.
The effect has been disastrous. A committee from the Leg
islature, whose duty it was to examine and report on the
effects of the law,recently reported:
“ That no currency can be protected and made safe with
out usury laws; that industry cannot be insured its just
and legitimate reward without usury laws, and that all at
tempts to abrogate them have resulted ruinously; that in
terest on money is a tax and should be made as low as possi
ble, and that the commercial welfare of the nation would be
essentially promoted if a uniformity in the usury laws could
be established throughout the nation, so that each State
should have the benefit of its own capital.”
If the Western States would establish the rates of interest
at 7 per cent.—pass stringent usury laws—and wipe out trust
deeds, the shavers would invest in manufacturing.—Indus
trial age.
It is but little over three centuries since the legalization of
usury was first instituted in modern Europe. Previous to
that, by both civil and ecclesiastical laws, usurers were
treated as criminals. We do not desire to see money-loaners
punished as before, but we do not think that the people’s
law ought to be used to collect either money-loans or interest,
or in any way assist them in their nefarious traffic. Our
doctrine is—except in cases in which money operates in its
only legitimate function, viz.: that of a medium of exchange
for labor, it should have no status, save as other property, in
our courts of law. If we unchain a tiger it is only prudent
to take out its teeth also.
CREDAL CURIOSITIES.
The following items are from the Religious Intelligence of
Harper's Weekly of June 20th. The comments are ours:
The Presbyterian General Assembly, whose session began
in St. Louis, May 22, adjourned June 3. The controversy on
the right of women to speak and pray in public was deter
mined by the adoption of the resolution—“ that the Assem
bly expresses no opinion as to the Scriptural view of woman’s
right to speak or pray in social prayer-meetings, and commits
the whole subject to the pastors and elders of the churches.”
COMMENT.

June 27, 18^4.

COMMENT.

This is a pretty dish to set before the benighted heathens
of Madagascar. It is a practical commentary on the text—
1 ‘ Behold, how sweet and how pleasant it is for brethren to
dwell together in unity.” The Weekly, however, is shocked
at the “ envy, malice, and uncharitableness” exhibited by
the Church Missionary Society, and tenders its respectful
sympathy to the ecclesiastical Robinson Crusoe, the hermitbishop, thus left—“to waste his sweetness on the desert
air”—desolate and solitary on the island.”

------ --->■

■«----------

LECTURES IN CALIFORNIA.
After our two lectures in San Francisco, June 1st and 2d,
our engagements, commencing June 8, took us to Redwood
City, San Jose, Gilroy, Efollister, Salinas, Watsonville and
Santa Cruz. We go thence to Stockton, Sacramento,
Marysville, Chico, Napa City, Vallejo, Petaluma, Santa Bar
bara, Los Angeles, and San Diego. Returning to San Fran
cisco, we shall then probably go to Portland, Oregon, and a
few other prominent places in that State.
------------ >-■<«> --------- -—

MISCELLANEOUS.
VICTORIA C. WOODHULL ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
MBS. WOODHULL’S LECTUBES IN SAN EBANOISCO, CAL.

Victoria C. Woodhull, the apostle of social reform, spoke
in Platt’s Hall, on Monday and Tuesday evenings, giving first
her lecture entitled “Reformation or Revolution,” and
speaking the following evening on the social question. Her
opening discourse it was not our privilege to hear; but judg
ing from the reports of many sensible and truthful men and
women who were there, it was replete with facts, and noth
ing was said that, properly construed, could be considered
objectionable. She is an earnest, outspoken woman, and
does not weaken her ideas by the use of unmeaning language.
She calls things by their right names; and consequently
gives (offense to those who do not like to hear themselves
characterized truthfully. One of the purest women in this
city, an old Quaker lady, well-known to most of our readers
here, could see nothing evil in what she said; while men
whose vileness is patent, “ blushed to the tops of their bald
pates.”
On Tuesday evening the editor of this paper with his wife
and two daughters, went t o hear the woman who is so vilely
abused. Never having met Mrs. Woodhull, and judging of
her only by newspaper reports, we certainly were not pre
judiced in her favor. She said some bitter things against
marriage as it is, but not one word against that true union of
souls which alone constitutes marriage. She advocated free
love; but in a sense so high and language so pure that the
very personification of chastity could not justly find fault
with it; and then she spoke of promiscuity; but she called
it death, and warned her listeners from it as from the road
to hell. There was not one word in the lecture from begin
ning to end, that the most innocent might not safely hear,
and judging from the applause of the audience, her hearers
fully sympathized and approved of all she said. The galleries
were mainly filled with ladies and their escorts, while quite
a number of women were seated in the body of the hall, yet
the papers say the lecture was given to a house full of men
who went there to hear indecencies, and they got their fill.
This is simply false. When Mrs. Woodhull declared in the
most emphatic language against promiscuity, not a reporter
made a scratch of a pen; but when she said something that
the harpies could seize upon and distort into vileness it was
done. Is this the mission of the press ?
Mrs. Woodhull proved herself in the only lecture that we
heard to be the true friend of woman. Her teachings, as set
forth in this discourse, could not fail, rightly understood, to
greatly benefit and ennoble womankind. We are no advo
cate ofwbat is popularly called “free love,” but judging
from this one discourse, we are led to believe that if the wo
men of California knew Mrs. Woodhull as she really is, they
would welcome her as an adviser and friend, and would go
in crowds to hear her.—Common Sense, San Francisco.

For a church that has expressed a very decided opinion as
to the condition of certain infants (in future) this is a very
modest position. From it we glean that “ woman’s soul”
MRS. WOODHULL IN VIRGINIA CITY.
has no status in the assembly, but is the perquisite of the
BY MBS. H. E. M. BBOWN.
pastors and elders of the churches.
The announcement was made, “Mrs. Woodhull is coining
The Irish Church Synod, which has been sitting in Dub West, and may call in Virginia City.” The wise ones re
lin, has had under consideration the changes of the Prayer
Book and Catechism suggested by the Revision Committee. plied, “She can’t get a house in which to speak.” Then
The words in the burial service, “For it hath pleased the Miss Tennie C. came (Mrs. Woodhull’s advance agent), and
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-------------- -------------------------without saying “With your permission, good Virginia
Cityites,” she advertised a lecture to be given in the Opera
House. “Well, yes,” said the faithless and fearful, “Mr.
Piper is glad to rent his house, but then it is of no earthly
use; Mrs. Woodhull will have no audience.” A few fright
ened “liberals” concluded that the coming of Mrs. Woodhull would “injure our cause.” Just as if one woman could
overturn any righteous cause. But the announcement was
made, “ I am not in sympathy with the free-love wing of
Spiritualists.” To which the ignored wing responded,
“ Amen and amen.” Our three daily papers had no word of
warning for the people. They simply said, “Let us listen
and then judge.” The result was, last night the Opera
House was packed with as good souls as the place can pro
duce. True, some men came to accompany their wives, and
some wives to please their husbands. Such self-abnegation
is not common, but commendable. Business men went in
and paid a dollar for standing room; they only wished to
get a glimpse of the notable woman. Having seen her they
remained to hear what she had to say on the “ ISTaked Truth.”
Standstillism is not in accordance with the world’s creed.
So these men, who stood still till the last word was spoken,
rushed to the office to secure seats for themselves and friends
for to-night. An 1 those who were so shocked because Mrs.
Woodhull, good Samaritan like, decided not to pass us by
on the other side, turned with the tide to hear the brave
woman expound the new scriptures. Mrs. Woodhull, true
to her promise, presented the naked truth, without even the
adornment of fig leaves. She unmasked hypocrisy; she
called political thieves, land swindlers and corrupt Christians
by their right names. She insisted upon civil service reform;
she demanded the purification of our legislation; but she
would begin these reforms in our homes—in the mother
heart. She is right; so the thinkers in her audience said.
One gray-haired man remarked, in leaving the house, “The
woman has told us God’s eternal truth.” Another said,
“We all know the world is overfull of private as well as
public corruption; but who expected to hear the facts from
a woman?” A certain class will honestly curse Mrs. Wood'
hull, because they do not recognize the truths she tells, nor
comprehend the woman; another class hate her for letting
the light into the dens where they hide themselves; still
another class sing hosanna and hail her as the sent of heaven.
—Common Sense, San Francisco, Cal.
THE ORDER OF AGES.
BT BOBEBT W. HUME.
God’s Temple is earth’s holy mount;
In nature’s hook we trace him well;
No falsehood mars the true account
Thus kept for those who on it dwell,
In grand procession, there unfurled,
We read the progress of the world.
Its vast material wonders yet,
And pictured histories of stone,
Still glow, like gems in order set,
With records of the times bygone;
Footprints of ages on the earth,
Ere history was, or life had birth.
Commencing with the basal rock,
And pent-up surges sounding hoarse;
Ere lightning flash and earthquake shock
Had for the waters cleft a course.
Before, beneath the sun’s bright ray,
The mollusk spanned its toilsome way.
Throughout the old, red sandstone time,
When vegetable life was seen;
When, rising from old ocean’s slime,
The agile fish filled sea and stream.
In various forms, abounding—rife
Arad all the waters teemed with life.
Then, soon the marshy fens were crowned
With giant ferns—exalted, high!
While monstrous reptiles crawling round
Then- bases sought their food supply.
Or, on their brethren breaking fast,
In anger took their fierce repast.
Last, when beneath the surging wave
The wood was garnered in the earth;
The fuel of another age,
The motor of the moving earth.
And birds and beasts advanced the plan,
Till the whole scheme was crowned by man.
God’s Temple is earth’s holy mount;
In nature’s book we trace him well;
No falsehood mars the true account
Thus kept for those who on it dwell.
In grand procession, there unfurled,
We read the progress of the world.

A STAR IN THE WEST.
From Common Sense, a new spiritualist paper of the right
stripe, the following articles are taken. They are pointed
and to the purpose, as our readers will perceive:
“in the British Museum is a pamphlet, written in 1652, enti
tled ‘The Husband’s Authority Unveiled;’ wherein it is
discussed whether it be fit or lawful for a good man to beat
his bad wife. The argument extends through one hundred
pages, liberally crammed with scripture citations, and in the
end the writer comes to the conclusion that it is lawful for a
good man to beat his bad wife if he does it ‘ with the chastest
love.’
“An eastern journal gives an account of the development of
a Mrs. Andrus, of Norwalk, Ohio, as a painter of portraits,
during the trance state. She is entirely ignorant of painting
in her normal condition, yet her work shows marks of high
culture. This phase of spirit power sets at defiance all known
laws of science and art. It performs what the world denom
inates miracles—an effect whose cause is not understood.
Science demands light to distinguish colors and to compound
them, and yet the most delicate colors are compounded by
this woman in total darkness. Skeptics, without a knowledge

of spirit power, and apparently without any desire to know
the truth, deride and ridicule well demonstrated facts like
this, and scientists stand aloof, and, with knowing looks,
pronounce the phenomenon a fraud, and divines when as
sured that it is done as claimed, gravely assert that ‘it is the
work of the Devil.’ ”
Also this letter which contains an idea that may be service
able to our friends, the Dress Reformers:
“Editor Common Sense : You say, Jenny Bonnet was arrest
ed last week in San Francisco for wearing male attire. Did
she do this for pleasure, or fun, or frolic ? Hot at all; it was
a serious business with Jenny. It was done to enable her to
get her own living in the way she elected to live—to follow
out her ideas of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness in
her own way. Better freedom on the hills, thought J enny,
than to sew ten or twelve hours a day in a store, or go through
the mill-horse drudgery of housework. They manage these
things better in France. A woman there can pay 300 francs
a year to the authorities for the permission to wear male at
tire. Several of my women artist friends did. Rosa Bonheur
does, and has done so for years. She could not go into cattle
markets and horse markets and all over the hills to make her
glorious sketches if she did not. It is too bad that the pictur
esque occupation of a shepherdess—the theme of so much
song and poetry—cannot be as well represented here as in the
Scottish Highlands, where the climate is so much more un
favorable. Is life to sink to one dull, dead level, ruled over
by the august respectabilities of our metropolitan police ? If
women want to herd sheep, why should they not do so ? Are
they not as safe on the hills of California as on the Scottish
heather ? And if they are not, it becomes us and it becomes
themselves to see that they are so. There are in this State
many influential men holding large tracts of land, who are
natives of the land of Burns; will they not, for the poet’s
sake and for Scotia’s sake, inaugurate a new opening in this
direction, and revive the shepherdess in California?”

EDUCATION—FOR WHAT OBJECT?
Nearly everybody wishes for an education, as they may
understand its use. They think it will give them greater
power, greater influence to control themselves and all man
kind in every walk of life—politics, religion and society at
large. “ Knowledge is power,” and eagerly sought after by
all governments, corporations and individuals alike, for the
advantage it gives over the ignorant. The highly-educated
may be useful, humane, philanthropic, Christ-like; or thejr
maybe as the majority are—selfish, sensual, arrogant, vain
and devilish. We have highly-educated devils, also educated
Christians.
An education sought after in these times means what? To
become more humane, benevolent, charitable, humble,
Christ-like ? Nay! If a graduate of our institutions of learn
ing should manifest these Christian graces, his parents,
guardians, or friends would be horror-stricken, disown him
at once, and have him incarcerated as a lunatic. An educa
tion, as they understand it, is to obtain greater power for
more selfish ends, for self-agrandizement, to overreach in
exchange of labor, mental or physical, with the ignorant
masses; in fine, to get a living without much physical labor.
Our whole educational plan is based upon the system that
might is right.” We act no higher morally than the beasts
or lower animals. The brute takes all his strength can cover.
Does man, as a nation or individually, act morally higher ?
Is it more moral to overreach, take the advantage of the less
educated through mental strength than through the physi
cal? Are not all civilized nations and individuals getting
and controlling all their mental and physical strength can
cover ? This is the rule in every kind oj business—“ might is
right.” College education is sought after for the advantages
it gives over the ignorant. It means play a little better game
in politics, law, medicine and religion, than the uneducated
can. Knowledge is sought after for selfish ends—for money
getting, for overreaching the ignorant, outgeneraling the
masses—virtually cheating, deceiving and robbing the less
learned. This being the fact,when will the millennium dawn ?
Nath’l Randall, M. D.

from foot to head three times, the audience looking on with
great solemnity. Then the bedding last used by the ‘de
ceased was rolled up and tied, and five potatoes ranged along
the top of it, the middle one being stuck full of tapers. After
several holes had been burnt in this bedding, an expressman
took charge of it and preceded the procession to the grave.
Ah Leek was then ready to be buried. He was then placed
in a hearse, a carriage being driven just ahead of it from
which the leader of the ceremonies continued to toss a large
quantity of papers bearing hieroglyphics, as the procession
passed up the street. At Wonders Cemetery, near Graceland, the bedding was burned and the departed Chinee
snugly laid at rest. As soon as enough of his countrymen
have been accumulated alongside of him to make it an ob
ject, the bones of the entire party will be packed up and
shipped to the Flowery Kingdom, there to quietly repose
until Hang Yu and Yu B Hung blow their brazen trumpets
and sound the crack of doom.
Ir a tallow candle be placed in a gun and shot at a door, the
candle will go through without sustaining any injury; and
if a muskst ball be fifed into the water, it will not only re
bound but be flattened as if fired against a solid substan ce.
A ball may be fired through a pane of glass, making the hole
the size of the ball without cracking the glass; if suspended
by a thread it will make no difference, and the thread will
not even vibrate. Cork, if sunk two hundred feet in t he
ocean, will not rise, on account of the pressure of the water.
In the arctic regions, when the thermometer is below zero,
persons can converse more than a mile distant. Dr. Jamie
son asserts that he heard every word of a seaman the dis
tance of two miles.
GEMS.
There is nothing so imprudent as excessive prudence.
No duty without its rights; no right without its duty.
The real thief in the world is he who consumes more than
he produces.
Nothing is more contagious than the example of other
people working.
The true way to conquer circumstances is to be a greater
circumstance yourself.
To every old man his departed boyhood is a paradise lost,
fuller of poetry than Milton’s.
Nature claims labor from each of her children; all must
toil or steal, no matter how we may name the stealing.
The human mind resembles a burning-glass whose rays are
intense only as they are concentrated.
Life is a warfare; it too has its decisive moments, when
success or failure, victory or defeat, must hinge on our re
served power.

It is not enough to do the right thing, but we must do it In
the right way and at the right time if we would achieve
great triumphs in life.
Even the dreariest tasks, like the ugly toad with the jewel
in his head, have some redeeming circumstances that cheat
them of their repulsiveness.
Common sense bows to the inevitable and makes use of it.
It does not ask an impossible chess-board, but takes the, one
before it and plays the game.
The ages have to wait for men. It is a large and a long
work to bring to perfection that which God meant in man, and
which ought to be expressed by the word Nature.
We leave behind us what becomes foreign to us—what we
outgrow. The constant and faithful soul does no more, it car
ries with it forever what remains of it, and neither time nor
change can loose its hold of what it loves and owns.
Regard life as an education, in all departments of nature
alike, in the physical, the intellectual, the emotional, there
is inherent a capacity for advance toward resul ts, which be
comes perpetually larger and more complex.
This one generation, with its vulgar steam whistle, has
witnessed the vanishing of more shadows from the earth has
seen more men and women disenthralled, more rays of intel
lectual light shed around upon mankind, than any ten gener
ations that have preceded it.
What a man does is the real test of what he is; and to talk
Woodstock, Yt.
of what great things one would accomplish, if he had more
activity of mind, is to say, how strong a man would be if he
[From the Chicago Times.1
only had more strength; or how swiftly a steamer would cut
A CHINESE FUNERAL.
the waves if she only had a bigger boiler, or could generate
Chicago witnessed its first Chinaman’S funeral on Thurs steam fast enough.—Sunday Journal, Toledo, 0.
day. It was a queer affair. In fact it might almost be called
It is much safer to think what we say than say what we
an agricultural affair, from the important part potatoes were think.
made to play in it. The name of the defunct Celestial was
Men of principle should be the principal men.
Ah Leek. He was thirty-two years old. It was at No. 210
We should have a glorious conflagration, if all who cannot
West Randolph street he shuffled. The funeral took place put fire into their works would put their works into the
on Thursday afternoon. About forty Chinamen were in at fire.
tendance, and a good manyMelicans were present as lookersIt has cost me more time and patience to abridge these
on.
papers than to write them.
The body was first attired in three or four suits of clothes.
Condensation affects for knowledge what the lens does for
Much care was observed in all the ceremonies. Everything the sumbeam; condenses its brightness in order to increase
was done with punctilious exactness. Especial repugnance its force.
was exhibited to touching the corpse. If it was desired to truth"6 no opinions that I would not willingly exchange foichange its position, the undertaker and his assistants had to
do it. This seemed to arise more from superstitious scruples
I despise dogmatism in others too much to indulge ir d
than fear. A great many potatoes, with wax tapers stuck in myself.
^
them, were placed all around the coffin. A particularly
I have always considered rather what is said than
gavs
large one, with many tapers in it, was carefully put on the i ; and the consequence of the argument rather than
right hand side. Several holes were then burnt in the out consequence of him who delivers it.
'
side blouse the corpse had on, and with great ceremony.
It is humiliating to our nature to reflect that our knowl
The undertaker was then requested to place a piece of silver edge is but as a rivulet, our ignorance, as the sea.
in the dead man’s mouth, after which a hat full of silver
pieces was passed around the room, each person present dnmi a£T age rnmarikable for g0(>a Zoning and bad confifis our brT T
^
manner,, when virtue
being told to take one and keep it.
fills ourheadg and vice our nearts; when those who would
A large number of square pieces of paper with hole's persuade us that they are quite sure of heaven, appear to be
punched in them, and bearing hieroglyphics, were then
det^r UrrTL 0 S?rhere; wheiim0destyis more ashamed’of
scattered in the coffin, after which the undertaker placed the detection than delinquency; when patriots will hold any
corpse in, which was sprinkled over with these papers, and thing but,their tongues; keep anything except their word;
then covered with a white cloth and a red one. More papers and lose nothing patiently except their characters-to im
were scattered over these, after which, the lid was put on prove such an age must be difficult, to instruct it dangerous;
and screwed down. The undertaker and his assistants then and he stands no chance of amending it who cannot at the
lifted the coffin from its trestles and changed its position same tune amuse it.
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WAKREN CHASE TO MADOX OF MAINE.
suffrage would elevate the suffrage in this country. Women not only as indelicate, but blasphemous. Y®ur assertion
Dear Sir—I read with deep interest the short and pointed had the same natural rights as men; had the right to the that all the Pagans sacrificed human being to their gods, was
means to maintain them, and among these means was right
articles you write lor the Weekly on the currency of our of suffrage. When women should have the right to vote, also unsupported by a line of proof. Quite an array of
country and the whole financial question, ai.d pronounce they would be upon an equality with men in all chings, and Christian authors express a contrary opinion. As a mistake,
them sound, clear, plain and correct. I have advanced would make an honest living for themselves the same as this is, as you would say, a “whopper.” The Bible is cram
similar ideas in my articles for the Banner of Light, and am men.
Mr. Stewart said that ten years from now there would not med with evidence that human sacrifice was acceptable to
putting them out t© the grangers of the West whenever ! be a man in the Senate opposed to female suffrage.
yonr God. Did he not sacrifice his only begotten son? His
can get their ears, and that is often. They are easily under
Mr. Flanagan said he was a new convert to the cause of innocent boy! Did he not accept the sacrifice of Jeptha’s
stood and readily received by the people, whose interest has woman suffrage, and was made a convert by the glorious daughter? An innocent girl! Did he not demand the life
efforts of the women’s crusade against intemperance.
been so grossly neglected by the legislators, who are mainly Women and women only, through Almighty God, could save of Isaac ? Did he not sacrifice 70,000 human beings because
engaged by and for speculators. It is as plain as the nose on this country from the worst of all evils—intemperance. David numbered the people? Did he not kill Uzzah for
a man’s face that if greenback currency—the direct debt of Women could control the country; men could not: They steadying the ark when it was in danger of tumbling from an
more directly interested in all questions of morality
the government—is not good, no interest-bearing bond of the were
than men, and from this time henceforth he intended to be a ox-cart? Did he not slaughter 50,000 for looking into the
government can be good as security for national bank cur “ women’s man.”
same ark ? Did he not approve of the murder and mutilation
Mr. Carpenter said he would vote for the-amendment to of 200 Philistines' by David as a dowry for Saul’s daughter?
rency ; and if the government and treasury cannot redeem
confer
suffrage
in
the
new
Territory
upon
women.
He
be
with specie, the national banks cannot. We ask the people
lieved that in every condition of life the society of women was Did he not . approve of the murder of the seven sons and
what is the necessity of their paying double interest on the beneficial. In every place where she was found everything grandsons of Saul by the Gibeonites ? Did not the Jews in
money they use—one rate on the security bonds and one to was neat and orderly. If our wives, mothers and daughters obedience to their one lord sacrifice whole nations—men,
the banks that issue and loan it? We ask what do the go to the election places there will be decency, order and women and children, suckling camel, ass—everything that
there. In the city of New York, for instance, he
people want of gold and silver when paper will pay every peace
would rely more upon women voting to bring about peace breathed;' and when virgins were saved alive was it not to
debt due in the United States, and buy any property for and order than all the army or navy could do. He would fill the seraglios of his priests and soldiers ? He also requir
sale at fair prices ? We ask why cannot our government make vote to establish woman suffrage here in Winconsin, or any ed the sacrifice at home and abroad of all who should wor
the currency we need for developing our resources, as well other place he could, to-morrow.
Mr. Ferry favored the amendment, and said he would vote ship any other God, or should make any image of Jehovah?
as allow foreign nations to do it, and loan it to us at high rates for it.
All dissenters from the orthodox religion were to be put to
of interest and draw away a large part of the earnings of the
Mr. Anthony said he had no doubt female suffrage would death. Thus, my friend, you and I would have had our heads
people, when the resources of our country are nearly equal come in time. He did not believe that suffrage was a chopped off instanter. All witches were to be sacrificed. All
woman’s right or a man’s right. It was not a natural right,
to all of Europe, and not one-hundredth part developed? but
a political right, regulated by the body politic.
sabbath breakers and disobedient children were to be stoned
We ask the necessity of sending seventy millions of our gold
Bayard. (Dem., Dei.) said it seemed hardly possible that the to death. Elijah had 450 Pagan priests murdered at one
and silver to Europe yearly to pay interest, and then make Senate of the United States proposed such a change in the time, and Elisha forty-two school children eaten up by bears
our currency rest upon the metallic basis which Europe ex very fundamental principles of government. That such a because they intimated that the prophet’s head would look
change as this should be blocked out as an experiment, in
tracts from us annually nearly t o the extent of our coinage ? utter disregard of the decree by which men and women were the better for a wig. On another occasion God stopped the
We ask the reason for chartering speculators into safety created, could hardly be believed. The sexes were different, sun that Joshua might go on with his bloody work. To sum
fund banks to run away with the people’s money when we physically and mentally, yet here was this poor, puny at up: God’s chosen people—the Jews—sacrificed per “Thus
in disregard of every experience, enlightened as it
could have government depositories in every county and tempt,
had been by divine interposition. Such legislation as this saith the Lord,” 50,000,000; and his chosen people, the Chris
eity,whers the people could safely deposit their surplus money was irreverent and in defiance of the laws of God himself.
tians, have murdered 1,300,000,000 for the glory of God. The
Mr. Merrimon said he did not yield in his admiration of
and always get it when they want it, without any loss or
former allegation I am prepared to establish from the Bible,
suspension ? We ask what is the use of having incorporations women to any man, and by no act or word of his would he and the latter from authentic Christian histories.
detract from her dignity; but he claimed the right to be the
with govornment charters for credit, when the people have judge, together with hek, as to what means were best calcu
And, finally, onr Christian teachers tell us that the whole
the government in their own hands and can do their own lated to promote her interests. He did not believe woman human family, past and future, with a very small exception,
business and be always secure? We ask what is the neces herself thought her happiness or dignity would be advanced will be sacrificed in hell eternally.
by having all the political rights of man conferred upon her,
sity of enriching insurance companies when we know the and the strongest evidence of this fact was that neither in
Furthermore, I am prepared to demonstrate, 1st, that the
safe rate for which thef,government can insure life and prop this country ner in England had women demanded such Bible is a grossly immoral book; 2d, that it is a grossly falli
rights.
The
number
that
had
demanded
them,
as
compared
erty? We have many more such questions, but need not
with the number that had not, was but a drop in the ocean. ble book; 3d, that it was manufactured in the dark ages by
place them here.
The amendment was rejected: Yeas 19, Nays 27, as follows: the Catholic Church. Hence, if the Bible is all you have to
Yeas—Anthony, Carpenter, Chandler, Conover, Ferry prove your triune God, he was made by ballot at the council
(Mich.), Flanagan, Gilbert, Harvey, Mitchell, Morton, Patter of Nice.
THIEVES AND STEALIN’.
son, Pratt, Sargent, Sprague, Stewart, Tipton, Washburn,
Eusebius, the first church historian, who wrote in the begin
West, Windom—19. Nays—Allison, Bayard, Boutwell,
It makes me hoppin’ mad to think
Boreman, Buckingham, Clayton, Conkling, Cooper, Davis, ning of the fourth century, says the Therapeutse were
Of all the thieves and stealin’
Edmunds, Frelinghuysen, Hager, Hamilton, (Md.), Hitch Christians, and their ancient writings ar® our gospels and
Among the folks that live so high
cock, Jones, Kelly, McCreery, Merrimon, Morrill (Yt.),
And are so big of feelin’;
Norwood, Ramsey, Ransom, Saulsbury, Scott, Sherman, epistles. Philo says this sect flourished long before the
Christian era. Thus the Pagan monks furnished the warp,
Wadleigh,
Wright—27.
With hands that do no sort o’ work
Except to handle money,
The fathers of this national government purposely left a woof and filling, while the bishops of the Catholic church
And make it come so Short o’ count—
part of the population to be chattel slaves, as the Constitu wove the fabric.
It sartin isn’t fanny.
The ecclesiastic historian, Jortin, says that the books of the
tion fully evinces, which condition operated political slavery,
as well asleaving the chattel slave without any rights, either New Testament were selected by miracle, viz.: The bishops
Bat bless me!—can’t they dress and swell,
personal or political. Now did these fathers purposely or quarreled for months, and at last agreed to put the vast pile
In lofty style and splendor,
otherwise, in that Constitution, leave all females to be politi of manuscripts, claimed to be authentic, under the table in
On stealin’s that don’t sartin make
cal slaves ? Whether purposely or not, the parchment is so the centre of the room where the council met, extinguish the
Their conscience over tender?
When they can feel so high above
interpreted by political demagogues and judicial dunces, and lights, and unite in prayer that God would separate the ca
The smaller thieves and sinners.
tbe consequence is that woman, in this government, is a nonical books from the uncanonical, and that the former
might hop on the table; which prayer was answered accord
Whose hen-roost stealin’s wouldn’t make
political serf or slave.
One of their plainest dinners.
A beautiful government this! (worthy of how much com ingly.
Sir, I thus address you in behalf of Thomas Jefferson, John
mendation ?) to disfranchise one-half of the population on
Polks mostly now begin ter think
account of sex! But it did no such base thing; it placed both Adams, Thomas Paine, Benjamin Franklin, Ethan Allen and
Sich loads o’ silks and laces,
sexes on the eternal principle of political equality—a God- Abner Kneeland, whose unworthy disciple I am; but whose
And jewels and grand carriages,
given right. Woman, in the United States, is a political hollowed memories preachers are wont to slander, in their
Means thieving in high places;
misguided zeal against infidelity—men who were infinitely
slave to-day, by reason of man’s usurpation and tyranny.
And lofty airs don’t count for much
The insidious workings and attacks of tyrants and usurp better than the Bible’s anointed David. They debauched no
In honest people’s feelin’s,
ers are always covert and, in appearance, trifling things, in Abigail norBathsheba; they murdered no Uriah and Nabal;
Who have ter work for all the cash
They gobble up in stealin’s.
different—the serpent coiled, and in his smallest compass, they mutulated no 200 corpses; they gave up no man’s innocent
with the assumed color of the surroundings, and seeming to children to be hanged by a mob; they had no concubine
They say that Washington is jist
be what he is not, is not more to be feared by the unsuspect harems. Not they on their death-bed charged their sons to
A den o’ thieves together,
murder Joab and Shimei. Alas, all this black catologue of
ing traveler.
And they have plticked our eagle bird
atrocities, and much more, was perpetrated by this GodHe would be crowned:
Of every quill and feather;
worshiping saint—your Saviour’s divine prototype—David 1
How that might change his nature, there’s the question?
And now they think to make it good
Your obedient servant,
R. Peterson.
It is the bright day that brings forth the adder,
By taxin’ us the greater,
Paris, Texas, April 28,1874.
And that craves wary walking. Crown him? That;
When they had orter all be shot
Clean from the realms o’ Natur.

—Industrial Age.

WOMAN SUFFRAGE.
In the world’s broad field of battle,
In the bivouac of life,
Be not like dumb-driven cattle!
Be a hero in the strife!
—Psalm of Life.

I record here some sayings of politicians uttered in a de
bate in the United States Senate last month, May 28, and the
result of the discussion. The debate in the Senate was upon
a Territorial Bill, and the question of Woman Suffrage
arose upon an amendment to the bill allowing women to vote
in the new Territory. The speeches of Sargent, Stewart,
Morton, Flanagan, Carpenter, Ferry of Michigan, and
Anthony, were grand and noble. How very pious was
Bayard of Delaware!—a State not only small in territory,
but, judging it by the animus and humanities which prompted
its senator, still smaller in soul. A land, laggard and behind
the age in progress—a land at whose pillory and whipping
post civilization points its finger of shame. Is this old Rip
Yan Winkle aware that the world moves ? How miserably
posted in affairs was Merrimon, of North Carolina, late a land
of slaves!
Mr. Morton said he was in favor of the amendment upon
what he urged as the fundamental principles of our govern
ment. The Declaration of Independence said, “ All men are
created free and equal. The word mon did not mean males;
it meant the whole human family. The women of this
country had never given their consent to this government
within the theory of the Declaration of Independence. The
old common law argument was that the husband took care of
the interests of the wife; the father those of the daughter, or
the son those of the mother; but under the common law, the
husband was a t yrant and despot. This old doctrine had.
been overcome, and women could hold property now. He
believed the women had the same natural right to a voice in
this governmentfc nat men had. To give woman the right of

And then, I grant, we put a sting in him,
That at his will he may do danger with!

The people well know that in theory the sovereignty lies
in themselves. But after all, as government is administered
by them—to wit,through representatives—sovereignty changes
place; and like the beggar on horseback, the representative
rides it, poor thing, to—all know where! In theory the
people are masters—the officers of government their servants
—but in practice the reverse is the truth. The people have
been invited to the great festival of freedom—to an enter
tainment greater than that prepared by royalty for the heir
to the crown, as the parable bath it; and, mirable dictu, they
make excuse; one has married him a wife; another has much
merchandize to look after; and another has bought him oxen.
When, indeed, will the people, male and female, awake to
their highest interests; see that they have a just govern
ment, and not suffer usurpers, in guise of their representa
tives, to trample them in the dust ?
Horace Dresser.
THE INFIDEL SIDE OF THE STORY.
To the Rev. J, W. Caskey :
Sir—I had the pleasure, at the Christian church last night,
of listening to your very eloquent sermon on Infidelity. In
all that portion wherein you labored to expose and ridicule
the absurd notion that Nature teaches a God I heartily con
curred ; but there were one or two points that did not secure
my complete assent. The Pagan philosophers, who had the
one-God idea, stole it, you said, from Jewish tradition. You
offered no proof of this. I have Christian books that say the
Jews stole this idea from Pagan philosophers. Again: you
say that all the Pagan gods were wanting in virtue. This is
just what Pagans charged on the God of the Jews; not only
unchastity, but obscenity; and they proved it by the Bible.
The Christian story that God descended to an obscure village
in Palestine, and there obumbrated (see Unitarian version)
the affianced wife of a carpenter, was regarded by the Pagans

A WOMAN’S CRUSADE ON CORSETS.
Many ladies of the fashionable church people of Brooklyn
Heights, and others from the cluster of churches on the hill
and about Hanson place, leagued together some time ago to
make a silent social war on corsets, garters, high-heeled
shoes, false hair and other artifications. The lectures of
Mrs. Dr. Everett, which have been largely attended, inspired
the movement. Mrs. Dr. Theo. Cuyler has been elected presi
dent, and the Woman’s Physiological Society has its regular
meetings. A constitution has been completed, a library col
lected and lectures to be proyided. The movement is ex
citing attention.—JY. Y. Sun.
NOTES.
BY O. E. S.

“What to Wear,” by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, has just
come into my hands for the first time. I hope it is not too
late to express my gratification at her admirable statement
of the wickedness of women’s dress and my surprise at her
misconception of the status of the public mind with regard
to dress reform. She not only could wear her “ mountain
dress ” up and down Washington street with perfect exemp
tion from interference by the police, but there has been no
time within the past twenty years when she could not have
done so, as has been repeatedly proven by dress reformer*
in Boston and vicinity. A few arrests have been made in
other cities in years past, and always with such good result
that I do not believe a nook or hamlet can be found in tbe
United States to-day where it would be possible for a dress
reformer to get arrested, and any unusual costume can al
ways be worn with much greater comfort in large cities than
in villages, Yineland not excepted. The reasons for this are
evident; people in large cities are more accustomed to varie
ties and caprices in the way of costume, and since their
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neighbors are so numerous that they cannot quite attend to
the affairs of all of them, have learned the most excellent
habit of attending to their own instead. The forlorn plea
of police interference is entirely out of date; the intelligence
of the country demands of woman that she abandon prac
tices of dress which she knows to be ruinous to herself and
offspring, and will afford her all reasonable support in doing
it. I have not been able to find a man, whether poet, minis
ter, mechanic or farmer, who does not see and admit the
common sense truth that woman needs the same freedom
for her body as man does for his. A few, while admitting
this, confess as a divinity student did a few days ago, “we
know why fashionable women dress as they do, and we like
to have them keep on doing it, for the very reason that they
thus appeal to our sensuous natures.” I admired the honesty
of the man in making such simple and straightforward state
ment of the sickening fact. How long women will consent
to be partners in so base a work remains for them to con
sider and decide.
DRESS OF LITTLE GIRLS.

A mother asks how she shall dress her little girl. Just as
you do your little boy if you mean to have them equals. One
likes bright colors as well as the other, let both have them.
Both need equal freedom from the care of clothes, let both
have it. Let both run barefooted in the summer, and be
supplied with stout boots and warm stockings in the winter.
Above all, do not make your boy a tyrant by dressing him
in pants while you swaddle her in skirts, but keep both as
warm and free in winter and as free and cool in summer as
clothing will make possible.
THE HOLLOW GLOBE;
Or, The World’s Agitator

and

Reconciler.

CLAFLIN’S

WEEKLY.

that it did exist) to perform the wonderful works that have
by scientists been attributed to that source.
Again, they show by the most cogent reasoning that the
old idea that the sun is the dispenser of light and heat to all
the planets in our solar system is entirely untenable.
In this work is shown what the material is out of which
new planets are formed, how it is removed from the parent
planet and by what power it is controlled; and at the same
time explains a certain phenomenon that no former scientist
ever has explained, namely, what became of the vast amount
of water that existed on our globe in the time of the glacial
period.
Again, the work shows in a clear and lucid manner the in
capacity of gravitation to perform the part that has been as
signed to it in the economy of matter, and at the same time
it shows what the forces are in Nature’s vast domain that are
fully equal to the gigantic task.
The last chapter is worth alone the price of the book.
It treats in a philosophical manner of vision all the way
from the telescopic down to the microscopic, showing that
the relation of all objects to each other, so far as size and dis
tance is concerned, exists not intrinsically in themselves, but
in the character of the vision by which they are recognized.
They also show that man with his ingenuity in the construc
tion of lenses falls infinitely short of what Nature can do in
that direction.
Any one wishing to obtain the Hollow Globe, can do so by
addressing Benjamin Todd, general agent, Ypsilanti, Mich.
Price $2. Postage twenty-five cents.
PERORATION OF AN ADDRESS
Delivered bt Charles Bonsall at Odd Fellows Hall,
Salem, O., on the 55th Anniversary of that Order in

beliefs, and it was demonstrated that the prevailing notion!
concerning the recent origin of the world was not true. It is
obvious that one of the great epochs of thought had now been
reached; for the point of view from which natural things
are to be regarded was fundamentally and forever altered.
But as it is impossible to escape at once and completely from
the dominion of old ideas, the full import of the position
was far from being recognized, and different classes of the
thinking world were naturally very differently affected by
the new discoveries. To the mass of the people who inherit
their opinions and rarely inquire into the grounds upon which
they rest, the changed view was of no moment; nor had the
geological revelations much interest to the literary classes
beyond that of bare curiosity about strange and remote
speculations. To the theologians, however, the step that
had been taken was of grave concern. They were the pro
prietors of the old view; they claimed for it supernatural
authority, and strenuously maintained that its subversion
would be the subversion of religion itself. How deep and
tenacious was the old error is shown by the fact that, although
it has been completely exploded, although the immeasurable
antiquity of the earth and the progressive order of its life
have been demonstrated and admitted by all intelligent
people, yet the pulpit still clings to the old conceptions, and
the traditional view is that which generally prevails among
the multitude.
To men of science the new position was in the highest de
gree important, and the geologists occupied themselves in
accumulating facts, there finally being a kind of tacit com
promise between them and the theologians—the latter ad
mitting the vast antiquity of the earth and the former con
ceding preternatural intervention in the regular on-working
of the scheme. It is in relation to this great crisis in the
course of advancing thought that Herbert Spencer is to be
regarded. Like many others, he assumed at the outset that
the study of the whole phenomenal sphere of Nature belongs
to science; but he may claim the honor of being the first to
discern the full significance’'of the new intellectual position.
Quoted as he is continually by the press, and read as he must
be carefully by the pulpit, it is possible that time will con
vinoe even the stolid Doctors of Divinity that there are
things in heaven above and the earth beneath,
which even their “inspired” theology must recognize.
If so the influence of the pulpit, although materially modi
fied, and curtailed to reasonable dimensions, may be yet
continued, and one of our most cherished institutions be
preserved from the hammer of the scientific iconoclast.—AT
Y, Star.

A. Treatise on the Physical Conformation of the Earth. Pre
the U. S.
sented through the Organism of M. L. Sherman, M. D.,
In this age of reform, advancement, transition of thought
and written by Prof. Wm. F. Lyon.
and rapid evolution, it is a question cf interest with many,
This is one of the most unique and at the same time one of what the future policy of Odd-Fellowship will be with re
the most valuable works that has ever been placed before the spect to woman. Already an advanced step has been taken,
American nation.
and a branch degree established, especially for the wives of
The peculiar manner in which the ideas were obtained, as Odd Fellows, called the “Degree of Rebekah.” It has been
well as the circumstances under which it was written, ought blessed with glorious success, not only as to membership, but
to form a sufficient attraction to draw attention to the work especially in those missions of love, tenderness and charity
to say nothing of the matter contained therein.
amid the afflicted and needy where woman always excels.
The work contains four hundred and forty-seven pages May we not safely predict that in the near future our order
comprising thirteen chapters on the following subjects, viz.. will throw open its doors still wider to woman, and thus en
Scraps of History; The Open Polar Sea; The Igneous The large the field of her usefulness. For my part I hope to live
ory ; Volcanoes; Earthquakes; Material and Spiritual Forces to see the day when Odd-Fellowship will make no distinction
Gravitation; The Sun and Its Influences; Inherent Powers whatever with regard to sex. The world and society have too
Who are the World Builders? The Moon; Vision.
American men and women are nervous, and naturally
long kept woman in the back ground, compelling her either
We introduce some extracts from the introduction, as show to remain in comparative obscurity, or in the majesty of her have nervous children, of slender physique, and easily ex
ing the design of the work, also the peculiar manner in which love for humanity, to break over her harriers, stand upon her cited into precocious intelligence, which is considered genius.
its leading ideas were obtained:
own platform of individual liberty, and assert her right to Instead of letting the little creature suck its fists and grow
“ The central idea contained in the following work, and the stand side by side with her Brother in the great fields of re fat, it is jumped, and danced, and confused, and made to
one that most of these chapters are designed to substantiate, form. And just so sure as there is a law in nature, which en repeat like a parrot. The English method of placing young
is, that this globe is constructed in the form of a hollow ables and causes both sexes to receive purifying, ennobling children in the hands of experienced nurses and making
sphere, with a shell some thirty or forty miles in thickness, and animating influences each from the other by mingling them responsible is much better. A large, airy nursery at
and that the interior surface, which is a beautiful world in a together, just so sure would such a course toward women the top of the house; a good, clean, wholesome Belgian,
more highly developed condition than the exterior, is acces tend to purify and strengthen our order; and being thus pu Swiss or Swedish woman to take charge of it; breatfast of
sible by a circuitous, spirally-formed aperture that may be rified with new inspiration, and wearing the armor of new oatmeal porridge and milk; dinners of roast or boiled beef
found in the unexplored open Polar Sea, and this opening truth it would march forward in still grander majesty; ex or mutton, and rice pudding; tea of bread and butter, m
affords easy navigation, by abroad and deep channel leading tending the field of its labors; ever conquering, ever subdu and fruit, with no confectionery or “ pieces ” between meals
from one surface to the other, and that the largest ships or ing in the name of Friendship, Love and Truth, until the and no late visits or rides with mamma. In such a quiet
steamers may sail or steam their way, with as much facility whole human race recognizes the principles which it teaches. uneventful atmosphere the baby grows and thrives best, the
as they can pass through any other winding or somewhat Then, and not till then, will its whole mission be fulfilled. child is subject to less excitement, and with healthy'and
crooked channel. And we have endeavored to show as Then, and not till then, will it surrender its flag.
regular habits lays the foundation of an excellent constitu
clearly as possible that the physical formation of the globe is
In conclusion, brethren and sisters, let us always remem tion, while the mother is not worn but by its constant pres
such as to be perfectly compatible with an outer and inner ber that if we would do good in the world, we must not en ence, or made nervous by being constantly harassed with
world, or two worlds instead of one, and it might be proper
deavor to stand away up above poor humanity, expecting the giving directions to ignorant and inexperienced nurses.
to present a brief sketch of the leading circumstances that
fallen ones to climb up to uf before we can help them. But
have induced the production of this book and its presenta
Pasigraphy is the name of a new system of writing bj
we must come down to them and raise them up, even though
tion to the public.
we may have to enter the very lowest dens of vice; for they numbers, which, it is asserted, may be used universally, anc
About the middle of September, 1868, the writer of this can be reached only through the law of love. Let us not fear thus obviate the difficulty of communication between nac
work was standing at his desk in his own place of business,
the becoming contaminated by them, for when the motive is tions of different languages. Dr. Anthon Bachmaier, o:
attending to some matter, when a strange gentleman made pure, contamination is impossible. On the contrary, our Munich, is the inventor. A conference of gentlemen oi
his appearance in the office, and introduced himself as Dr,
very natures will be purified and strengthened by the act. various nationalities was held in London not long ago tc
M. L. Sherman. I told him to be seated and in a few mo Is not this the lesson which the great Nazarene taught when promote the undertaking, and the result is said to have
ments I would give him my attention.
he said to the Scribes and Pharisees: “He that is greatest been of a very encouraging character.—Harper’s Weekly.
He seemed to scan m© very closely, and finally, among among you shall be your servant, and whosoever shall exalt
other things, told me, “ You are the man that I have been
Eleven ladies have continued their medical studies a
himself shall be abased, and he that humbleth himself shall
searching after ; the very man I was to find, and we have a
be exalted.” “ He that saveth his own soul shall lose it; and Edinburgh during the winter, outside the university, am
large amount of business that we must transact together, ne rnar rosem ms
snail save it.” Then when they lmcler t!ae direction of extramural lecturers of distinction
he that loseth his own soul shall
but I am not fully prepared to state the nature of that busi brought unto him a harlot asking what should be done with They.hav® rente(i a siloP in Guthrie street, in which the:
*
-------- ~
ijj. VVAAAVJJL
ness, for I do not seem to understand it myself.” I replied her,
her. and
and expecting
exneotinv him to
tin condemn
p.nndnmri her
V.ai, to be stoned to practice
practice dissection.
dissection. Although
Although the
the Edinhnrcr
Edinburg Tint
University aii
“Very well; if it is to be so, I trust it will be satisfactory,’
death in accordance with the old law of Moses, Jesus says: thorities interdict them from competing for academical o
or something to that effect; but his announcement did not ' He that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone medical degrees, they can be examined before the Societ;
make a vivid impression upon my mind, as in my experience at her.” Her accusers were thus condemned by their own of Apothecaries in London, from whom they can receive i
I had heard things of a similar nature previously.” Here we
conscience, and Jesus blessed the forsaken woman by saying licence to practice medicine.—Harper's Weekly.
have the object of the authors set forth, and an account of
unto her: “ Neither do I condemn thee; go and sin no more.”
the remarkable meeting of the two who conjointly were to
In this spirit, and this alone, can we combat crime with n Thb new Constitution adopted by the Swiss, by a vote o
produce the work.
success. This is the philosophy that must be practiced if we
The doctor has for many years been a remarkable medium, would disseminate truth and conquer error. Odd-Fellow 321,870 to 177,800 will introduce several important changes
Among these it gives, for the first time, the Federal Govern
and, when taking into consideration the extraordinary gift
ship does practice it in a great degree; and in proportion as ment the control of the army and of military stores anc
that he possesses, he might with propriety be classed with she practices it in the future, together with her other
fortifications; makes every man liable to military service
the noted seers of the world.
virtues, will that future be crowned with glory and success, makes education secular and compulsory; provides for the
The work is written in a pleasing style—so much so that —Salem Republican (0).
passage of a uniform bankruptcy law; subjects the ecclesi
the reader would become fascinated with it even though it
astical to the civil power; makes civil marriage obligatory
did not contain the startling facts and theories with which
prohibits the creation of any new bishoprics without the
THE OLD FOGY PULPIT.
the book abounds.
.
Of all the odd facts of to-day, the querest is the con permission of the State, and the foundation of new conventf
The old fogy scientists who believe in the infallibility of servatism of the pulpit. That useful institution declines to or the revival of old ones, and maintains the exclusion of the
Newton and La Place, and seek to make all the wondrous
move with the rest of the world, and unless the active Jesuits, and provides for the exclusion of any other religious
phenomena of nature bend to an already established basis, agencies of such men as Beecher, Tyng, Jr., Swing order the conduct of which may seem to the government
would undoubtedly feel a certain contempt for the source and their co-workers accomplish more than they have dangerous to the State or likely to disturb the peace between
creeds.
from which the work has emanated, if not for the contents.
thus far, the people will be so far in advance of the
Yet, at the same time, if they would read the work carefully
clergy, that reciprocal benefit will be reduced to a simple
May 19.—I see by the papers that those horrid Woodhul
they could not fail to see that very many of their old question of pecuniary advantage to the preachers. For
theories were hopelessly torn from their grasp, and that, too, instance, down to the early part of the present century it and Claflin creatures are about to come here. How dar«
they show themselves in San Francisco ? But on second
by a master-hand.
had generally been believed that this world, with all that it
Their solution of much of the phenomena that occurs upon contains, was suddenly called into existence but a few thou thought it strikes me that very possibly they will keep ths
the earth’s surface that has formerly been attributed to the sand years ago, in much the same condition as we now see it. clergy straight and perhaps tell a few startling truths to soma
internal fires, such as earthquakes and’voloanoes, to the casual Modern science was long restrained from tracing nature of our women, who hate to have light shed on their perform
observer, at least, appears more reasonable. They show backward by the power of traditional beliefs, but the force ances. I think, on the whole, that only liars and hypocrites
have anything to fear from the sisters.—San Frmeisco Open
clearly and logically the inadequacy of that power (supposing of facts and reasoning at length proved too strong for these Letter.
i
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BUSINESS EDITORIALS.

Proceedings oe the Tenth Annual Convention oe the
American Association oe Spiritualists. 12m, pp. 266.
The Elixir oe Liee; or, Why do we Die? 8vo, pp. 24. An
R. W. Hxtmb, Associate Editor of Woodhull & Claflin’s
Oration delivered before the aboye-named Convention,
Weekly, is prepared to deliver lectures on Radical Spiritu
at Crow’s Opera House, Chicago, by Victoria C.
alism, and on all the reforms of which it is the base. For
Woodhull, September 18, 1873.

June 2'T, 18'74,

FREE COUNCIL.
The First Religio-Philosophical Society of Hillsdale Co.,
Mich., will hold their eighth annual council on Saturday and
Sunday, June 20 and 21,1874, at Camden Station, on the Fort
Wayne, Jackson and Saginaw R. R. Benjamin and Marion
Todd, Lois Waisbrooker and other able speakers are engaged.
The Camden silver band and choir will enliven the meeting
with choice music. A cordial invitation is extended to all to
attend, and hear the social and religious shams, political con
spiracies and financial frauds of the day freely ventilated
from a free platform. Refreshments will be furnished by the
society in the grove. Friends from a distance will be pro
vided for to the extent of our ability.

further particulars, list of lectures, etc., address box 8,791
The above “ Report of the Proceedings of the Tenth An
New York City.
nual Convention of the American Association of Spiritual
ists,” is an accurate and impartial account of what was said
Dr. L. K. Coonley has removed from Vineland to Newark, and done at the above convention. The speeches are pre
N. J. Office and residence No. 51 Academy street, where sented to the public word for word as they came to us from
he will treat the sick daily and receive applications to lec he hands of the able reporter employed by the convention.
ture Sundays in New Jersey, New York or elsewhere in The orations of the members, on both sides, discussing the
question of “ Free Love,” or rather “ Personal Sovereignty,”
the vicinity.
D. K. Coonley.
William Bryan, President.
are worthy of the serious attention not only of all Spiritual
M. Morgan, Secretary.
ists but of the community at large.
TO SPIRITUALISTS GENERALLY.
In proof that we have not overstated the merits of the
Farmington, Mich., May, 1874.
The Northern Wisconsin Association of Spiritualists will work, we respectfully submit the generous testimony of
The First Society of Spiritualists of Farmington, Michigan,
hold their fifth quarterly convention at Oakfield, Wis., the Judge Edmund S. Holbrook, who so ably defended the posi
will hold their Eighth Annual Meeting in the Union Church
26th, 27th and 28th of June, 1874.
tion of the conservative Spiritualists at the above conven
Farmington, Saturday, the 4th and 5th of July, 1874, com
Spiritualists and everybody are invited. Speakers and tion :
mencing Saturday at 2 o’clock, p. m. Good speakers will be
mediums particularly so. We do hope our speakers and
' Y have seen the report you have published of the doings
attendance. Also, the Quarterly Meeting of the Oakland
mediums will not remain away because not individually in and sayings of the Chicago Convention, and I take pleasure
vited; but come and help make the convention one long to in saying that, in the publication of such a report, so full, so County Circle will be held in connection with the yearly
be remembered. Our platform is and will be free to discuss accurate and impartial as it is, you have done a work worthy meeting. A general invitation is hereby extended to all.
Our platform is free. Homes will be provided for those from
any and every subject that will benefit humanity.
of high commendation. Some could not be at this conven
distance.
Norton Lapham, President.
Mrs. S. H. Lee, Sec.
tion, either for want of time or means; but now, such of
E- L. Roberts, Cor. Secretary.
them as may choose to read, can ’almost imagine that they
DR. R. P. EELLOWS.
were there; and though they may not attain whatever there
The next quarterly meeting of the Henry County, Illinois,
This truly gifted healer, who has gained such a wide popu may be in personal presence, in the eye, and the ear, and in Association of Spiritualists, will be held in Cambridge, June
soul-communion,
yet
whatever
of
principle
has
been
evolvoi
larity in the last few years, is now permanently located at
and 28,1874. T. B. Taylor will speak before the Associa
Vineland, N. J. Eor those who are unable to visit the Doctor they may well discover and understand; and also, as I a ope, tion.
John M. Follett, Secretary.
they
may
profit
thereby.”
in person it would be well to send $1 for his Magnetized
Price
of
the
“Proceedings”
and
the
“Elixir
of
Life
”50
Pellets. We could fill columns with accounts of cures per
iSf" Send Austin Kent one dollar for his book and pam
formed through the agency of these Pellets. The attention cents; or the “Elixir of Life.” alone 25 c-n^s„ Orders for phlets on Free Love and Marriage. He has been sixteen
of the afflicted who swallow bottle after bottle of poisonous the same addressed to Woodhull & Claain, p. o. box 3,791, years physically helpless, confined to his bed and chair, is
drugs without experiencing relief is called to fchsss simple, will be promptly filled.
poor and needs the money. You may be even more bene
but efficacious remedies.
fited by reading one of the boldest, deepest, strongest, clear
The First Primary Council v I Boston, of the Universal As
sociation of Spiritualists, meets every Thursday evening, at est and most logical writers. You are hardly well posted on
this subject till you have read Mr. Kent. You who are able
Harmony Hall, 18^ cylston street. First-class lectures
DR. H. P. FAIRFIELD
add another dollar or more as charity. His address,
every Sunday afternoon and evening. Seats free.
Austin Kent, Stockholm, St. Lawrence Co., N. Y., Box 44.
Will lecture in Putnam, Conn., during June. Would like to
John Hardy, Cor. Sec’y.
P, S.—I will now mail “Free Love," in paper cover, “Mrs.
make other engagements. Address for June, Putnam, Conn.
W-Jodnulland Social Freedom,” and “True and False Love ”
THE WORD,
Permanent address, Greenwich Village, Mass.
A Monthly Journal of Reform—Regarding the subjection of or 75cts. I will add two more of the “Woodhull” and “So
Labor, of Woman, and the Prevalence of War as unnatural cial Freedom” Pamphlets for $1.00, or I will mail ten of the
That staunch and able advocate of Freedom, Oicr A,
evils, induced by false claims to obedience and service pamphlets for $1,00. In buying these you greatly aid a phy
Battle Creek, Mich., will be sent, ten numbers for 25c., to favors the Abolition of the State, of Property in Land and its sically helpless man.
Austin Kent.
trial subscribers. Send for it; you will get twice your kindred resources, of speculative income and all other
E. M. Flagg, dentist, 79 West Eleventh street, New York
money’s worth.
means whereby Intrusion acquires wealth and power at the
expense of Useful People. Since labor is the source of city. Specialty, artificial dentures.
wealth, and creates all values equitably vendible, the Word
NOTICE.
Sarah E. Somerby, Trance Medium and Magnetic Healer,
Celebration on the 4th day of July, by the Spiritualists (not by restrictive methods, but through Liberation and
i Irving Place, N. Y.
and Naturalists, at Eden Mills, Yt. Oration by the gifted Reciprocity) seeks the extinction of interest, rent, div
orator, Mrs. Emma L. Paul, of Stowe. Dance to commence idends and profit, except as they represent work done; the
PROSPECTUS.
at four o’clock p. m., in William Scott’s Hall. A general abolition of railway, telegraphic, banking, trades union and
other corporations charging more than actual cost for values
invitation to mediums and all concerned to attend.
Woodhull & Claelin’s Weekly.
furnished, and the repudiation of all so-called debts, the
Sabin Scott (for the Committee).
principal whereof has been paid in the form of interest.
[The only paper in the World conducted, absolutely, upon the,
E. H. Heywood, Editor.
Principles of a Free Press.]
Terms—75c. annually in advance.
It advocates a new government in which the people will be
The legal rate of postage on the Weekly, addressed to
Address The Word, Princeton, Mass.
their own legislators, and the officials the executors of their
regular subscribers, is twenty cents per annum, or five cents
per quarter, payable in advance^ Subscribers who receive
Dr. Slade, the eminent Test Medium, may be found at his will.
It advocates, as parts of the new government—
their copies by letter-carriers will please hand the annual or office. No. 25 East Twenty-first street near Broadway
quarterly postage to carriers, taking their receipts. If any
1. A new political system in which all persons of adult
higher rates aie demanded, report the facts to the local
age will participate.
Caution.—Heavy penalties are attached to photographing
Postmaster. The postage on copies directed to subscribers
2. A new land system in which every individual will be en
or
otherwise
copying,
selling,
or
offering
for
sale,
copies
from
in New York city has been pre paid by the publishers.
titled to the free use of a proper proportion of the land.
our steel-plate engravings, “The Dawning Light,” “The
3. A new industrial system, in which each individual will
Orphan’s Rescue,” “ Life’s Morning and Evening,” ©te. Any
The Central New York Association of Spiritualists will one furnishing us with information of such violation of copy remain possessed of all his or her productions.
4. Anew commercial system in which “cost,” instead of
hold their third quarterly meeting in Putnam’s Hall, in right law and our moral rights will receive our thanks and
demand and supply,” will determine the price of every
Waterville, on Saturday and Sunday, June 27 and 28 inst. be rewarded. For circulars, prices and club rates, address
thing and abolish the system of profit-making.
at 28 School street, Boston, Mass., R. H. Curran & Co.
A. E. Simmons and other good speakers will be present.
5. A new financial system, in which the government will
be the source, custodian and transmitter of all money, and
In consequence of bad health, D. W. Hull is compelled to
The Iowa State Association of Spiritualists will hold their give up his room for the treatment of patients in Chicago. in which usury will have no place.
Second Quarterly Convention for 1874, in Berry’s Hall, Fort Ho will again take the lecture-field, and is ready to answer
6. A new sexual system, in which mutual consent, entirely
Dodge, commencing Saturday, June 27, at 10 o’clock, A. M., calls to any part of the country. Address 148 West Wash free from money or any inducement other than love, shall be
the governing law, individuals being left to make their own
and continue over Sunday.
ington street, Chicago, 111.
Believing that the agitation of thought is the beginning of
regulations; and in which society, when the individual shali
wisdom, and that all subjects are worthy of a candid inves
fail, shall be responsible for the proper rearing of children.
Joseph John’s Great Works oe Art, engraved on steel
tigation we cordially invite aH seekers after truth, of what
7. A new educational system, in which all children born shall
4The
Orphan’s
Rescue,”
price
$3;
“The
Dawning
Light,
ever name or creed, to attend and participate with us in our
with map of Hydesville, $2; “Life’s Morning and Evening, have the same advantages of physical, industrial, mental
^Asusual, the platform wifi be free for the discussion of all $3, or the three pictures to one address, $7; are mailed to any and moral culture, and thus be equally prepared at maturity
part of the United States, postage free. Warranted safely to enter upon active, responsible and useful lives.
subjects tending to the progression and elevation of manthrough and satisfaction guaranteed on receipt of prices
All of which will constitute the various parts of a new so
^Friends from abroad will be entertained by the citizens of above specified in post- office order or registered letter at cial order, in which all the human rights of the individual
risk. Club rates given on application. Address R. K will be associated to form the harmonious organization of the
Fort Dodge as far as possible.
^
^ Q
,
Curran & Co., Publisher, 28 School street, Boston, Mass.
peoples into the grand human family, of which every person
The speakers will be: Warren Chase, Dr. C. P. Sanford,
in the world will be a member.
Mrs. H. Morse, Capt. H. H. Brown.
THE OPEN LETTER.
Criticism and objections specially invited.
Edwin Cate, President.
Mrs. J. Swa±n, Secretary.
This is the name of a sprightly, lively, spicy and thor
The Weekly is issued every Saturday.
oughly readable newspaper, issued every Saturday in San
Subscription price, $3 per year; $1.50 six months; or 10c.
Francisco, Cal., by The Open Letter Publishing Co. It was
GROVE MEETING in MAINE.
single copy, to be had of any Newsdealer in the world, who
formerly published at Vallejo, but removed to San Fran
The Spiritualists and Free-Thinkers of Cornville and vi_ cisco, as a wider field for so original and unique a paper,
can order it from the following General Agents:
cinity will hold a grove meeting at Clark E. Smith’s Grove is supposed to be edited by a combination of the best jour
The American News Co., New York City;
(near Skowhegan line) June 27 and 28.
nalistic talent that could be selected from the Pacific Slope
The New York News Co., New York City;
All questions pertaining to the interests of humanity will press, and is highly commended by almost every paper on
The National News Co., New York City;
be discussed in the social meetings.
^ Coast. It is ______
____
__________0__________,___
the
made up
entirely
of original matter, and in
The New England News Co., Boston, Mass.;
Lectures by Moses Hull, Mattie. Sawyer,, of Boston, an - j ^ paragrap]1j0 department is specially delightful. It is
others. Good music will be furnished, original songs an paper> taken an in an, that no live person, living in the Ocoi
The Central News Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
improvisations. Come one, come all!
dent, cap afford to do without. It is a pleasure and a “passThe Western News Co., Chicago, 111.
Samuel Woodman,
time ” of treble the value of its cost. Its subscription price
Sample copies, mailed on application, free.
Seward Mitchell,
is $4 per annum; served by carriers, fifty cents per month
Victoria C. Woodhull and Tennie C. Claelin, Ed
Committee of Arrangements.
ten cents per copy. Address 514 Commercial street, up-stairs
itors and Proprietors.
Col. J. H. Blood, Managing Editor.
Warren Chase Lectures
The Spiritualists of Herkimer Co., N. Y., will hold a twoAll communications should be addressed
days’ meeting at Fairfield, on Saturday and Sunday, June 20 In Des Moines, Iowa, during June. Address, Colfax, Jasper
Wmxmmsi & Claelin’s Weekly,
.
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WOODHULL

SYLLABUS OF THE

SUNDAY EXEECISES

i

is

CL'AFLIN’S WEEKLY,

GREAT CENTRAL ROUTE,

AT

DE G-ARMO HALL,

CJHORT LINE ACROSS THE CONTIN

T BY THE OLD ESTABLISHED AND

O Popular Route via NIAGARA FALLS SUSP A)N BRIDGE or BUFFALO AND MICHIGAN CBN
TRAL AND GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY LIN , c Detroit and Chicago without change of cars, making
close connection with, all Railroads leading out oi rucago to all points in the great V> est.
No. 82 FIFTH AVE.,
Through Tickets to all important towns, ami general information may he obtained at the Oompani
First Floor, Comer of Fourteenth Street, New York. office, 349 Broadway (corner of Leonard street), .New York.

First Metropolitan Congregation.
Mornixg

A

at

Half-past Ten

Scientific

Condensed Time Table. .

' WESTWARD FROM NEW YORK,

o’clock,

Sermon

Via Erie & Midi. Central & Great Western R. R?s

BT

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS,
STATIONS.

IN EXPOSITION OF

r^.
t,v -^

^

^

Or. Ceoa Newcomer,
THE HEALER,
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
HURD BLOCK, JACKSON, MICH.
Thirty years’ experience. Examines diseases and
sends prescriptions for one month for $3. Has a spe
cific remedy for CATARRH and THROAT DISEASE.
Sends hy mail for $2 for four months, and with direc
tions two months, $1. Pile Remedy, $2. Treatments
at rooms moderate. Warrants relief or no charge.
146
GEO. NEWCOMER, M. D.

SOCIAL EKEED0I
COMMXnsriTY
No. 1.
This Institution is situated in Chesterfield County,
Virginia, about nine miles from Richmond. It is
founded on the principles of Social Ereedom, as laid
down in the address of Victoria C. Woodhull, in
Steinway Hall, New York, November 20,1871. The
Community owns three hundred and thirty-three
acres of land; half of which is improved—the balance
is valuable timber. There is a good water-power on
it, and they propose to erect a saw-mill. A few jruwe
congenial persons can be now admitted on probation
SARAH L. TIBBALS, Pres,
Address, inclo sing a sheet of paper and a stamped
envelope,
J. Q, HENCK, Sec.
Box 44 Manchester,7 Chester Co.,5 Va.
Of '

PSYCHOMETRIC
AND

Soul Reading.
MES. EL L. LA PIEEEE
Will give those sending lock of hair and autograph a
full reading of marked changes through life; also ad
vice in regard to business. Will diagnosis disease and
ts causes from a lock of hair, and give magnetic treat
ment at any distance by spirit control.
Reading and treatment by lock of hair...... $3.00.
Reading alone................................................ 2.00.
Address Post-offlce box 856, St. Paul, Minn.

BE. JEO. A. ELLIOTT

Express
Mail.

Express.

STATIONS.
.
Lv 23d Street, N. Y...........
“ Chambers street.............
“ Jersey City....................
“ Susquehanna..................
“ Binghampton...........
“ Elmira............................
“ Homellsville................
“ Buffalo...........................
Ar Suspension Bridge........
Lv Suspension Bridge ......
Ar St. Catherines................
“ Hamilton__ ............
“ Harrisburg................... ..
“ London.................... .
“ Chatham........................
“ Detroit........ ..................
Lv Detroit.........................
Ar Wayne................... . ...
“ Ypsilanti..................:...
“ Ann Arbor............
“ Jackson..........................

.

Universology, Integralism and thePantarchaliitepm^,
6.45 p, M.
Lv 23d Street, N. Y........... . ... 8.30 a. m. 10.45 A. at.
as the Commonwealth or Universal Institute of Hu
7.00 “
8.40 “ 10.45 “
7.20 “
9.15 “ 11.15 “
manity, and of the general scope of the Sciences;
2.43 a. M,
3.40 p. M. 8.12 p. m.
with some appropriate Literary and Religious Exer
3.35 “
9.20 “
4.40 “
cises illustrative of the purposes of
5.85 “
6 30 “
7.40 “
1.50 “
8.30- “
11.45 “
THE NEW CATHOLIC CHURCH.
Express.
12.05 A. m. 8.10 “
12.27 F. M. -- --------- 1.00 “ 10.00 “
1.35 “
9.50 p. us
(The desk will he occasionally filled, in the absence Lv Suspension Bridge............. 1.10 A. M. 1.35 p. at.
2.00 “
10.12 “
2.00 “
or hy the consent of Mr. Andrews, by other distin
1.35 “
2.55 “
2.55 “
1120
guished Scientists and Reformero.)
2.45 “
8.53 “
3.53 “
Afternoon at 2, o’clock.
5.65 “
2.85 a. m.
5.35 A. m. 5.55 “
8.13 “
8.12 “
5.00 “
7.55 “
A Social and Spiritual Conference for the free in
10.00 “
7.00 ‘
9.40 “ 10.00 “
terchange of the expressions and aspirations of all
10.10
“
8.10 ‘
10.10
“
9.40
.“
who are desiring a Higher Religious Life, or a better
U
8.65 «
10.21 “
knowledge of the Way.
11.25 “
ii.25 P. at.
9.87 “
10.45 “
11.43 “
9.50 “
Evenino at 7X o’clock.
11.00 “ 11.43 “
1.00 A, M. 15,30 “
1.00 a. at.
Lectures and discussions, hy selected speakers and
12.50 p. m?
1.15
“
volunteers,1 upon religious, scientific and miscel
Aik
, “ Battle Creek..............
1.25 “
Ant
2.03 “
laneous subjects.
Line.
1 “ Kalamazoo.....................
2.35 “
Line.
2.55 “
4.32 p. M. 4.40 a. m. “ Niles........... .................. 4.40 a. m. 5.00 “
6.02 «
5.25 “
5.46 “
“ Michigan City........ .
6.25 “
5.45 “
5.45 “
U. L. V.,
“ Calumet......................... 7.47 “
8.00
7.47 “
7.18 “
8.00 “ . “ Chicago........................... 8.00 “
8.45 “
8.00 “
“
Chicago..............................
Gr, United LABOR VANGUARD, is a. Secret Or
$k) a..m'. h.50 A. at Ar Milwaukee..................... 11.50 A. at. 5.30 a. in.
ganization, devoted to the best interests of the Ar Milwaukee...................
Ar Prairie dn Chein.............
8.55 p. m.
Ar Prairie dn Chein.................. 8*55 p. m.
laboring classes.
Ar La Crosse........................... Kl.oO p. M. 7.05 a. ai. Ar La Crosse........................ 7.05 a. at. 7.05 a, m.
It is the vanguard of Social aud Political Reforms.
Ar St. Paul........... ............ 7.00 a. ar.
Ar St. Paul............................... 6.15 p. at.
Ar St. Louis........................
Eor a description of its principles and purposes see Ai- St. Louis.............................. 8.15 A. M.
Woodhull & Claflin’s Weekly, No. 160.
Ar
Sedalia.............. ............ 6.50 a. at. ; (,
5.40 P. M.
“ Denison ............. ....... 8.00 “
-*tA
8.00
“
“
Denison
....................................
Ijlie U. .L V. meet every Sunday evening at p. m., “ Galveston........................... 10.45 “
“ Galveston........................ 10.00 “
•V • <
at 284 Fifth street, N. Y.
Ar Bismarck............... ....... 12.01 p. at.
Ar Bismarck......................... 11.00 P. M.
“ Columbus............ .
6.30 “
5.00 a. ar.
For particulars of membership, address
“ Little Rock.....................
“ Little Rock......... ............... . 7.30 p. at.
T. R. KINGET, M. D.,
Ar Burlington..................... 7.00 p. at.
8.50 a. m“ Omaha............ ............. 7.45 a. ai.
Cor. Sec. of U. L. V.,
11.00 P. M.
“ Cheyenne............ .......... 12.50 p. ar.
125 E. Tenth st1, N. Y.
“ Ogden................ .........
5.30 “
“ San Francisco............
8.30 “
“ San Francisco...................
Ar Galesburg...................... 4.45 p. at.
siERAtATOlBItHEA
6.40 a. m“ Quincey:......................... 9.45 “
11.15 “
i .
“ St. Joseph............ ........ 8.10 a. ai. -T10.00 “
“ Kansas City.................. 9.25 “
10.40 P. M.
....
CURED BY A SPIRIT PRESCRIPTION, AND
“ Atchison ........................ 11.17 “
11.00 “
“ Leavenworth__ ........ 12.40 noon.
12.10 “
WARRANTED, EOR $10.
“ Denver.. ...............
“ Denver.
............... 7.00 A. ar.
It Is an outside application. No medicine given.
Send for free circular to
DR. E. WOODRUFF,
Grand Rapids, Mich.
9.15 a. H.—Day Express from Jersey City (daily except Sunday), wit?1 Pullman’s Drawing-Room Cars
and connecting at Suspension Bridge with. Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, arriving at Chicago 8.00 p. m
the following day in time to take the morning trains from there.
7.20 p. m.—Night Express from Jersey City (daily), with Pullman’s Palace Sleeping Cars, runs through to
Chicago without change, arriving there at 8.00 a. mi, giving passengers ample time for breakfast and take
the
morning trains to all points West, Northwest and Southwest.
CONSULT WITH

Through Sleeping Car Arrangements

Would jm Know Yourself?

A. B. SEVERANCE.
The well known

Physcrometrist and Clairvoyant.

Is how prepared to give Readings of Character,
Delineations of Adaptability to Business, Physical
Conditions, etc., from Autograph, Lock of Hair or
Photograph.
Come in person, or send hy letter a lock of ym
Address, inclosing Two Dollars and four three-cent h^ir, or handwriting or a photograph; he will give yc
stamps, Dr. JNO. A. ELLIOTT, care Box 4,952 New a correct delineation of character, giving instructioi
York P. O.
fdr self improvement, hy telling what faculties to cu
tivate and what to restrain, giving your present phy
leal, mental and spiritual condition, giving past an
GrOIYDEBN' MEMORIES
future events, telling what kind of a medium you ca
OF
develop into, if any, what business or profession yo
afe best calculated for to be successful in life. A<
vice
and counsel in business matters. Also, advice i
A BIOGRAPHY OP A. B. WHITING:
Together with selections from his Poetical Compo reference to marriage; the adaptation of one to tl
other, and whether yon are in a proper condition fc
sitions and Prose Writings.
marriage. Hints and advice to those who are in m
Compiled hy his sister, R. Augusta Whiting.
happy married relations, how to make their1 path c
Introduction hy J. M. Pebbles.
life smoother.
“His years, ’tis true, were few;
further, will give an examination of diseases, an
His life was long.”
correct diagnosis, with a written prescription and ii
“ We live in deeds, not years;
In thoughts, not breaths.”
struetion for home treatment, which, if the pati^nl
follow, will improve their health and condition ever
The work is published in response to the general
time,
if it does not effect a cure. He is eminentl
demand for a reliable resume of the life, labors and
wonderful medinmistic experiences of our arisen practical in all advice given, as thousands can testif
fellow-laborer in the cause of human freedom and from the Atlantic coast to the Pacific, having lettei
progress, and is embellished with a fine steel ^rtrait
daily from men and women for the last ten year:
of the individual whose life it portrays.
Price $1 50, postage 18 cents.
Has a word of sympathy and encouragement for th
For sale, wholesale and retail, hy the publishers afflicted, advice and counsel to the young, and somi
COLBY & RICH, at No. 9 Montgomery Place, corner thing for every one to help them to meet the strug
of Province Street (lower floor), Boston, Mass.
Orders may also be addressed to R. A. Whiting gles of life that will pay them more than ten fold fo
Albion, Mich.
’ all the money required for the delineations.
WHAT THE PRESS SAYS:
He also treats diseases Magnetically and otherwise
The book is one that will be of interest to every
TEBMS.
Spiritualist and to all who are interested in rare and
n
curious developments of mental.phenomena, while the Brief Delineation..........................
20
travel and adventure of seventeen years of public life Full and complete DUi .-.‘ation
Diagnosis
of
Disease................................................in
furnish incidents both instructive and amusing.for the
Diagnosis and Prescription..................................... on
general reader.”—Ramie?' of Light.
“We will venture to say that, among biographies, Eull and complete Delineation, with Diagnosis
and Prescription..................... .................° _
50
this work stands alone. In its narratives of experience
it is astounding.”—Hartford Times.
Address 457 Milwaukee street, Milwaukee, Wis.
“ The volume Is replete with interesting incidents
of a-remarkable life, narrated in an unaffected style.”
—Albion Mirror.
“ Full of life-like delineations. * * It contains the j ) K- and ELIZABETH LAWRENCE, of Ottmm
soul of the human.—J. O. Barrett. ,
-L • Iowa, will heal the sick at home from the Isl
“ Cannot fail to have an extensive sale.”—Rkwc the 5th, and from the 15th to the 20th of every mon
Huron Commercial.
and answer calls away from home the remainder

AN EARNEST LIFE.

Express.

CONNECTIONS OF ERIE RAILWAY ^ITH MAIN LINES AND BRANCHES OF

Michigan Central & Croat Western Railways.
At St. Gatharines, with Welland Railway, for Port Colborne.
At Hamilton, with branch for Toronto and intermediate stations; also with branch to Port Dover.
At Harrisburg, with branch for Galt, Guelph, Southampton and intermediate stations.
At Paris, with G. W. R. branch for Brantford and with Goderich branch Grand Trunk Railway.
_ At London, with branch for Petrolia and Sarnia. Also with Port Stanley Branch for Port Stanley, an
dally line of steamers from there to Cleveland.
_ At Detroit, with Detroit & Milwaukie Railway for Port Huron, Branch Grand Trunk Railway. Also De
troit, Lansing & Lake Michigan R. R. to Howard and intermediate stations. Also Detroit & Bay Citv R R
Branch Lake S. & M. S. R. R. to Toledo.
- ’ ,
At Wayne, with Flint & Pere M. R. R. to Plymouth, Holy, ete.
At Ypsilanti, with Detroit, Hillsdale & Eel River R. Rs, for Manchester, Hillsdale, Banker’s, Waterloo
Columbia City, N. Manchester, Denver and Indianapolis.
At Jackson, with Grand River Yallev Branch, for Eaton Rapids, Charlotte, Grand Rapids, Nuneia Pent water, and all intermediate stations. Also, with Air Line for Homer, Nottowa, Three Rivers %nd Cassopolis
Also with Jack, Lansing- & Saginaw Branch, for Lansing, Owosso, Saginaw, Wenoha, Standish, Crawford
and intermediate stations. Also with Fort Wayne, Jack & Saginaw R. R. for Jonesville, Waterloo Fir)
Wayne, and Fort Wayne, Muncie & Cin. R. R. to Cincinnati.
At Battle Creek, with Peninsular R. R.
At Kalamazoo, with South Haven Branch, to G. Junction, South Haven, etc. Also with G. Rapids & Ind
R. R. for Clam Lake and intermediate stations. Also with Branch of L. S. & M. S. R. R.
At Lawton, with Paw Paw R. R. for Paw Paw.
At Niles,. with South Bend Branch.
At New Buffalo, with Chicago & Mich. Lake S. R. R. for St. Joseph, Holland, Muskegon, Pentwater and
all intermediate stations.
At Michigan City, with Indianapolis, Pern & Chicago R. R. Also with Louisville, New Albanv & Ch
cago R. R.
'■
At Lake; with Joliet Branch to Joliet.
At Chicago, with all railroads diverging.

DR. P. J. KOONZ,

CANCER

Uefifeistj

Cured witiiout the Knife or Pain. No. 1 GREAT JONES ST., NEAR BROADWAY

Diseases of Females
A SPECIALTY FOR TWENTY TEAKS.

For seven years Professor of Obstetrics
and Diseases of Women in a New York
Medical College.
Prof.

143

J. M, Comins, M. D.,
Tw@nty«Sixth Street^

m.mw iroiaiiu

-

NEW YORK.
Laughing Gas administered for the Painless Extrac.
tion of Teeth.

MKS. M. M. IIARDY^

TRANCE'

'

MEDIUM,

MO: 4 Concorcl

BOSTON.
HOURS' FROM 9 A, M, S© 3 F K

Tmm (for Primm Semm m,Mm m
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June 27,1874.

WOODHULL & CLAFLIN’S WEEKLY,

Music has Charms!

SEISTT

World.

EARTH CLOSETS.

THE TOLEDO SUN.

PRICE REDUCED.
The Best in the

EVERYWHERE:

The Great Blessing of the Age.

Comfort to the Sick arid
Feeble.

No Chromo Fraud with it.

THE W-A-KEEIEILU

WILL LAST A LIFETIME!

35,000,

The recent test of Fire-Proof Safes
by the English Government proved
the superiority of Alum Filling. No
other Safes filled with

OPiTKECELEBRATED

$20 The Beckwith

Wrapping paper or for cut
ting dress patterns.

The Sun is printed to be read.

Alum and Plaster-of-Paris.

MAmrm ^ c©H?
265 Broadway, PL Y.? i
721 Chestnut St., Phila0

DON’T SUBSCRIBE IP YOU WANT IT POR

BY

in Daily Use.

The best musical talent of the country recommend
rogressive
eople
these Organs. The nicest and best. More for your
money, and give better satisfaction than any other
And takes its place on the Centre Table,
now made They comprise the

P

Eureka,
Concertino,
Orchestra
$20
and G-rands.

Portable Family Sewing Machine,
ON THIRTY RAYS’ TRIAL.
WITH STRENGTH AND CAPACITY EQUAL TO ANY, RE

Illustrated Catalogues sent by mail, post-paid, to
any address, upon application to

B. SHONINCER & Co.,

GARDLESS OP COST.

while the old

FAMILY BIBLE
GOES UP ON THE SHELF.

SEND FOR THE TOLED O SUE,

Every Machine carefully Tested and fully Warranted.
BECKWITH SEWING MACHINE CO.,
862 Broadway, N. Y., near 17th st. and Union Sq. 142

Ming Institute,

MISS LIZZIE L. CROSBY,

706 W.Monroe Street

BUSINESS CLAIRVOYANT
AND

SPIRIT MEDIUM.

Chicago, III.

DR. J. C. PHILLIPS,

Clairvoyant and Magnetic Healer,
OMJRO, Wis.

No. 316 FOURTH AVENUE,
Between 23d and 24th streets,

NEW YORK.
Terms: $2.00 to $3.00.

MADAME CLIFFORD,
(LATE OP 24 MYRTLE AV.),

THB GREATEST LIVING

Medical & Business Clairvoyant
HAS REMOVED TO

222 STATE ST., near COURT,
Brooklyn.
Examines diseases personally and by hair, and is
consulted on all affairs of life and business generally.

This Institute, organized, upon the combined prin
ciples of

Magnetism and Medicine,
makes a specialty of all those diseases which, hy the
Medical Faculty are considered incurable. Among
these may he mentioned Paralysis, Scrofula, Rheuma
tism Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Neuralgia, Chronic Di
arrhoea Diseases of the Liver, Spleen and Kidneys,
and especially all Diseases Peculiar to Women.
In this last class of complaints, some of the most
extraordinarv discoveries have recently been made,
which surmount the difficulties that have heretofore
stood in the way of their cure.
The peculiar advantage which the practice at this
Institution possesses over all others is, that in addition
to all the scientific knowledge of Medical Therapentiesand Remedial Agents which the Faculty have, it
also has the unerring means of diagnosing diseases
through

CLAIRVOYANCE,

as well as the scientific administration of ANIMAL
and SPIRITUAL MAGNETISM in all their various
,
, , ,
Life Charts writ forms.
This combination of remedial means can safely be
relied upon to cure every disease tbat bas not already
destroyed some,vital internal organ. No matter how
often the patient affected In chronic form may have
failed in obtaining relief, be should not despair, but
seek it from ibis, the only Institution where all the
various methods of cure can be combined.
In addition to the cure of disease, Clairvoyant con
sultations upon all kinds of business and upon all
forms of social affairs can also be obtained.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
Office hours from 9 a. m. till 6 p. m.
ten out fully.

THE

“Silver Tongue”
ORGANS,
MANUFACTURED BY

E. P. Needham & Son,
143, 145 & 147 EAST 23d ST., N. Y.

ESTABLISHED

IN 1846.

Responsible parties applying for agencies in sec
tions still unsupplied will receive prompt attention
and liberal inducements. Parties residing at a disance from our authorised agents may order from our
actory. Send for illustrated price list.
142

PSYCHOMETRY.

Sealed letters answered. .

Reception hours from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.
Invalids who cannot visit the Institute in person
can apply by letter. Medicine sent to all parts of the
world.
All letters should be addressed
Dr. C. A. BARNES,
Healing Institute, 706 W. Monroe Street,
Chicago, III.

OPEN.

The Best of All!

Spirit Communion, Business and
Tests.
MES. E. SMITH,
Medical and Business Clairvoyant, Trance
Speaker, Psychometrist and Spirit Medium,

277 MULBERRY ST., NEWARK* N. J.,

Gives advice by letter in answer to que|hons on all A CHILD CAN MANAGE 11.
the affairs of life, together with Spirj-; Communion
IT WILL LAST A LIFETIME.
and Tests.
LATEST AND SIMPLEST IMPROVEMENTS.
Terms for Op en Letters.......................................$1 00
“•
Sealed Letters.............. .................... - 2 00 DRY EARTH FURNISHED FREE ON . REASONABLE CON
DITIONS.
Spirit Prescriptions, 25 cents each, with stamp.
) WAKEFIELD, from $25 to $40.
Medical Examinations .and Business Consultations
PRICES. V MAGIC, from $16 to $30.
daily. Terms, $1.
j WATROUS, $18 to $33.
Public Circles every Sunday, Monday, Thursday,
DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLETS FREE.
Friday and Saturday evenings.
The Wakefield Earth Closet Co.,
Author of “Clairvoyance made Easy.” Second edi
tion now ready. By mail, 50 cents.
36 DEY ST., NEW YORK.
Mrs. E. Smith has been permanently located and en
THE
gaged in the successful practice of her profession in
Newark for upward of twenty years, and respectfully EABLVILLE
TRANSCRIPT,
refers to the prominent Spiritualists of New Jersey
PUBLISHED EVERY
and New York city, and the many patrons who have
THURSDAY MORNING, at Earlville, III.
received the benefit of her experience.

The Sexual Question
AND

The Money Power.

Psychometric Readings for persons who send me
How shall this Power he made to serve,
their handwriting, or who will call on me in person.
Fee. $2. Address. 1,114 Callowhill street, Phila instead of ruling us:
delphia; Pa., by
J. MURRAY SPEAR.
A Lecture delivered by Lois Waisbrooker, at Jackson, Mich., Dec. 14, at tbe Annual Meeting of the
State Association of Spiritualists, and published by
Dr. E. WOODRUFF,
request.
“ Sister Lois—1 am glad to see, in the last number of
Our Age, the names of so many who desire you to pub
lish your Lecture delivered in Jackson, December 14.
OFFICE AT HIS
Add my name to the list of supplicants. Your ideas
upon the money pow'er, how it can be made to serve,
AND HERB STORE,
ROOT,
instead of ruling us, are grand beyond a mortal’s tell
38 CANAL ST, UP STAIRS, GRAND ing. The Lecture was deep, logical, argumentative,
and should he sent broadcast over the earth.
RAPIDS, Mich.,
“ML Sherman, M. D.
Where for thirteen years every description of Acute, ’“Adrian, Mich.”
Chrome and Private Diseases have been successfully
Price 15 cen s single copy; 10 cents if sent hy the
treated stricHy on Botanic principles.
dpZienP ,S Y; €S> ffii S X. i
ts ■»
NO POISON USED
O Drawer 891
Counsel at office Free
Address;

Botanic Physician.

CLOSED.

Disease diagnosed at a glance by Lock of Hair, by Is simple in construction, automatic in action, and
letter stating age, sex and residence.
being entirely inodorous, may be used in any room in
the house without offense. When not in use it is a
GUARANTEES SATISFACTION.
handsome piece of furniture with nothing about it to
Examination and Prescription, $2.00.
I indicate its purpose.
Dr. Phillips is faitnful, trustworthy and successful.
—<?. Barrett.
THE WATftOUSa
Dr. Phillips, Magnetic Physician, is meeting with
(With Arms.)
good success.—E. V. Wilson.

Mag-netic Treatment.

p. m.

THE HiAGSC

New Haven, Conn.

Dr. C. A. BARNES.

to 8

Is one of the latest inventions, and has many advan
tages over all others. The simple act1 of closing the
lid brings the earth forward and drops it directly in
the centre of the pail, thus insuring the absolute cer
tainty of covering all the excrements. This is of vital
importance. It also has a dust or odor slide, a child’s
seat, and an extra large reservoir for dry earth or
ashes.

TERMS:
$2.00 for fifty-two numbers; $1.00 for twenty-six
numbers; 75c. for thirteen numbers, in advance.

NO TOILSOME TREAD OP THE TREADLE.

m.

,

Edited and Published hy Jno. A. Lant, at 129 Summit
Street, Toledo, Ohio.

The Cloth-plate is the size used, by a $100 Machine 142
is of Polished Plated Steel. Attachments of propor
tionate size and quality, while the entire macmne has
sorresponding finish throughout. Braider, Embroid
erer, Guide, Hemmer, Gatherer,^ four sizes of Needles,
etc., are given with every Machine.

Hours: 10 a.

P

YOUR PATRONAGE IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED.

Address as above.

HABMONIAL HOME,

A. J. GROVER, Editor and Proprietor.
CONTRIBUTORS:
Mrs. Elizabeth Cady Stanton.
Edward M. Davis.
Matilda Joslyn Gage.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Year, in advance.......................$2.00
PHILADELPHIA,
Six Mon tbs,
64
............................ 1.00
Where the Weekly and other reform papers are kept
for sale, and subscriptions received therefor. Where THE GRANDEST AND MOST ASTOUNDING
a register is kept of all who desire to form Communi
BOOK OF THE CENTURY!
ties or Unitary Homes, and the location they desire,
and what they can do financially! or otherwise to start
AFFECTIONAL ALCHEMY.
one.
Magnificent Discoveries Concerning
Addresses above,
G. D. HENCK.

1,204 CALLOWHILL ST.,

SEX, WOMEN AND WILL.

OUR AGE.
A Weekly Journal, devoted to the Interests of
Spiritualism in the broad sense of that term—does
not admit that there are Side Issues.
Can there be sides to a perfect circle or a perfect
sphere? A Religion which will meet the wants of
Humanity must be both.

THE HISTORY OF LOVE ;
Its Wondrous Magic, Chemist ry, Rules, Laws, Modes
Moods and Rationale;
BEING THE,

THIRD REVELATION OF SOUL AND SEX;
ALSO,

“WHY IS MAN IMMORTAL?”

The Solution of the Darwin Problem.
An Entirely New Theory.
Free Press, Free Speech, gap- and has no l®ve to
It contains many of the most astounding disclosures
sell.
concerning Woman’s Power and the Grand Passion
ever made. Nearly the whole 1st edition swept off
Terms of Subscription, $2.50 per year.
before a copy left the press. The most splendid literary success of the age! The demon has but begun,
PUBLISHED BY
and 100,000 copies sure to be sold in six months! Says
a celebrated critic and book reviewer (Cornell’s Maga
zine) : “ The master mind has arrived and has utilized
the garnered thought of ages and Improved upon it.
A great work has been achieved. It leads the world’s
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR,
van in its peculiar and magnificent line. The sublime
Office OS Cherry Street, mystery is a mystery no longer.”
By Subscription. Send stamp for Table of Contents
and Terms to KATE CORSON & CO., Vanob St.,
Battle Greek, Mich. Toledo, Ohio.

LOIS WAISBROOKER,

